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SUMMARY
Background

The programme

Piloting commissioning with the cultural sector was
three years in development by Kent County Council
(KCC) in partnership with Artswork and ROH Bridge.
The first sector work was with a steering group in
summer 2012 and Linden Rowley was contracted to
run events starting in November of that year, and to
begin to broker strategic negotiations through 2013.

The commission was tendered twice as too few
providers bid the first time, and finally awarded to six
arts and cultural organisations, three of which had
other partners too. They were Dover Arts
Development with Jasmin Vardimon Company, Icon
Theatre, Ideas Test with Swale CVS, LV21 with Kent
Equality Cohesion council (KECC), Cohesion Plus and
the Grand, Rhythmix and Soundhub, and finally
Turner Contemporary.

The first commission opportunity was presented by
Public Health in 2014 as part of their Mental Wellbeing
Investment Programme around the county. Coupled
with partnership investment from the two relevant
Bridge organisations, Artswork and Royal Opera
House (ROH) Bridge, this allowed things to fall into
place.
This intervention is one of a number that Public Health
has invested in to improve wellbeing and promote Six
Ways to Wellbeing.
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The tender was to run activities themed around the
Six Ways to Wellbeing and participate in festivals
through the latter part of 2014, so that 100
vulnerable young people would get to practise the Six
Ways to Wellbeing, developed by New Economics
Foundation (nef) and South London And Maudsley
(SLAM) NHS Foundation Trust. It also required
providers to be part of a support and evaluation
programme and had the following vision:
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Kent has a thriving cultural sector and sense of place
which make children and families happy to live and
work here.
In turn this lessens demand for expensive public
services to support health or welfare.
In turn others nationally can learn from this success.
After the commission had started, KCC was selected
to be one of the Arts Council’s national Cultural
Commissioning programme pilots alongside Create
Gloucestershire. Support for KCC from this
programme overlapped with the support and
evaluation programme delivered with the Six Ways
commission.

The evaluation
This evaluation is of the whole programme of support
and includes a light touch review of the success of the
commissions. Most evidence was collected from those
closely involved; the commissioners and providers, in
interviews and workshops. But the wider cultural and
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public sectors were also surveyed. The providers used
Warwick and Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale
(WEMWBS) to assess impact as well as their own
approaches.
In parallel MB Associates and design partner Morph
have created a toolkit to help the wider cultural sector
understand commissioning.
The evaluation was planned using a Story of Change
with the commissioners. The programme intended to
make a difference to the cultural and public sectors in
Kent as well as the public and other local authorities
across the country. Building partnerships and
diversifying businesses and the market, better
understanding the value of culture and adapting the
commissioning process were key intentions. The
drivers for change were both positive: ambition,
vision, investment and support, and negative:
vulnerable communities and a vulnerable sector.
Delivery was in two parts: a service to young people
and families, and the support and evaluation
programme.
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Drivers


Positive vision and dialogue

Agreeing a shared vision is an
important driver of successful
There was
change programmes. This
vision,
programme combined a vision and
ambition &
ambition for fundamental change
investment
with pragmatic choices which made
it happen. The commitment was
exceptional, but there was a
‘goodwill overhead’ that will not be there as a
matter of course. Mixing the experimental pilot
approach with the operational rigour of contracting
presented conflicts, and the demanding activity
targets might have limited more far-reaching success.
Support for a more typical commission could usefully
come next.


Commitment to culture but lack of understanding
of its value

It was easy to focus on the unique offer of culture
because there is such a good fit between the arts and
wellbeing.
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Understanding the value of
culture is a challenge much
wider than Kent and the
The arts capture
attention,
national debate continues
communicate and
about the risks of the arts
are local. A good fit
being harnessed to deliver
with wellbeing
social change. But locally it
means commissioner
seemed the creative arts
buy-in
programme was good for
capturing the attention of
communities, interpreting
messages and becoming embedded in a place.
Commissioners welcome this expertise.


Investment, expertise and resource bank

This project had a substantial overall budget of
£254K, and a considerable investment of time, but on
£35K per project finances were still stretched locally.
There are several tiers in budget management, and
structurally this is a high risk for the cultural sector.
In general the right expertise was available, but there
was a big gap in communications in particular and at
times, the right senior people were not in place. For
example, senior procurement staff would have oiled
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the wheels, and Bridge/KCC negotiations could have
sometimes been more strategic. At provider level,
working in partnerships and with individual experts
secured the breadth of skills to deliver the arts and
meet the needs of young people around wellbeing.


Six Ways to Wellbeing Festival for the wider
community, Icon Theatre

Context of community inequality and struggling
cultural sector

Both the community and the sector context were key
drivers for change. Both are economically vulnerable,
with some very deprived communities in Kent, and a
fragmented cultural supply chain. There is a link
between economic disadvantage and mental ill health
and a recognition that culture can help with social
regeneration.
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Delivery
The commissions were demanding, but delivering the
subject to strict EU procurement rules. Icon Theatre,
contract was highly valued by the commissioned
Rhythmix and Turner Contemporary were contracted
providers. As well as the six commissions
first, followed by three partnerships led by
there was a support and evaluation
Dover Arts Development, Ideas Test and
There was good
programme including a wider sector
LV21. With more flexible procurement,
bespoke
and
programme over a longer period. Although
these latter partnership deals were
partnership
the tender specification was precise,
encouraged by the commissioning team.
support, and a
providers were uncertain what was being
valuable arts

Support and evaluation programme
asked of them at times, due to the
focus
fluid nature of the pilot programme
Providers were asked to rank the
and ongoing developments. They
A successful
programme elements in a final sharing
pilot has
struggled to make the extra
workshop and compare their value to other support
created an
commitments on top of a
they might access that had a tangible cost.
advocacy
demanding delivery project.
vehicle
Aside from the commission itself, they appreciated
The pressures of the pilot and
events most, where they met other providers and
capacity issues meant that support
commissioners, and the communications strategy
for the wider sector was focused on the toolkit.
least. The bespoke support (one-to-one) was more
valuable than the generic support (like Six Ways and

Commissioning process
Arts Award) and this included strategic input, such as
Six providers were eventually commissioned in two
partnership brokering and tender scoping. The
tranches. Small numbers bid, and the quality was not
signposting was either not there or not picked up by
high enough to contract so the commission had to be
providers. Monitoring, evaluation and WEMWBS
re-advertised. This smaller contract was now not
together competed with each other and were a
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considerable burden. There was a mixed view on the
use of WEMWBS. Much of the contract paperwork felt
disproportionate to delivery.
The communications strategy and events over a
longer period were the means to reach the wider
sector. Commissioners were aware that they were
not able to support cultural organisations who had not
been commissioned as much as they might like.
Communicating culture and The Six Ways
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Difference made


Making a difference for communities; six
successful projects enhance wellbeing

Providers were expected to monitor the contract
outputs, but in evaluation terms ‘success’ was left
open for discussion. Everyone involved felt the
commissions were successful.

sector and longer term evaluation is needed.
Putting the young people forward for Arts Award and
completing WEMWBS surveys were the most
challenging parts of delivery. The former felt to some
young people like school work and numbers fell short,
although still substantial. Provider views on using
WEMWBS were ambivalent, and this pilot should be
seen as testing the process rather than providing
robust evidence. The sector needs further support in
surveying techniques.

655 young people participated in-depth, exceeding
the target of 600 despite very challenging timescales
and a lack of clarity about the ‘level’ of vulnerability
that should be addressed. Many of
them took co-creation roles, in line
The role of Wellbeing Champions, required in the
Successful
with ACE Quality Principles and
tender but left open to interpretation, was more
commissions
exceeding the tender requirement.
successful and fit more closely with the ACE Quality
met
This was a light touch project to
Principles.
participation
address wellbeing, and a
targets
A considerable success was in the reach into
measurable impact on mental
communities, and both the arts and
health is unlikely. In the short
wellbeing - with their positive and creative
term it may in fact have increased
The arts are
messages – present great opportunities for
demand for services by surfacing emotional
a catalyst
Asset-Based Community Development.
issues with young people, and offering them a
for ‘ABCD’
quality arts service which may not be available
in the longer term. Communicating this
‘causal chain’ is essential for the cultural
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Young people at Turner Contemporary and Icon Theatre
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Better relationships within and beyond the cultural
sector

is a lot more work to do in the sector, with a clear split
between the supported providers – who are keen to be
commissioned again, and the wider sector which is not
ready. There are three issues that need addressing to
overcome barriers to commissioning: contribution to
core costs, brokering partnerships and negotiating
realistic targets.

This was the strongest of the sector outcomes for the
providers. However, a turbulent landscape means
sustainability of partnerships is a real
challenge. Relationships need to be fit
Partnerships
for purpose with partners chosen for
were a key
their strong relevance, and different
The current structure of the cultural sector mitigates
outcome
structures and cultures kept in mind.
against wide commissioning. Creating
Brokering partnerships could be a key
a ‘hub and spoke’ infrastructure
role for the Bridges with children and
model could be a long term aim,
Commissioners
young people’s services, including through
where leading organisations operate
were persuaded of
a ‘cultural’ market
Cultural Education/Learning Partnerships. It
as coordinators and a hub for local
and
broad
and
will need doing with other services too,
networks.
structural
potential
perhaps a role for KCC Arts & Culture service.

Commissioning for broad
of the arts
The strategic partnership of KCC and the
purpose
Bridges needs absolute clarity. Building on the
local ecology to establish both referral and
There is tremendous potential for the
progression routes for young people is an area the
cultural sector to become a regular but niche provider.
cultural sector needs to catch up with.
The biggest challenges in this pilot were the targets

Cultural business diversification and more diverse
and timescale, both of which could be addressed by
market
better collaboration and communication.
Commissioners feel there is now a broader market
which they know how to tap, and the scope for
structural cultural partnerships across Kent. But there
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‘distance travelled’ by service users and to enable a
portfolio of risk to be commissioned for different
purposes. With careful development, the cultural
sector could be delivering across all services.


Understanding the contribution culture can make



National and local awareness of KCC and Bridge
good practice

The programme gained some national awareness
through attending events, but has not been locally
promoted in Kent. Promotion to the public via district
councils and Kent councillors is recommended to
promote uptake of public health interventions.

During the programme, some of those involved
became much more aware of the value of arts and
culture in young people’s lives but this depends on
The Bridges have very low profile outside of the
proximity. There is still a way to go in
cultural sector, and whilst their role was valued
turning personal understanding into
by those in the know, a more explicit dovetailed
Partners
strategic knowledge and processes that
strategy between them and the Arts and
experienced the
Culture team is advisable, not least to mitigate
suit the cultural sector broadly.
value of culture
the risk of funding cuts.
and there was
There is a significant difference between
national profile
the cultural sector’s view of things and
those in the public sector. The time to
embed an approach to measuring cultural
value is overdue, and could usefully be agreed with
both heads of service and others in the sector.
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Arts practice developments

Commissioning developments

This commission did not only pilot a new business
Commissioning practice is in rapid development with
model, the wellbeing focus also provided a serious
authorities like KCC becoming strategic funding
evidence base that triggered some development in the
authorities. This is an opportunity for the arts and
arts practice of those involved, like working on the
legislation like the Social Value Act will make cultural
beach for example. As one of the commissioners
commissioning more relevant. The SVA says
identified earlier, the ‘Unique Selling Points’ of
public procurement must account for social
Culture
is
these projects were: capturing the attention of
and environmental as well as financial value
good at
participants; creating (sometimes) emotional
for money; it is fundamentally about quality
‘social
conversations and experiential learning
of local life.
value’
and facilitating celebratory social
In this new environment arts organisations
encounters embedded in communities.
Pilots
will need to think carefully about commissioning
These demonstrate together both the
demonstrated
and be business-like and engaged, preparing
‘intrinsic’ and ‘instrumental’ value of
‘intrinsic’ &
partnerships and policies ahead of time. Each
arts and culture that are often
‘instrumental’
contract should be considered carefully and the
described as in conflict.
outcomes and
sector should be involved in development. A
quality
The projects also demonstrated the Arts
‘grown up’ relationship between providers and
Council’s young people’s Quality
commissioners is something everyone should
Principles very well, which are about exciting, inclusive
aim for. Delivery based on an evidence base or policy
and excellent work that really involves children and
will change arts practice to some extent and getting
young people in a way that at least gives them
evaluation right for both commissioners and
ownership, and at best provides real personal
communities will be important. Providers need to be
progression. The strongest of these was the sense of
clear on monitoring and communicate well. They need
ownership, with many young people co-creating
to think carefully about the labour market too.
projects with high quality professionals.
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Value for money and conclusion
With 655 young people participating, 156 submitting
for Arts Awards and 120 Wellbeing Champions the
outputs were well met despite concerns. We estimate
cost per head could range from around £231 to £350,
based on these different levels of involvement as a
driver for allocating costs.
With high levels of disadvantage, based on national
figures the cohort might be estimated to include
between 210 and 130 young people with emotional
needs or mental health problems. Another factor
relevant to Kent, where unemployment is high, is the
number of those who could be NEET (Not in
Education, Employment or Training) either now or in
the next few years, estimated at 170 in this cohort
from national figures. With an average CAMHS case
costing £4.5K1 and the cost to the state of a young
person being NEET £3.2K2, a young person with these
dual needs could cost around £7.7K. The
commissions would need to save 22 young people
from needing this support to break even. Alternatively
if it made all 655 young people 3% less likely to have
1
2

these needs that would be of equivalent potential
value. Sustainability is essential to creating these
benefits and there are grounds for optimism here in
new partnership activity, but a way to go too.
The commission and support programme created a
wellbeing legacy in six areas, four well tested
partnerships, a strategic relationship and six
organisations who are commission ready. It had little
impact on the wider sector, but laid the foundations
with the toolkit to come and some recommendations
to improve commissioning. More work on the value of
culture is needed.
Of the recommendations the most important are that
the piloting period continues to move from a bespoke
commission to a typical one,
and that a communications
Although a
strategy supports that (whilst
pilot, the
maintaining transparency).
commissions
The national work on value,
met most
local strategic alignment and
targets and
hub and spoke, multi-agency
provided VFM
approach are crucial too.

National figures, PSSRU 2012
ACEVO 2013
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Recommendations
Figure 1 A recommended new story of change for developing the cultural sector in for commissioning

How? Drivers

What? Delivery

Why? Difference we make

 Dovetail strategic partnership aims to
mitigate risk of cuts to strategic bodies

 Broker appropriate partnerships for each
future tender

 Do stakeholder mapping of relevant heads of
service and include discussion of evidence

 Devise an effective communications
strategy and allocate time

 Deliver an effective communications
strategy

 Include public in communications strategy
moving towards co-production

 Work with national partners on training
the sector in robust data collection

 Work with national partners on establishing
the holistic ‘causal chain’ of cultural value

 Revisit the vision so it is aligned, inclusive
and communicated

 Go beyond personal contacts to include
arts in multi-agency working

 Explore a funded hub & spoke infrastructure
with respected partners in the sector

 Resource a prolonged pilot period moving
from bespoke to typical commissioning

 Ensure the wider sector gets support as
well as commissioned providers

 Explore using the Quality Principles for
Quality Assurance

 With limited resources, offer support in
the form of bespoke events

 Explore a weighting system for minimum,
expected and stretch targets in a portfolio of
risk

Strategic partners

Long term with sector

Short term and upcoming commissions
 Work on motivating the sector to bid for
commissions as part of ongoing piloting

 Evaluate the use of the toolkit including
website analytics

 Involve trusted delivery organisations in
scoping so outcomes aren’t in conflict

 Ensure tender budget pro formas include
project areas like evaluation and comms

 More clarity on ALL expectations; what’s
essential or desirable and target rationales

 Ensure monitoring is timely, proportionate,
purposeful and clearly communicated

 Schedule partnership development and set
up appropriate tender timelines

 Include evaluation beyond the life of the
project in contracts
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Index of above recommendations as they appear in report
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
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Introduction
Background
Piloting commissioning with the cultural sector
was three years in development by Kent
County Council (KCC) in partnership with
Artswork and ROH Bridge. The first sector
work was with a steering group in summer
2012 and Linden Rowley was contracted to
run events starting in November of that year,
and to begin to broker strategic negotiations
through 2013.
The first commission opportunity was
presented by Public Health in 2014 as part of
their Mental Wellbeing Investment Programme
around the county. Coupled with partnership
investment from the two relevant Bridge
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organisations Artswork and ROH Bridge, this
allowed things to fall into place.
The commission was tendered twice, as too
few providers bid the first time, and finally
awarded to six arts and cultural organisations,
three of which had other partners too. They
were Dover Arts Development with Jasmin
Vardimon Company, Icon Theatre, Ideas Test
with Swale CVS, LV21 with KECC, Cohesion
Plus and the Grand, Rhythmix, and finally
Turner Contemporary.
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In August 2012 Tony Witton from KCC Arts & Culture
Service and Emma Crook from ROH Bridge began to
create a vision for cultural commissioning in Kent.



The steering group who got together summer
2012 including LV21 from the providers who were
later commissioned.

The cultural commissioning support process started
for real in November 2012 with the set-up of a
steering group including Paivi Seppala from LV21,
Kent Arts Unit, Caren Stafford from Medway Arts
Team and Emma Crook (ROH Bridge). Linden Rowley
was contracted by the ROH Bridge and began to
facilitate conversations between KCC Arts & Culture
Service, Public Health and children social care and
advocacy and entitlement colleagues. In the New Year
a session was set up with Artswork to deliver a similar
programme to Kent wide organisations and they Arts
work joined the programme.



An event for over 20 arts organisations and
artists run by ROH Bridge in November 2012.



An event in February 2013 attended by 19
organisations or practitioners run by Artswork,
with local councils also present. DAD, Jasmin
Vardimon, Rhythmix and Turner Contemporary
attended.



An event in March 2013 attended by 25 arts
organisations or practitioners, including only Icon
Theatre from the eventually commissioned
providers.

In March 2013 arts and public health colleagues met
up, then in April 2013 public health provision across
the country came under local authority control,
making relationships more easy to develop. At that
time multi-million pound budgets were devolved
(£51M in Kent).



An event in November 2013 on commissioning,
which included the Healthy Living Centres as well
as DAD, Turner Contemporary, Jasmin Vardimon,
Icon, Rhythmix and LV21, with KCC.



An event for cultural and partner organisations
with the commissioners, May 14 in between the
two bid offers – to discuss issues and encourage
partners to bid.

Sector support included:
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During 2013 a tender of around £35K each was
negotiated in 6 ‘lots’ or geographic areas for cultural
organisations to bid for public health contracts to
promote wellbeing. This then also involved colleagues
from the Procurement department, who contributed to
a session for cultural organisations. In February 2014
the tender was publicised through social and other
media and www.kentbusinessportal.org.uk. As the
total exceeded £175K the tender had to follow
European rules, and be advertised widely whilst
adhering to strict criteria. In April 2014 three
commissions were contracted, but three lots were
either not bid for, or the bids were not of high enough
quality. These were re-advertised in May. Now under
the £175K threshold, the process could be simplified.
In parallel to this Kent process, Bridge organisations
were required to ring-fence resources to co-invest
with partners into cultural provision for children and
young people as strategic partnership investment.
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Public Health invested £120K and the two Bridge
organisations £55K each, to enable the Six Ways pilot
to be commissioned and to include a support
programme and evaluation; making a total of £254K.


The Royal Opera House Bridge covers

-

Dartford

-

Gravesham

-

Swale



Artswork covers

-

Maidstone

-

Thanet

-

Shepway
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Six Ways to Wellbeing, Kent
This intervention is one of a
number that Public Health has
invested in to improve wellbeing
and promote Six Ways to
Wellbeing.

The Kent Improving Mental Wellbeing and Preventing
Mental Illness Programme is made up of a wide range
of interventions that aim to grow wellbeing and
reduce suicide and the long term costs of mental
illness. All nine interventions are linked together by
the Six Ways to Wellbeing campaign which highlights
the six behaviours associated with positive mental
wellbeing.

Theme

Project name

A - Asset-Based
Community
Development

1

Library Wellbeing Hubs

2

Primary Care Link Workers

B - Growing
Community
Wellbeing

3

C - Six Ways to
Wellbeing
Campaign

4
5
6
7

Six Ways to Wellbeing Campaign
and programme resources
Six Ways to Wellbeing Seminars
Creative Arts Partnerships
Live it Well website

D - Training and
Suicide
Prevention

8
9

Happier@work
Mental Health First Aid

Kent Sheds

The programme is one of very few mental wellbeing
programmes across England led by a County Council
and contains a number of innovative approaches. It is
split into four themes and is made up of interventions
which vary in cost (some are over £250K others are
under £50K), size and approach.
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The Cultural Commissioning Programme
After the commission had started, KCC was
also selected to be one of the Arts Council’s
national Cultural Commissioning programme
pilots alongside Create Gloucestershire.
Support for KCC from this programme
overlapped with the support and evaluation
programme delivered with the Six Ways
commission.

Running from July 2013 to June 2016, the programme
offers a mix of activities to help commissioners in the
public services and arts, museums and libraries
sectors. It is delivered by a consortium of
organisations led by the National Council for Voluntary
Organisations (NCVO) with a budget of £895K.

It aims to:


help the arts and cultural sector develop skills
and capacity to engage in cultural commissioning



enable commissioners to develop awareness and
know-how of commissioning arts and cultural
organisations to deliver public service outcomes



encourage relationships between cultural
providers and commissioners



influence policy makers and raise the profile of
this area of work

The consortium includes New Philanthropy Capital
(NPC), and the New Economics Foundation (nef).
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Six Ways commission scope
The tender was to run activities and
participate in festivals through the latter part
of 2014, so that 100 vulnerable young people
would get to practise the Six Ways to
Wellbeing, developed by New Economics
Foundation (nef) and South London And
Maudsley (SLAM) NHS Foundation Trust. It
also required providers to be part of a support
and evaluation programme.

The contract was to deliver a programme in six
districts in Kent (one provider in each), through which
organisations would creatively and innovatively
publicise the Six Ways to Wellbeing campaign on a
large scale. Each programme was to involve targeted
intervention with vulnerable young people and their
families or carers as well as participation at an event
or festival. The commission was split into six lots: one
for each district and was to be delivered in partnership
with the Healthy Living Centres in Dartford,
Summary &
introduction

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Gravesham, Maidstone and Swale, and with selected
libraries in Thanet and Shepway. Key elements were:


Youth Interventions and Champions - delivery of
creative interventions with young people in each
district and development of Wellbeing Champions



Events/Festivals – delivery at a large scale public
event/s or festival/s in each district

In addition to delivery, the providers were required to
commit to a Creative Commissioning Support Package
and to contribute to the Creative Commissioning
evaluation and toolkit, which the commissioners
hoped would set a benchmark of good practice.
It was expected that the projects would start on 1
May 2014 and deliver the service until 30 November
2014. However because the contracts were not all
awarded the first time around, the second tranche of
providers delivered beyond Christmas.
The maximum value of this contract was £35K per
district. The detailed specification is included in
Appendices.
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Evaluation scope
This evaluation is of the whole programme of
support and includes a light touch review of
the success of the commissions. Most
evidence was collected from those closely
involved - the commissioners and providers in interviews and workshops. The wider
cultural and public sectors were also surveyed.
The providers used Warwick and Edinburgh
Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS) to assess
impact as well as their own approaches.

Evidence
The evidence has been collected between April 2014
and January 2015. It includes:


Surveys completed June 2014 and January 2015
with the wider sectors

-

Survey with the public sector – completed by 37
then 51 people before and after the work. Of the
new respondents none were from services
necessarily linked with culture. Most were from
the Early Help (early intervention and prevention
for children and young people (CYP) 10-14). Of
the latter respondents, 12 worked for a borough
or Medway, 9 worked for Public Health, 5 were
involved with a pilot, 4 were other (not PH)
commissioners and 3 worked for KCC Arts &
Culture Service or the Bridge.

-

Survey with the cultural sector – completed by 55
then 39 people before and after the work.

In parallel MB Associates and design partner
Morph have created a toolkit to help the wider
cultural sector understand commissioning.

This evaluation is of the 18 month support
programme in which Kent cultural organisations have
been supported to be commissioned for Public Health
and to be more commission-ready.
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They came from:

-

Figure 2 Cultural sector survey respondents

Commission

7

Libraries

It is worth noting the low numbers of museum
respondents. Library respondents were targeted with
a separate survey.

2

Museums

5

Voluntary arts
Performing arts

Interviews with the commissioners from Public
Health, the Bridge organisations and KCC Arts &
Culture Service, as well as with the six providers
and partners



Focus groups and workshops throughout the
period



Project logs kept by the commissioners



A communications analysis



Final reports, budgets, and materials from the six
providers



The results from using the Warwick and
Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS)
with project participants

16

Visual arts

21

Combined arts
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Survey with delivery partners from the Voluntary
and Community Sector (VCS) and libraries –
completed by 31 then 5 people before and after
the work. As a result of the small numbers
completing the second survey results from this
have not been included.
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Story of Change
The evaluation was planned using a Story of
Change with the commissioners. The
programme intended to make a difference to
the cultural and public sectors as well as the
public and local authorities across the country.
Building partnerships and diversifying
businesses and the market, better
understanding the value of culture and
adapting the commissioning process were key
intentions. The drivers for change were both
positive: ambition, vision, investment and
support, and negative: vulnerable
communities and a vulnerable sector. Delivery
was in two parts: a service to young people
and families and a support and evaluation
programme.

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Story or Theory of Change is a formative (scoping)
evaluation process. It reverses plans from the
difference the project hopes to make, back through
delivery to the drivers for change.
The expectation was that important ‘drivers’ for
change would be a positive and ambitious vision and a
commitment to highlighting what was special or
unique about cultural interventions. At the same time
there was an imperative driving change: the lack of
understanding of the value of culture, whilst
communities were ever more vulnerable faced with
austerity.
The tangible driver was an investment of quarter of a
million pounds from Kent’s Public Health service and
the two Bridge organisations, and a degree of
expertise from both the commissioners and providers.
Extra support and various web and training resources
(both bespoke and general) were also contracted.
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The delivery was planned as six commissioned
providers to work with at least a hundred vulnerable
young people and their families in interventions and
festivals. The support and evaluation programme
included organisational and professional development
around commissioning, events and in some cases
brokered relationships, signposting to the resources
and training on offer and communications and
reporting processes that were clear.
The difference that the programme hoped to make
was across a range of stakeholders:



And finally, local and national awareness of the
good practice piloted and the role of the Bridge
organisations

Although the evaluation was contracted based on a
Story of Change approach, providers were also asked
to provide monitoring information against the delivery
contract and the result was not streamlined.
Nonetheless, working on providers’ own stories of
change highlighted that they expected to deliver
outcomes above and beyond what they were
contracted to do, including:



For communities, a successful new approach to
learning about healthy living



Confidence, skills and aspirations for young
people alongside wellbeing



For the cultural sector, improved relationships
and partnerships, better understanding of cultural
impact and business diversification



More friendships



Cultural outcomes

For the public sector, improved relationships and
partnerships, better understanding of cultural
impact, a commissioning process that was fit for
a new broader purpose, and more diverse market
to deliver outcomes and in the long term
potential savings



Wider family and community outcomes



And most strategically, a focus on the arts as
local and part of community





This last feature proved to be an important driver for
success as far as Public Health were concerned.

Improved relationships and partnerships for
delivery outside of the cultural sector
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Figure 2 The vision agreed in the Story of Change 2014

Kent has a thriving cultural
sector and sense of place
which make children and
families happy to live and
work here.
In turn this lessens demand
for expensive public services
to support health or welfare.
In turn others nationally can
learn from this success.
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Figure 3 Story of Change 2014 including what was required in the tender

How? Drivers

What? Delivery

Why? Difference we make
6 successful commissioned projects enhance
wellbeing

6 commissions
Vulnerable YP participate -100
VYP & families at festival -500
Baseline, evaluation & WEMWBS
Materials shared

Tender requirements

Kent
communities

A support and evaluation programme
from cultural and public health
commissioners
Participate with PH and evaluation
Collect evidence as above
Positive vision and
dialogue
Commitment to
uniqueness of culture
Context: community
inequality & struggling
cultural sector

£254K Funding from PH
and Bridges for delivery
and support
In-kind support and
expertise from cultural
sector
In-kind support and
expertise from
commissioning team

Lack of understanding of
Resource bank
value of culture

Increase understanding 6 Ways -100%
Increase practice 1, 3 Ways -75%, 50%
6 Ways champions -25%
Achieve Arts Award -50%
Better relationships and understanding within the
cultural and across other sectors

Kent cultural
providers

Understand impact

Professional development

Cultural organisations more ready for business
diversification

Relationship building within and across
sectors

Better relationships and understanding across sectors

Signposting for organisational and CYP
service development
Clear reporting, communications and
dissemination via a toolkit

Commissioning is more fit for a broad purpose
Kent public
sector

Kent has a more diverse market to deliver good
outcomes and potential savings
Professionals and public understand the contribution
culture can make
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Kent partners

Better relationships and understanding across sectors

UK LAs and
providers

National and local awareness of Kent good practice
and the role of the Bridge organisations
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Drivers for change
Positive vision and dialogue
Agreeing a shared vision is an important
driver of successful change programmes. This
programme combined a vision and ambition
for fundamental change with pragmatic
choices which made it happen. The
commitment was exceptional, but there was a
‘goodwill overhead’ that will not be there as a
matter of course. Mixing the experimental
pilot approach with the operational rigour of
contracting presented conflicts, and the
demanding activity targets might have limited
more far-reaching success. Support for a
more ‘typical’ commission could usefully come
next.

Summary
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Delivery

 The programme
had a vision and great
ambition
 The commitment
was exceptional
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Vision
The founding partners of the process were very clear
that there was a grand vision for the sector which had
been developed over three years; most of the sector
agreed at least in part.
Figure 4 Does Kent have a long term vision for arts
and culture in society? - cultural sector

Not at all
In part
Absolutely
Don't know

“KCC is very focused on 'arts' and even the term
'culture' sometimes precludes museums. It requires a
lot of chasing on the museums' part to keep abreast
of 'arts/culture' initiatives” (cultural survey
respondent)

(38 cultural respondents)

Summary

Story of
Change

However, the commissioners tended to have different
perspectives influenced by their own organisational or
departmental vision. From the KCC point of view, the
long term intention is policy change. From the Public
Health point of view it is about getting communities
active and connected. Artswork and ROH are two of
10 Bridge organisations nationally who support the
Arts Council’s Goal 5 so that every child and young
person can experience the richness of the
arts, but they also support policy change, encourage
new business models and focus on gaps in provision
for children and young people. The different points of
view made for a complex project from the start and a
clearer vision could align people more effectively. It
needs to be more inclusive and consistently
communicated, for example there is a significant gap
in terms of heritage which then passes down the chain
of events with few people from heritage answering the
survey and none bidding for the work.
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Eight phases of change – the research
The process of change is well researched, and Kotter (1990, 1995) has identified the following eight steps from working
with many organisations into what makes successful change. These have been used broadly in the children and young
people’s sector.

Establish a
sense of
urgency

Identify and
discuss crises
and
opportunities

Summary

Create a
coalition

Develop a
clear vision

Create an
influential
group to lead
the change as
a team

Direct the
change
effort, with
strategies to
realise

Communicate
in every way.
Lead by role
modelling
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Share the
vision

Empower
people to
clear
obstacles

Secure short
term wins

Consolidate
and keep
moving

Encourage
risk-taking
and ideas, get
rid of
obstacles

Declare the
wins and
reward those
who create
them

Build with
systems and
structures,
create new
projects
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Ambition and targets
Everyone felt this was an ambitious and positive
project and the commitment was profound
throughout. This was both about changing
community behaviours amongst vulnerable young
people, where time to build trust is essential, and
addressing the internal local authority processes
which have been entrenched for years.
This positivity was rather in spite of the targets for
100 vulnerable young people to participate. There
were two sets of output targets driven by the different
commissioners: 50 young people going through Arts
Award (Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for the
Bridges) and 100 young people completing Warwick
and Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale selfassessments (WEMWBS) before and after the
intervention. These were not necessarily
complementary, and the rationale was not effectively
communicated. Neither was it an easy ask when
working with vulnerable young people. This mattered
more than it might in other commissions, because
Summary
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Change
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Delivery

these young people may well have a history of being
let down by services.
There was also a sense they were too prescriptive in
terms of delivery sessions, and not prescriptive
enough in terms of what 'vulnerable' meant.
When it became clear the numbers were going to be a
real challenge extra support was offered on Arts
Award, and clarity given that WEMWBS should not be
pursued at the detriment of young people's wellbeing.
The WEMWBS target had always been rather
experimental and that was not clearly communicated
at the beginning, not least because of the risk that
presented this way, the target would not be rigorously
pursued.
The pilot was therefore a mixture of strategy and
opportunism combining hard work on a strategic
partnership. This, with funding coming at the right
time and a flexible attitude to make it work. The
actual commission was a pragmatic decision, with
pros and cons:
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“Public Health feel their audiences are well reached by
the Arts.” (Public Health commissioner at market
event)
A provider said:
"[It] felt more like quick fix for the Six Ways message
- more like a branding exercise" (provider).
There is inevitably a conflict between providers doing
their best to secure the contract, and being realistic
and honest with commissioners about what can be
achieved. Over-demanding targets risk bidders
claiming skills that are not there. Providers with a
stronger relationship felt more able to negotiate the
targets, showing how important relationships and
trust can be.
“It was interesting hearing [another provider] talk
about her negotiating targets and I didn’t even think
of doing it” (provider).
Finally with such defined numeric outputs, there is a
risk that a cost-per-head formula will be applied to
compare projects. This particularly concerned a
provider who could see that another was working with
young people who were less 'hard to reach' and
targets would more easily be met.
Summary
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Goodwill and dialogue
The dialogue between the strategic partners started
almost two years before the project. It was intense
and with a determination to get this right. At some
points it was quite challenging, for example when the
Bridges were left out of discussions around other
linked work, like the national cultural commissioning
pilot and a Grants for the Arts (GfA) bid. The
partnership was managed with enthusiasm but not
very efficiently, particularly around communications.
"I had moments when I thought ‘what would my boss
think of the amount of time I was spending on it?’."
(commissioner). There is however no substitute for
giving this face-to-face time and attention to people.
Dialogue with the sector began with a 'meet the
market' general event in 2013 that seemed to have
tremendous synergy. It combined managers
beginning to share their need to show social value,
with a sector that naturally delivers in that area.
There were strengths and weaknesses, but overall the
dialogue was real.
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Figure 5 Is there ongoing dialogue about this role? –
cultural sector

Not at all
Partially
Absolutely
Don't know

There is fundamentally a conflict of interest between
the contract management role and an experimental
pilot where we are ‘all in it together’. So whilst the
dialogue was good, the clear guidance, structural set
up and practical help was limited. For example
contracts took a while to sort out at the outset and
monitoring emails were not being acknowledged till
later: "Rather than being empathetic, they could have
helped us out" (provider). There is a sense that the
'goodwill overhead' witnessed in this project might
mask problems that could arise in future
commissions.

(38 cultural respondents)
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Commitment to culture but lack of
understanding of its value
It was easy to focus on the unique offer of
culture because there is such a good fit
between the arts and wellbeing.

 Creative arts seen as
effective in capturing
attention, interpreting
messages and being
embedded locally

Understanding the value of culture is a
challenge much wider than Kent and the
national debate continues about the risks of
the arts being harnessed to deliver social
change. But locally it seemed the creative arts
programme was good for capturing the
attention of communities, interpreting
messages and becoming embedded in a place.
Commissioners welcome this expertise.
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 A good fit between arts
and culture and wellbeing
 A growing personal buy-in
by commissioners
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Arts and wellbeing seemed a good fit and providers
felt that young people were much more likely to
engage an arts-based rather than ‘wellbeing’ project.

services. This last point reflects the providers’ own
stories of change, focusing on the arts as part of
community.

Understanding of the cultural offer grew in the Public
Health team as it became apparent how natural it was
for these arts organisations to deliver on wellbeing.
This was demonstrated by a willingness to promote
the arts in conversations with elected members and at
regional conferences - and a commitment to ongoing
commissioning. What appeared to some initially to be
a branding exercise became a genuine appreciation of
experiential arts practice.

But for some in the arts, there remains a problem
about the work being led by social need rather than
creative input.

A Public Health commissioner described the creative
and cultural offer as:


Creativity in making a visual impact in a way that
captures communities' attention



Interpreting and communicating a message



Being locally embedded and so effective with
particular communities

One commissioner described how struck they were by
the 6WTW Gravesham celebration participation by the
Sikh community – and that this was a feature of a
small arts provider that would not met by other
Summary
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“For culture to meaningfully come into people's lives it
needs to remain culture and not become a less-well
paid version of social care” (cultural survey
respondent).
Despite being vigorous for over a decade this
discussion is not mature. As a commissioner said in
relation to the role of culture, "I'm not sure there's a
shared understanding of what it is but we know it's a
good thing" (commissioner).
So the cultural USP remains somewhat unclear and it
is a challenge way beyond Kent and this programme.
Certainly being part of the national Cultural
Commissioning Programme and discussing the work
widely at events will continue to address the debate.
We re-visit this theme in the section Making a
difference - Understanding of the contribution culture
can make.
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Investment, expertise and a resource bank
This project had a substantial overall budget
of £254K, and a considerable investment of
time, but on £35K per project finances were
still stretched locally. There are several tiers in
budget management, and structurally this is a
high risk for the cultural sector.

 A substantial
investment in the
cultural sector

In general the right expertise was available,
but there was a big gap in communications in
particular and at times, the right senior people
were not in place. For example, senior
procurement staff would have oiled the
wheels, and Bridge/KCC negotiations could
have sometimes been more strategic. At
provider level, working in partnerships and
with individual experts secured the breadth of
skills to deliver the arts and meet the needs of
young people around wellbeing.
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Finance
Figure 6 Providers' budget breakdowns

The budget was made up of


£120K and £90K from Public Health and the
Bridges for delivery (making £35K each area)



£24K (from Public Health) and £15K (from the
Bridges) for two separate evaluations

Rhythmix



And £5K from the Bridges for bespoke support

LV21

In addition KCC Arts and Culture team provided an
extra £7K to extend the toolkit and £2.5K for the
toolkit launch event.
In total this was the original budget of £254K plus just
shy of £10K to extend dissemination.

Turner

Ideas Test

Icon

DAD / JVC

Although the overall budget was substantial the
budget for the projects at around £35K was
considered tight, as it needed to reach 100 vulnerable
young people with the demanding targets described
above. (We explore this further in the Value for
money section in Difference). The providers felt
commissioners weren't realistic about what was
appropriate for the money, and there were some
difficult discussions with them. The budget was spent
in the following way.
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Staff and artists
Delivery
Marketing
Admin
Travel
Arts Award
Production and equipment
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Overall there was a significant 'overhead' of extra
support for this pilot (from commissioners, a support
programme and evaluators), so challenges may well
grow with an unsupported commission.

Turner
Rhythmix
LV21
Ideas Test
Icon

At a programme level, there are several tiers in the
budget management and at each point there will be at
least transaction costs3 and at worst a significant
contribution to overheads coming from the budget
before it reaches communities. This complexity also
introduces scope for error in financial management
which was a risk in this project.

Figure 7 Total budget divided into providers' core or
freelance/project costs

DAD / JVC

Most providers invested significant time and in-kind
support beyond the budget. For example as
Gravesham was a key strategic target area for LV21’s
partners, they were fully committed to investing extra
time and resources for the development of a
partnership programme that helped deliver long term
benefits to the various local communities and
neighbourhoods, as well as the organisations
themselves. In other places this was not possible,
with staff employed as freelancers and paid on a day
rate.

Freelance
Core costs
Freelance
Core costs
Freelance
Core costs
Freelance
Core costs
Freelance
Core costs
Freelance
Core costs
0

3

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

The costs incurred in making an ‘economic exchange’
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Expertise
Public Health and arts expertise were well represented
but expertise (or experience) in managing contracts,
communications and change management were
developed ‘on the hoof’. There was some surprise at
this, bearing in mind the length of the gestation
period, but this was a new situation in many ways,
not least because Public Health has only recently
become the responsibility of the local authority.
There was also an issue about having the right people
involved at the right time and staff turnover inevitably
means sometimes there were gaps. For example
there were times when a strategic lead from
Procurement would have made a difference and
others when the Bridges might have brought seniority
to bear in negotiations. A key point was development
of the brief and the providers fed back that
collaboration with them was crucial then too; whilst
there was considerable arts expertise, it was felt that
it was a little out of touch with on the ground delivery.
Bringing a practising arts professional into the
commissioning team might have helped.

arts." (commissioner). In many cases partnerships
brought in the expertise needed in vulnerability and
health and wellbeing.
But there was also a sense that everyone was
learning, "[it is] hard to get to the nub of the detail
and what the implications are but when we started
working with the community and getting momentum
it felt amazing and discovering how important it was"
(provider).
In embedding new commissioning practice, processes
need to be in place so that success is not dependent
on individuals, and roles are clearly defined.

Resources
The resources recommended to the providers included
those of the Bridges, Kent’s Health and Wellbeing and
Cultural Strategies, the Live It Well website and
information on Arts Award and WEMWBS. During
Story of Change planning, it was identified that
providers should also be signposted to support on
organisational development and working with young
people which we explore in delivery below.

There were "some fantastic providers who are experts
in what they do - working with young people and the
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Context of community inequality and struggling
cultural sector
Both the community and the sector context
were key drivers for change. Both are
economically vulnerable, with some very poor
communities in Kent, and a fragmented
cultural supply chain. There is a link between
economic disadvantage and mental ill health
and a recognition that culture can help with
social regeneration.
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 A recognition
that culture can
be part of
regeneration
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Kent – the research
Kent is a large county in the South
East of England with a population of
1.5 million which is structured
similar to the England average. It is
expected to grow, and
commissioners will need to plan for
an increased capacity for child
health4. The commissioning
structure is the county council and
12 districts across Kent, as well as
Medway unitary authority and eight
Clinical Commissioning Groups
(CCGs).
Figures from the 2011 Census
(ONS) show that the majority of the
population are white, especially in
the older age bands. 10% of the
population aged 0 to 24 are of an

4

Kent & Medway Public Health Observatory

Summary
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ethnic minority background, mostly
Asian or Asian British.
Although issues like child poverty,
child obesity and substance misuse
in young people are better than the
England averages, Kent is a highly
diverse county and this average
masks areas of high deprivation. The
areas featured in this commission are
those with the highest deprivation.
As poorer families are at higher risk
of mental health disorders than more
prosperous families5, it is no surprise
that in Thanet in particular there is a
high prevalence of mental illness in
the population.
There are young people in Kent who
are vulnerable in a number of ways.
By way of an example, the number
5

Drivers

of children regularly visiting a
dentist (sometimes used as an
indicator of how well cared for
children are) is lower than the rest of
the South East. And in recent years
the number of Kent children who
have been taken into care has
increased by 25%, double the
increase in England. National
statistics show almost of half of
these are likely to have mental health
needs. (see Appendices for further
details)

JCMHP, 2013
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Figure 8 Kent unemployment
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Figure 9 Mental illness prevalence
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Cultural sector structure – the research
There are few National Portfolio
Organisations (NPOs) in Kent; two
have been commissioned: Jasmin
Vardimon Dance Company, and
Turner Contemporary. The others
are Canterbury Festival, People
United and the Gulbenkian Theatre.
Nonetheless Kent’s cultural strategy
is seen by KCC as ‘a blueprint for
the delivery of components of
‘Unlocking Kent’s Potential – The
Regeneration Framework for Kent’.
Cultural activity is considered
‘easily available’ to the population
and of importance to visitors and
tourists too.

Most arts and cultural professionals
are freelance or working in small
organisations. Nationally selfemployment in the creative
industries is tipped to exceed the
number of people working in the
public sector by 2020 – at 43% of
the workforce being self-employed.
Companies are on the whole ‘microbusinesses’ that is with fewer than
five employees6.

Story of
Change

Drivers

Not only is this a challenge for
individuals, it has an effect on the
sector’s ability to make a strategic
difference in Government where
large employers carry more weight.

In this environment people tend to
need technical skills but to be ‘allrounders’ too, creating pressure on
the workforce. In addition

6

Summary

freelancers suffer by not having
access to benefits like sick pay and
pensions, and organisations lack
access to people’s time except for
every hour they pay.

CCSkills (2015) Freelancing and the future of
creative jobs blog
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Driver recommendations
Recommendation 1 Revisit the vision so it is aligned, inclusive and communicated
Recommendation 2 Involve trusted delivery organisations in scoping so contract outcomes aren’t in conflict
Recommendation 3 Devise an effective communications strategy and allocate time
Recommendation 4 More clarity on ALL expectations; what’s essential and desirable and target rationales
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Delivery
The commissions were demanding, but
delivering the contract was highly valued by
the commissioned providers. As well as the
six commissions there was a support and
evaluation programme including a wider
sector programme over a longer period.
Although the tender specification was precise,
providers were uncertain what was being
asked of them at times, due to the fluid
nature of the pilot programme and ongoing
developments. They struggled to make the
extra commitments on top of a demanding
delivery project.

 The Six Ways pilot
has created an
advocacy vehicle for
the arts

The pressures of the pilot and capacity issues
meant that support for the wider sector was
focused on the toolkit.

Summary
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Delivery
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The whole programme comprised:


The commission of six providers
-





Including organisational development and
relationship building across sectors

A support programme and an evaluation
programme in which the providers were required
to participate
-

Bespoke support from commissioning expert
Linden Rowley

-

Monitoring, evaluation and reporting
processes including WEMWBS

-

Summary



Some additional generic activity which was added
after the tender specification was issued
-

Arts Award support

-

Signposting for organisational and CYP
service development

-

Quality Principles reporting

Wider sector support
-

Events such as general ‘meet the market’
events preparing organisations for
commissioning

-

A communications strategy

Resources and training including Public
Health seminars on the Six Ways to
Wellbeing

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Difference

Arts practice
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Commissioning process
Six providers were eventually commissioned in
two tranches. Small numbers bid, and the
quality was not high enough to contract so the
commission had to be re-advertised. This
smaller contract was now not subject to strict
EU procurement rules. Icon Theatre,
Rhythmix and Turner Contemporary were
contracted first, followed by three
partnerships led by Dover Arts Development,
Ideas Test and LV21. With more flexible
procurement, these latter partnership deals
were encouraged by the commissioning team.

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

 Being a
commissioned
organisation was
highly valued
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Six projects were commissioned to increase young
people’s wellbeing behaviours, each for around £35K
in six areas in Kent. The specification is included in
Appendices.

Vardimon (the second commissioned NPO). In the
end, Rhythmix also worked with Orchestra One.

Areas in the ROH Bridge remit are Dartford,
Gravesham and Swale. Artswork covers Maidstone,
Thanet and Shepway.



In February 2014 the tender was publicised through
www.kentbusinessportal.org.uk and social and other
media. As the total tender exceeded £175K it had to
follow European rules, be advertised widely and
adhere to strict criteria. 26 cultural organisations
were registered on the portal out of around 150 on a
KCC contact list. Of these only seven bid initially.
In April 2014 three commissions were contracted;
Icon Theatre, Rhythmix and Turner Contemporary (a
NPO), but three lots were either not bid for, or the
bids were not of high enough quality. These were readvertised in May. Now under the £175K threshold,
the process could be simplified and eight bid this time,
two of whom had previously been unsuccessful. With
the encouragement of the commissioners to form
partnerships, these commissions were secured by
Ideas Test with Swale CVS, LV21 with KECC and the
Grand and Dover Arts Development with Jasmin
Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

The providers are:
Dover Arts Development (Dover district) is
committed to developing contemporary art of
excellence, supporting artists’ practice,
stimulating cultural activity and feeding into
Dover’s economy to strengthen communities and
widen perspectives
-

with Jasmin Vardimon Company, a
significant element within the British dance
theatre scene



Icon Theatre (Dartford district) is an awardwinning, Medway-based national touring
company producing innovative visual and
physical theatre. It also delivers a broad range
of activities across North East Kent through its
community and outreach programme, designed
to transform lives through participatory arts.



Ideas Test (Swale district) is an action research
project and one of the Arts Council’s Creative
People and Places projects. It invests in creativity
and imagination, linking organisations and
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communities, to develop skills and audiences to
become an integral part of Swale and Medway.
-



with Swale CVS which enhances the Swale
community by making volunteering easy

-



LV21 (Gravesham district) is a historic, 40 metre
steel-hulled lightship transformed into a floating
art space and performance facility. They devise,
deliver and document art, culture, education and
heritage projects.
-

With KECC (Kent Equality Cohesion Council)
which promotes good relations between the
diverse communities in Kent.

-

And Cohesion Plus organisers of culturally
diverse festivals around Kent.

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Rhythmix (Maidstone district) is one of the UK’s
leading music charities, delivering across the
South East region. It works with partners in
Youth Support Services to identify young people
in challenging circumstances, and enable them to
shape projects that respond to their needs
-



And The Grand Healthy Living Centre which
offers services to young people and on the
theme ‘live well feel good’.

With Orchestra One, part of Kent Music, the
lead organisation for Soundhub the music
education hub for Kent

Turner Contemporary (Thanet district) is a large
art gallery in Margate, which has been a catalyst
for the regeneration of the town

Difference
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Figure 10 Kent and the six providers
LV21, KECC and the
Grand, Gravesham

Ideas Test, Swale
CVS, Swale

Icon Theatre,
Dartford

Turner
Contemporary,
Thanet

Rhythmix, Maidstone

Dover Arts
Development, Jasmin
Vardimon, Dover
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Delivery
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Support and evaluation programme
Providers were asked to rank the programme
elements in a final sharing workshop and
compare their value to other support they
might access that had a tangible cost.

 The events and
bespoke support was well
valued

Aside from the commission itself, they
appreciated events where they met other
providers and commissioners the most, and
the communications strategy the least. The
bespoke support (one-to-one) was more
valuable than the generic support (like Six
Ways and Arts Award) and this included
strategic input, such as partnership brokering
and tender scoping. The signposting was
either not there or not picked up by providers.
Monitoring, evaluation and WEMWBS together
competed with each other and were a
considerable burden. There was a mixed view
on the use of WEMWBS. Much of the contract
paperwork felt disproportionate to delivery.
Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

 Providers appreciated
the strategic input in an
arts focus and partnership
support
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Figure 11 Support programme prioritisation and valuation
Value equivalent to
G4A or other
commission - e.g.
dementia

Being one of the six
commissioned profile and so on
Preparation events,
'meet the market'
(for some)

Partnership brokering
(for some)

Scoping support from
the Bridges

Evaluation process
(because of group
events only)

Value equivalent to 6
months of mentoring,
critical friend or
academic researcher

Support from Linden
Rowley

Meeting the people
commissioning

Sharing learning
through report and
toolkit
Value equivalent to
being in the Cultural
Commissioning
Programme

Monitoring process

WEMWBs involvement
(for some but not all process problematic)
Other Bridge support

Value equivalent to an
awayday for the
organisation (for
some but not all)

PH Six Ways seminars

Six Ways resources
and resource bank

Arts Award support
Signposting CYP and
organisational
development
WEMWBs (for some
but not all)

Communications plan

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Difference

Arts practice Commissioning
practice
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5

Like a G4A grant, say £35K
1

The most highly valued was just being one of the
commissions

2

Next were general events preparing for
commissioning (although not everyone agreed)

3

4

Like being part of the Cultural Commissioning
programme, say £3K
6

Like on the ground evaluation, say £4K

Sharing learning in written form - through the
report and toolkit - came next as expected but
not yet experienced

Then
a

the involvement with WEMWBS – although
this was a split view

b

and the monitoring process

Then the events offered by the evaluation
process, because they brought the group
together to discuss ‘triumphs and tests’ for
example – and with the commissioners

7

Four areas of bespoke support were equally
valuable:

Like paying for a company awayday, say £1k

a

Partnership brokering for those for whom it
was relevant

8

The Six Ways seminars and the Six Ways
resources and resource bank were about equal

b

Support for the overall scoping of the
programme from the Bridges, so it was
appropriate for the sector

9

Arts Award support was valued by some but also
disappointing

c

The support programme provided one-to-one
by Linden Rowley

10 Signposting to organisational development and
CYP support did not happen – but could have
been useful

d

Actually meeting the people who were
commissioning the work

11 Others valued WEMWBS near the bottom of the pile

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Then other support offered by the Bridge
organisations

12 The communications strategy was poorly thought
of all round
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Bespoke support
The providers were required to take up one-to-one
support by commissioning expert Linden Rowley and
the external evaluation by MB Associates was
obligatory. These allowed providers to be honest and
to have someone to ‘bounce off’ who is "in it but not
of it.” (provider)
However the 'support' also required quite an
investment in time, in a way that none of the
providers had quite expected. Although this is
specified in the tender outputs, it was not
communicated in a way that the providers fully
grasped.
The input of the Bridges into scoping the whole
programme was recognised as being crucial in making
it arts-appropriate “it would feel very different if the
Bridges weren’t there” (provider).
Some very practical support on things like responding
to the spec would also have been helpful, and should
be provided in the toolkit.

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Monitoring, evaluation, and
WEMWBS
Although it was included in the tender document, the
evaluation and monitoring commitment was
considered highly by the providers and working on a
Story of Change was an unexpected burden. With
many freelancers on the project this hadn't
necessarily been costed, and this was not helped by
the fact that the budget headings did not include
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) or reporting (whilst
they did record other overheads). Some providers felt
that the ‘bottom line’ was that they would be judged
on WEMWBS so other evaluation was irrelevant.
Although monthly monitoring felt frequent for a six
month project, in fact most providers found it quite
useful in maintaining a focus on the targets, including
checking in with partners. The commissioners found
it useful too although one missed more qualitative
reporting. Being able to openly flag risk through this
medium was welcome, although not all of it was
responded to. One provider indicated that they
wouldn't meet the Arts Award targets in November,
but had no response, rather the “impression that it's
Difference
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ok” (provider). One of the commissioners also
commented that risks were not properly addressed.
Linking payments to monitoring was unexpected and
meant one (small scale) provider had to 'lend' money
to the project. There was considerable concern when
providers sensed that if they didn't achieve the
numbers they wouldn't be paid, but this position went
on to be softened as the project developed.
Undertaking WEMWBS was of mixed value. Providers
saw it as ‘proper’ Public Health measure that would
give real evidence but felt that the way it was used
could have been better. From the Public Health side
there was a sense of just ‘give it a go’. There are
queries about whether WEMWBS was the right tool
with concerns that it is not designed for use with
young people, and that it is intended for groups of
100 or more. Some were critical that it was the only
thing they were given to evaluate. There was also
confusion in the process of data collection and
analysis.

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Resources and training
The wellbeing resources such as banners and stickers
were “handy but not important” (provider) and
sometimes difficult to access.
There is an expectation that the toolkit and evaluation
report will be “valuable if it’s good!” (provider). The
toolkit needs to include tangible support, like links to
the portals. These written resources are not
considered as valuable as events and bespoke support
and they need to be carefully planned in the
communications strategy to make the most of the
investment.

Six Ways
Support on wellbeing was provided through the Six
Ways to Wellbeing seminars and the Liveitwell
website.
“[The] Liveitwell website covers diversity very well
and is very accessible. Many of the creative events
have been marketed widely and in some cases oversubscribed. A great and well maintained resource”
[survey respondent].
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These worked best when groups attended together.
The perspective on them was mixed, depending on
levels of expertise; some reporting they were useful
and others that they were too broad. One attendee
reports “a long day and could have been on a DVD,
but it did make me more confident - especially
approaching schools” (provider).
Figure 12 Effectiveness of the Six Ways seminars
(where middling is neither effective nor ineffective)

Areas for improvement include clear objectives and
target audiences and a style and content more
tailored for arts organisations, "it felt like being at
school" (provider). The opportunity to meet social
care or mental health colleagues at these was perhaps
missed, and could have contributed to the multiagency approach we describe in the ‘better
relationships’ outcome below. Another provider
mentioned that they had taken up the Mental Health
First Aid training which they thought more useful.

less than middling
Middling
Above middling
Don't know

(37 cultural sector survey respondents)
Summary
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Additional generic support

document, but without extra communication these
don’t seem to have been used.

Arts Award

Figure 13 Effectiveness of the signposted support

The Bridges were responsive in offering specific
support to deliver Arts Award in relation to providers’
challenges but it was not broadly taken up. This
might be because providers found it quite hard to
access and a bit disappointing, for example, the
advisors had no database of practitioners. Another
provider said "I don't feel she had a huge number of
things we didn't know" (provider).

less than middling

Middling
Above middling
Don't know

They also felt the resources offered online by Trinity
were not helpful.

Signposting
The intention to signpost extra support on working
with children and young people and organisational
development was introduced during Story of Change
planning in the light of the outcomes KCC was trying
to achieve. But from the providers’ perspective it was
pretty much absent. Going through the bidding
process encouraged providers to 'read around the
subject’ and links were included in the tender
Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

(37 Cultural sector survey respondents)
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Quality Principles
Part way through the process one of the Bridge
organisations became part of the Arts Council’s
Quality Principles (QPs) testing, and asked that the
evaluators and providers report on these too. As
things were already stretched, this was a light touch
request. Had it been planned into the process, it
might have been more useful. The providers’ own

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Stories of Change highlight several of the QPs by
coincidence and they performed well against them
(see below on arts practice). They might have been a
good monitoring tool as they are particularly focused
on the need to be appropriate to young people’s lives.
As one survey respondent put it, success of the pilots
depends on the “need to explore the young person’s
version and link to lives” (public sector survey
respondent).
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Wider sector support
The communications strategy and events over
a longer period were the means to reach the
wider sector. The commissioners were aware
that they did not support as much as they'd
like those cultural organisations who had not
been commissioned.

Although one provider said that initially the sector
support ‘felt like a closed shop’, after five get
togethers and by the time of commissioning these
events were highly valued and there was a degree of
awareness of the overarching programme. An arts
practitioner commented “when we started in 2012 I
think we were on different planets. Now we're in the
same country”.
Figure 14 Effectiveness of general support for sector
on commissioning

Events
Events were highly appreciated by the commissioned
providers.

less than middling
Middling
Above middling
Don't know

(39 Cultural sector survey respondents)
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By way of example the meeting at Faversham 1 May
2014 enabled feedback to commissioners on the
struggles people had had and clarification on issues
like using the branding, evidence requirements and
intellectual property. There was also a sharing of
benefits that had already being seen. For one, the
process had made them partner youth organisations;
for another it had caused them to strengthen their
children and young people policies.
One commissioner noted that they could have been
more proactive in attending events to build their own
understanding. As just meeting the commissioners
(including at training) had considerable value to
providers this would be a good area to develop.

Communications strategy
Working on the Story of Change as a formative
evaluation process highlighted that a communications
strategy was needed. However it was hard for the
commissioning team to keep a strategic view once
such a busy delivery was underway, and
communications were a victim of this. Like the
support and evaluation, this needed to be specifically

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

commissioned. As a result, "It didn’t feel like anyone
was making the most of the overarching thing that
was happening" (provider) and it didn't feel to
providers like a county-wide programme. Nor did it
reach many professionals’ attention:
“I have not heard of any [pilots]; a colleague seems
to think it was a health initiative for KCC staff!”
(public sector survey respondent)
“This appears to have been a significant programme,
but as a case manager I wasn't even aware that it
existed.” (public sector respondent).
In terms of usability, the hashtag was too long so
tweets had to be brief. The strategic partners did not
develop the conversation over social media that is
necessary to create an impact.
The signing off process was too laborious. One
provider had their press release re-written and as a
result stopped writing them, particularly as the rewrite showed a lack of understanding of the language
of the arts.
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Delivery recommendations
Recommendation 5 Deliver an effective communications strategy
Recommendation 6 Ensure the wider sector gets support as well as commissioned providers
Recommendation 7 With limited resources, offer support in the form of bespoke events
Recommendation 8 Evaluate use of the toolkit, including website analytics
Recommendation 9 Explore using the Quality Principles for Quality Assurance (This is part driver, part delivery)

Summary
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Making a difference
The Story of Change anticipated the following
outcomes:

-

For communities

For the public sector



6 successful commissioned projects enhance
wellbeing. In addition the tender required in each
area:

The tender required this to include understanding
impact



Better relationships and understanding across
sectors



Commissioning is more fit for a broad purpose

-

100 young people increase their understanding of
the Six Ways to Wellbeing



Kent has a more diverse market to deliver good
outcomes and potential savings

-

75 of those practise one Way to Wellbeing, and
50 of them practise three Ways



Professionals and public understand the
contribution culture can make

-

There are 25 Six Ways ‘champions’ in each area

-

50 achieve Arts Award



For the cultural sector


Better relationships and understanding within the
cultural and across other sectors



Cultural organisations more ready for business
diversification

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

For delivery partners

Delivery

Better relationships and understanding across
sectors

For UK local authorities and providers


National and local awareness of Kent good
practice and the role of the Bridge organisations
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Making a difference for communities; six
successful projects enhance wellbeing
Providers were expected to monitor the
contract outputs, but in evaluation terms
‘success’ was left open for discussion.
Everyone involved felt the commissions were
successful.
655 young people participated in-depth,
exceeding the target of 600 despite very
challenging timescales and a lack of clarity
about the ‘level’ of vulnerability that should be
addressed. Many of them took co-creation
roles, in line with ACE Quality Principles and
exceeding the tender requirement. This was a
light touch project to address wellbeing, and a
measurable impact on mental health is
unlikely. In the short term it may in fact have
increased demand for services by surfacing
emotional issues with young people, and
offering them a quality arts service.
Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

Communicating this ‘causal chain’ is essential
for the cultural sector and longer term
evaluation is needed.
Putting the young people forward for Arts
Award and completing WEMWBS surveys were
the most challenging parts of delivery. The
former felt to some young people like school
work and numbers fell short, although still
substantial. Provider views on using WEMWBS
were ambivalent, and this pilot should be seen
as testing the process rather than providing
robust evidence. The sector needs further
support in surveying techniques.
The role of Wellbeing Champions, required in
the tender but left open to interpretation, was
more successful and fit more closely with the
ACE Quality Principles.
Difference
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A considerable success was in the reach into
communities, and both the arts and wellbeing
- with their positive and creative messages –
present great opportunities for Asset-Based
Community Development.

 Everyone involved
considered the commissions
successful
 Participation exceeded
targets and was in-depth
 The Arts and wellbeing can
be an excellent catalyst for
Asset-Based Community
Development
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70%
60%
50%
40%

Public sector

30%
20%

Cultural sector

10%

I don't know

Very successful

Fairly successful

So-so

0%

Not very successful

Beyond those ‘in the know’ however, there was little
knowledge of the pilot commissions. This is likely to
be due to the limited communications planning as
much as quality or impact.

Figure 15 Survey respondents view of the success of
the pilot commissions (public sector shaded response,
cultural sector shaded and outlined response)

Not at all successful

In the evaluation planning the definition of delivery
success was kept open, unlike the explicit sector
outcomes which were defined. This also differed from
the monitoring process which reported against activity
and outputs. We saw a risk that pinning success to
delivery of outputs would miss the potential for more
visionary or unexpected benefits. This is borne out by
a positive perception of all the commissioners; with
one describing a 'gut instinct' that they were
successful. The providers also felt the commissions
were broadly successful and showed an impressive
variety.

(45 public and 38 cultural respondents)
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Project summaries


Dover Arts Development’s DAD4Dads Six Ways to
Wellbeing was a partnership project with Jasmin
Vardimon as a critical friend to look at
organisational development. It organised bespoke
interventions in local schools linking with an
existing Christmas event in the community.

Wise Words student drawing

There was an induction day for partners, then
Arts Award students and their dads (or other
male figure) visited the PARK performance by
Jasmin Vardimon. Two workshop days included
poetry, music, drawing and movement were
reviewed and adapted, leading to a final event in
the Market Square in Dover as part of the
Christmas lights switch on.
The Wellbeing Champions were recruited using
existing relationships with young people through
schools and they were involved recruitment and
project planning with teachers.
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Icon Theatre’s Six Ways to Wellbeing was a new
Performing Arts Summer School for young people
in Dartford. Twelve taster sessions in schools
and community organisations were used for
recruitment. The summer school rotated dance,
drama, design, music and Bronze Arts Award
(constantly reviewing with the young people),
and leading to two performances of a devised
piece.

Icon Summer School dance warm up week one

A Six Ways to Wellbeing festival invited the
community to participate in similar activities with
facilitated discussions about mental health and
the invitation to pledge to implement at least one
‘way’ in their lives.
Parents, carers and friends of the young people
commented that they had been ‘in awe’ at the
quality that the young people had achieved in
such a short space of time.
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Six Ways to Wellbeing Swale was Ideas Test and
Swale CVS’s project testing partnership with
Jasmin Vardimon Company, Lucky Moyo, Wide
Eyed Theatre, Codasign, Viola Films and
Rochester Literature Festival.

Ideas Test project participants


It recruited in five youth settings and events in
the most deprived wards in Kent and through a
‘crowdsourced’ poem, with people nominating
words to include.
The team ran 10 taster sessions then workshops
in dance, singing/drumming, spoken word, film
making and creative technology; in creative
places, youth clubs, schools and leisure centres.
Finally, they put on a sharing event at the
Avenue Theatre in Sittingbourne, and in a
revision to the initial plan, offered young people
Arts Award portfolio sessions at that point.
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6WTWGravesham materials


LV21 partnered Kent Equality Cohesion Council
(KECC), Cohesion Plus and The Grand Healthy
Living Centre to produce 6WTW Gravesham.
The approach was left open to be responsive to
young people, from selecting artists to
developing the programme. There were taster
sessions concurrent with events at the Fusion
Festival in June, and Northfleet Carnival July. In
the autumn art form and Arts Award workshops
were run in schools and with the SAFE Group and
Bhangra Youth Club. At the end of the year there
were performances at Christmas lights events
and a community celebration event, and a final
film launched in 2015.
LV21 supported Cohesion Plus and The Grand to
register as Arts Award Centres with Awards to be
worked on with young people in spring 2015.
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7

The Rhythmix project with Orchestra One initially
built upon existing partnerships which shared
mental health and SEND7 experience – Kent
Museum Kent Youth Service, Switch Café, M4S
and the Healthy Living Centre - on a participantled project for young people. But the approach
was adapted midway as targets were proving
hard to meet. In a new direction, Orchestra One
was devised including working with Harrietsham
Youth Club to increase capacity in a more
directive way. This achieved the outputs more
easily but was less in tune with young people.

CONNECT - with family, friends, colleagues,
neighbours - young people were given plastic letters
to connect words together when looking for lyrical
inspiration. Young people were also asked to spark
conversations with parents and friends and then
report


Special Educational Needs and Disability
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Turner Contemporary’s project Art Beat was
delivered through a partnership including Pie
Factory Music and Thanet Libraries. Four artists
led the project, a dancer, sculptor and installation
artist, digital musician and DJ and theatre
practitioner - chosen for their strong practice and
experience of working with young people. The
artists worked in pairs. The project was delivered
as part of Summer of Colour, a cross-art form
festival which took place across Thanet.

commissioner with facilitation by the Turner
Contemporary Navigators.
The finale of the Six Ways project corresponded to the
finale events for the Summer of Colour and the last
day of the Mondrian exhibition at the gallery, greatly
increasing the audience and awareness of our project.
Participants in Art Beat

There was a training day for the team and a
commitment to Philosophical Inquiry as a
methodology. A month of recruitment events
with youth workers, churches, schools and every
children’s home in Thanet was followed by a
wellbeing picnic launch. Taster sessions then two
phases of workshops on Keep Learning and Give
were planned for the summer, but with low
attendance diverted to sessions at local youth
clubs which were much more successful. Arts
Awards and Wellbeing Champions were
generated in the latter. A Wellbeing World Café
Event was chaired by the Public Health
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Participation
Participation of young people

(See Appendices for project specification)
Participation was specified as 100 vulnerable young
people in each area participating in at least two
sessions, within 50 hours delivered by the provider.
500 people (including their families) should then come
to a festival or event.
Across the six providers 655 young people
participated in-depth, with other more light touch
participation (such as taster sessions) reaching many
more. The hours of face-to-face delivery is not well
represented by numbers because of the variety of
activity. For example Icon ran a summer school, and
others ran weekly workshops.
Lack of clarity around the target groups – in particular
their level of vulnerability - was stressful for
providers. Some targeted the most disadvantaged.
For example in Swale, Ideas Test deliberately targeted
the most deprived neighbourhoods and their post
code analysis confirms they reached their targets.

Light touch
e.g. tasters
n/a

In-depth
participation
158

Hours of
face-to-face
80

Icon

360

82

96

Ideas Test

n/a

81

48

1000

100

126

Rhythmix

n/a

110

122

Turner Contemporary

n/a

124

Not available

1360

655

(total n/a)

DAD/JV

LV21

Total

In spite of being a free service, recruitment was a
challenge exacerbated by tight timescales and poor
timing, with kick off in the summer when youth
services were closed. Like any project, there is a
relationship between time, scope and funding and in
this project all three created pressure. Recruitment
was most successful where providers worked with
youth leaders to sign up young people.
Another variable was the depth of participation. One
of the Arts Council’s Quality Principles, which
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providers were encouraged to demonstrate, is to
actively involved children and young people. This was
a feature of most providers’ Stories of Change and
was strong in several areas. For example at Icon
Theatre the process was participant-led by continually
meeting and reflecting with the young people taking
part. ‘Many commented that they felt the summer
school catered to their needs, and that the creative
process with the practitioners focused on collaboration
rather than traditional teaching methods.’ (provider
report). Turner Contemporary was committed to both
engaging hard-to-reach young people (rather than
just meeting numbers), and to involving young people
in the process, for example on the interview panel for
the artists.

Impact on young people
This commission is one of nine under the Public Health
banner Live it well. In the long run there is a hope
that working on behaviour change stimulated by
practising the Six Ways to Wellbeing would create a
more resilient community in Kent and reduce demand
for mental health support.
This project was pitched as a light touch experience
for lots of young people, and was unlikely to create
Summary

Story of
Change
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Delivery

profound change in individuals, but potentially a
significant cumulative benefit. WEMWBS was used to
track changes during the project, which asks
participants to judge how frequently they’ve felt
optimistic, useful, relaxed, interested in things or
people, good about myself, close to other people,
confident, loved, cheerful – and how often they have
had energy, been able to deal with problems, thought
clearly, been decisive or been cheerful. Although the
results show a slight increase, they were not
sufficiently robust to provide evidence at this point.
See the section below.
Most people considered it too early to say if the
projects had had an impact. Even in time, as a
preventative project it would be hard to measure. The
Public Health team is working with the McPin
Foundation to look for changes to wellbeing and track
them back to its different interventions.
But for the cultural sector, providing this kind of
evidence is crucial for commissioning; both ongoing
longitudinal research and establishing the ‘causal
chain’ that allows young people to progress. With
proper research into the latter, the need to continually
prove the value of the arts would lessen.
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As far as demand goes it is more likely that the
programme increased demand than lessened it;
people really wanted to talk. Vulnerable people need
long term support, and short projects need careful
expectation management, as they cannot easily get
this support from school or youth services. Ideas Test
for example had young people creating some quite
moving poetry about mental wellbeing, and it seems
both psychologically and artistically disjointed, that
they were not able to progress with that. Evaluation of
the programme six months after completion would
help to get an indication of longer term benefit.
Some highlights include:


The 6WTW Gravesham partnership not only
helped the organisations, it will provide a better
service to young people with progression and
referral opportunities amongst four organisations
that were previously working individually.



The Champions were co-ordinated in the DAD
project by a NHS wellbeing professional; mixing
personal and professional skills in a move
towards co-production of services.



The depth of the project allowed Rhythmix staff
to have revealing conversations with young

people and understand the challenges they face
in education. Several others highlighted the
importance of discussing emotions. Turner
Contemporary felt the new models of
engagement and evaluation were exciting and
DAD also appreciated making a deeper emotional
connection with young people. The focus on
emotions had the added benefit in dealing with
personal challenges in staff's own lives too.

The challenge of dealing with mental health in schools
was recently highlighted in a national survey by the
Association of Teachers and Lecturers. The survey shows
that half of education professionals believe the number of
children with mental health issues has risen over the last
two years, and that well over half believe their school or
college does not devote adequate time and resources to
tackling mental health issues. They cite cuts to CAMHS
as a significant reason, “CAMHS is completely
overwhelmed. Unless there is significant risk of harm to
either the child or others, there is pretty much no point
contacting them.”8

8
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In the Ideas Test project Kevin’s dad came some
distance to see the film and was keen to get
copies of the DVD to sell to support the youth
club. He commented "If my kids weren't doing
this they'd be on the streets." (father)



87% of young people at the Icon project said
they had 'very significantly' increased their
confidence and all of the festival participants
made at least one wellbeing pledge.

Participation challenges include:




Turner Contemporary, Icon and Ideas Test all
found the timing impacted on recruitment and
attendance of young people, either whilst schools
and youth clubs were closed or during exams.

This is a particularly hard age group to work with, as
young people have aspirations for independence but often
lack good decision making skills. Research shows that in
puberty teenagers brains do a lot of re-structuring9. Firstly
they become more susceptible to pleasure, then later they
become more able to reason. This means a dangerous
period where young people are particularly at risk from
temptation.10 Between 14 and 16 they also tend to become
more negative about their abilities11. And many
psychological problems, like bipolar or schizophrenia first
appear in adolescence.


It was hard to get young people to sign up to
ongoing sessions in youth settings (we discuss
multi-agency work below). Providers also found
it hard to get feedback from young people.

At the same time disadvantaged young people
have particular issues. Working with vulnerable
young people usually means smaller groups – a
challenge with the high target numbers for
participation, compounded by the need to deliver
Arts Award. Rhythmix had to develop a new

Myelination in Development, web article
http://cogweb.ucla.edu/CogSci/Myelinate.html
10
The Royal Society (2011) Brain Waves 2: Neuroscience: implications for
education and lifelong learning
11
Chowdry, H. et al (2009) op cit; Wigfield, A and Eccles, J (2000) Expectancyvalue theory of achievement motivation
9
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delivery model part way through to address this
challenge.

Arts Award (see Appendices)

After the Art Beat project youth workers reported
that the young people would be very unlikely to
visit the Turner Contemporary gallery, and
wouldn't even attend sessions outside their
estate. This was illustrated in Dartford too,
where many young people with challenging life
circumstances were only able to commit to one or
two days at the Summer School at Icon Theatre.

The target was for 50% of participating young people
to be put up for moderation for Arts Award, ranging
from Discover through to Gold. The least demanding
of these, the Discover award, is advised to take
around 20 hours to complete.

Recommendation 10 Include evaluation beyond the
life of the project in contracts

For many Arts Award delivery was a real challenge, in
the main because of “the sheer numbers” (provider)
and one thought it was “the least satisfactory part of
the project” (provider). This was in part because the
benefits of Arts Awards were not convincingly shared.
Despite this, some impressive results were achieved
and many young people appreciated being put
forward:
“I think it was fun, creative and
well worth the extra time I spent
on it.” (Rhythmix participant)
Using practitioners as Arts Award inspiration helped,
and previous experience with Arts Award prepared
some providers better. Embedding the award into the
project was the best approach. One had a dedicated
Arts Award professional, and used the performance as
an incentive to participate. Another used the final
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celebration event to inspire young people and then
offered support with their portfolio, once the work was
mostly already done.
Another of the providers negotiated that rather than
supporting 50 Arts Awards, they would train partners
to become advisors. Offering free training to teachers
and other providers worked well.
Young people working towards Arts Awards
Number of young people
working towards Arts Awards
DAD/JV

scheduled for later

Icon

52

Ideas Test

20

LV21

20

Rhythmix

47

Turner Contemporary

17

Total

Arts Award felt like schoolwork in the holidays – both
were working with young people who are often called
‘hard to reach’ which is reflected in their greater
challenge to achieve numbers of awards. In another
project a member of staff reported “It was an
incredibly hard project, possibly the hardest Arts
Award I’ve ever supported. The time was limited and
the project had so many other elements that I often
felt that I was preventing the tutors from doing their
job.” (Arts Award Adviser)
(Schools in the DAD project are continuing with Arts
Award with the young people as the timescales didn't
allow it to happen within the project.)

156

In Gravesham, despite schools being a partner there
was limited take up of Arts Award. Young people at
Turner Contemporary and Ideas Test reported that
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WEMWBS (see appendix)
The tender required that WEMWBS was used with all
young people as a baseline and after the project.
Testing WEMWBS with young people was hard but
interesting. Some young people loved them, and
using it as a registration activity, made it more
streamlined. Others found they could get young
people to complete the forms but were not confident
they really understood the questions. One provider is
going on to use it on another project.
Overall the view of providers was ambivalent – some
felt that using WEMWBS had value others not.
Uncertainty about how important this was undermined
the take up and illustrates the conflict providers
experienced between being asked to pilot
experimentally, and being expected to deliver numeric
output targets. This was coupled with not knowing
how to survey robustly.
We explain some of the challenges below, but despite
all of these the results showed an slight overall
increase in wellbeing across the whole cohort. The
difference is positive but not large at just under 5
points – the threshold that the WEMWBS developers
Summary
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advise would be considered ‘meaningful’. Bearing all
the caveats in mind, there are indications that
WEMWBS could continue to be used.
Number of WEMWBS surveys collected

DAD/JV
Icon
Ideas Test
LV21
Rhythmix
Turner Contemporary

Total

Before
(baseline)
130

After
project
99

82

82

134

12

64

31

0

0

93

28

503

252

We include the results in appendices as we don’t want
to give them too much weight given the challenges we
describe.
Samples from each provider were too small to assess
the results by project and too different to sensibly
compare. This also meant the evaluators could not do
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t-tests, which indicate if the results are statistically
significant. A typical challenge is illustrated by Ideas
Test, whose results appear to show a decrease in
wellbeing, but who did the initial survey with a wide
group of people and the after survey only with young
participants. These people were highly
disadvantaged, and likely to have a lower starting
point for wellbeing so the results are meaningless.
Another example is Icon Theatre. Their project is
responsible for the majority of the positive difference
in the figures and they provided a summer school –
the most time intensive of the interventions on
individuals. However their surveys were also collected
with less than a two week difference, which is the
minimum advised by the developers.
Other weaknesses in the data collection were that the
time difference was very varied across projects, some
young people were under 13 (for whom the approach
is not validated) and others returns were incomplete.
Some before and afters were also matched up but
appeared to be from different people. We know from
other work with the arts and culture sector that it is
hard for providers to survey robustly as they lack
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experience, good advice and time, as well as finding
the quantitative approach culturally challenging.
There was a lot of variety across the providers who
delivered very different interventions. So not only is
the data not robust enough to compare, but the
interventions were too dissimilar, on top of which any
sense of competition would be counterproductive in
advocating for the arts.
Another area for development is that the WEMWBS
team advise that the survey is taken by the workforce
too which was not achieved here. This is good advice;
recognising the importance of role modelling good
work life balance for example. We know anecdotally
that this was a challenge in the Six Ways commission.

Recommendation 11 Work (with national partners) on
training the sector in robust data collection
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Wellbeing Champions
The intention was that 25% of young people who
participated would become a ‘Champion’ for the Six
Ways, though what that meant was left deliberately
open.
Peer learning and the Champion role was a key
success for some. They were typically young people
with mental health issues.
DAD recruited Champions from young people already
working with them, and they were an integral part of
planning including recruiting other young people.
They took their Champions to visit the PARK
performance by Jasmin Vardimon with their dads to
kick off the project. They were supported by a trained
NHS counsellor who acted as ambassador for the Six
Ways to Wellbeing and co-ordinator for the
Champions. They were interviewed on Dover
Community Radio after the project.

“I took part in Greg Stobbs’ drawing workshop which
was very engaging and really made me think about
the relationship I have with my
Dad; this was challenging but also enlightening. Since
becoming a Wellbeing Champion and learning about
the Six Ways to Wellbeing, my outlook towards
everyday things has changed and I think a lot more
about how I can become more positive and
incorporate the 6 Ways in my day-to-day living.”
(DAD Wellbeing Champion)
Number of Wellbeing Champions
DAD/JV

20

Icon

30

Ideas Test

10

LV21

40

Rhythmix

0

Turner Contemporary

31

Total
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Young people and mental health – the research
Mental wellbeing is a combination of feeling good and
functioning effectively. The Kent commission was
‘secondary health promotion’ targeting a group with
higher risk of poor health and wellbeing. It promoted
certain behaviours (functioning) that have been shown to
impact on wellbeing by the Government’s Foresight
Mental Capital and Wellbeing Project in 2008: to connect
and give; take notice and keep learning; and to be active.
These were added to with a sixth by the South London and
Maudsley Mental Health Trust (SLAM) which is to care
for the environment.
Mental disorder accounts for 23% of disease in England
compared with 16% each for cancer and heart disease12
and one in ten of 5 to 16 year olds has a mental disorder13.
It affects one in four of the population at any one time14
and the World Health Organisation predicts that

depression will be the second largest cause of ill health by
2020.
Mental ill health has knock-on effects on health,
education, employment, crime and antisocial behaviour. It
increases risks of risky behaviours like drug abuse, as well
as self-harm and suicide15. Depression is not just
miserable in itself, it reduces life expectancy by around 10
years16.
As far as this project is concerned, it is particularly
relevant because mental disorder tends to start at an early
age. Half of lifetime mental illnesses start before a child is
1417 and the UK is ranked 24 out of 29 European countries
for child wellbeing18. The estimates for receipt of a
CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service)

15

12
13

14

World Health Organisation, (2008) Global burden of disease report
Green H, McGinnity A, Meltzer H, et al (2005) Mental health of children and
young people in Great Britain, 2004 Office of National Statistics
McManus S, Meltzer H, Brugha T, et al (2009) Adult psychiatric morbidity
inEngland, 2007. Results of a household survey.
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16

17
18

Fergusson DM, Horwood LJ, Ridder EM (2005) Show me the child at seven: the
consequences of conduct problems in childhood for psychosocial functioning in
adulthood
Chang C-K, Hayes RD, PereraG et al (2011) Life expectancy at birth for people
with serious mental illness and other major disorders
Archives of General Psychiatry.
Bradshaw J, Richardson D (2009) An index of child wellbeing in Europe.
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service shows that over 20% of children and young people
should be receiving some sort of service.

equality legislation, vulnerable groups should receive
support.

In addition vulnerable children are more likely to have
mental health issues than others. It is expected for example
that nearly half of Looked After Children will have a
mental health disorder, and those with learning disabilities
or special educational needs are also a high risk. Less
financially prosperous families are at higher risk too, with
between 14% and 20% of children from low income
families or living in ‘hard pressed’ areas likely to have a
mental disorder (see appendices for a table of groups and
likely prevalence of disorders). These conditions are so
firmly associated with mental ill health, that it is
recommended to use the Index of Multiple Deprivation as
the means to predict mental ill health (although less
common disorders like autism and eating disorders are not
associated with deprivation).

The value of prevention

Conversely improving mental wellbeing can have a huge
impact on individuals, and is even associated with a longer
life expectancy as we will see below.
More widely, it is also associated with better social
functioning and reduced inequality and according to
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Mental ill health costs the country around £105 billion a
year19, more than twice the cost of heart disease and
obesity put together, and more than the cost of crime.
In spite of this the NHS spent only 11% of its budget on
mental disorder in 2011, and only 0.1% of the NHS budget
is allocated to prevention20.
In recent years local authorities have taken over the
responsibility for public health. They have a legal
responsibility and ring-fenced budget, co-ordinated
through Health and Wellbeing Boards (HWBs).
So this investment in Kent is very welcome, with benefits
possible in terms of savings in health, social care, criminal
justice and other public sector spend21.

19

Centre for Mental Health (2010) The Economic and Social Costs of Mental
Health Problems in 2009/10
20

Department of Health (2013) 2011/12 National survey of investment in
adultmental health service
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In the report on the economic case commissioned by DH
in 2011 examples of savings showed that for every pound
invested in a range of preventative services savings could
range from £84 to £4. The most similar programme to this
commission, for work-based mental health promotion,
showed a saving of £10 for every pound invested. For
young people, a saving of £14 was made with a bullying
prevention scheme, and for vulnerable children and young
people the savings can be much higher (because the
likelihood of their needs requiring public sector spend are
higher). All of this is backed up by a coalition of young
people’s charities, who made the case in the lead up to the
2015 general election that early intervention could save
£1.7bn a year22.
However these savings will ‘arise from co-ordination and
planning with other services to encourage them to coinvest23’, emphasising the need for strategic collaboration.
The HWB and Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs)
are seen as the leads for wellbeing, in partnership with

21

22
23

Knapp M, McDaid D, Parsonage M Eds (2011) Mental health promotion and
mental illness prevention: the economic case. Department of Health
Early Intervention Foundation (2015)
Joint Commissioning Panel for Mental Health Guidance (2013)
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communities, and these are key partners for the cultural
sector. With a role to promote pooled budgets and joint
commissioning, they are an obvious stakeholder for the
cultural sector in its new, embedded position.

Needs in Kent
There is limited information on young people’s mental
wellbeing in Kent and limited coordination between Public
Health and CAMHS data. Most recent figures from the
2011 Joint Strategic Needs Assessment show a very large
gap in provision for support for young people with mental
health needs, although this is by no means unique to Kent.
At the end of 2010 the DH recommended a complete
system redesign of CAMHS, not least because children
and young people were being seen at ‘tier 3’ (high level
need) who could have been seen earlier with a view to
prevention or at least early intervention.
The public health commissioning cycle should include
assessing needs and local assets and provision, planning
and procuring the interventions then evaluating their
impact. Cultural resources are an important element of
local assets, supporting Asset-Based Community
Development (ABCD).
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Ripple effects on staff, communities and families
Perhaps the strongest benefit to commissioners of
working with the arts is their relationship with places
and communities. The Six Ways commissions
affected not only young people and their families, but
wider communities too. The target numbers for those
attending festivals was 500 each.
Number of people attending festivals
Festival attendance
DAD/JV

2,050

Icon

1,146

Ideas Test

3,250

LV21

10,000

Rhythmix

Not available

Turner Contemporary

1,592

Total

18,038

The embedded ‘localness’ of projects like LV21’s
6WTW Gravesham is picked up by communities, with
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people wanting to get involved, and after the event,
saying 'this has been an amazing project, what are we
doing next?'. At Turner Contemporary the Wellbeing
World Café was an ‘incredible experience’ that
facilitated conversation between people from very
diverse backgrounds and many generations. They felt
wellbeing in particular had huge potential to unite
communities. In Dover, the Library and Discovery
Centre will now link around community events. The
Icon team observed that “the large number of local
people taking part in workshops, signing a pledge of
action and reading and understanding the Six Ways Zcards demonstrates the potential for relatively small
creative interventions to impact the wider community
on a significant scale.” (provider)
One of the commissioners made the link between this
strength and an Asset-Based Community
Development (ABCD) approach:
“As you know creative arts can have an impact on any
community and I had a meeting earlier this week with
Kent Wildlife Trust. The Trust is planning an
intervention in Ashford this year which we will support
evaluation using WEMWBS.
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They can facilitate local ‘assets’ connecting up around
this intervention; I would be delighted if others wish
to be involved.
I hope when we have a clearer budget for 2015/16 we
will grow our asset-based community work in
Ashford.” (Public Health commissioner)
This affects young people. LV21 reported that young
people were more confident to be active in the
community, and at Turner Contemporary a girl found
a new place to rehearse guitar as a result of her
involvement. Rhythmix's project also encouraged
young people to discuss the project with parents,
siblings and friends - a new development for them
inspired by the Six Ways focus. Ideas Test, DAD and
Icon also noted the knock-on effect on families. In
the Icon project the young people spoke about
spending more time with families to 'connect' with
them more.
“If I was to give someone advice on this project, it
would be to advise my mum to connect because if my
mum is busy with work she stresses a lot. If she was
to connect with her friends more or give time to
connecting to deal with the stress she would make
herself happier.” (young person from the Icon
project)
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It was ironic that in a few projects the wellbeing of
staff genuinely suffered. Although there were some
"moments of extreme wellbeing" (provider), a staff
wellbeing event and large scale events and intensive
work was a joy; several members of staff were very
stressed by the demanding delivery.
“I’m glad we did it. It was at times stressful and
genuinely the wellbeing of people doing it did suffer.
[Practitioner] really suffered and I felt very anxious.”
(provider).

Materials and message
The resource at the heart of the programme was the
Wheel of Wellbeing, developed by South London And
Maudsley (SLAM) Mental Health Trust to promote the
Six Ways to Wellbeing. The providers were asked to
build on that branding, and some produced
exceptional materials, including a crowdsourced
wellbeing poem.
In the evaluation we thought that promotion at the
festivals across Kent might prompt more hits on the
Live It Well website by people whose interest in
wellbeing was piqued, but this was not borne out by
the analytics. The website was not explicitly promoted
except on t-shirts so this is not surprising.
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DAD Facebook followers were up by 8% on the
start of the project and their younger
demographic improved. Their Twitter following
was up by about 100.
Icon Theatre’s Twitter following rose by a third
from 503 to 670, and Facebook likes doubled
from 76 to 144



Ideas Test YouTube film had 249 views.
#wellbeing poem was tweeted 142 times and
retweeted 178. See
www.sixwaystowellbeingswale.tumblr.com.



LV21 reached nearly 10,000 Twitter followers and
4,000 Facebook friends through their partnership.
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See http://www.lv21.co.uk/education/six-waysto-wellbeing/


Rhythmix posted Six Ways blogs which were
viewed between 220 and 872 times. The
Facebook posts on the blogs reached between
200 and 811 people.



Turner Contemporary had 162 likes for its Art
Beat Facebook and 100 followers for
@ArtBeatProject
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Figure 16 Materials produced by Turner Contemporary and LV21
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Dan Simpson's Well Being Poem for Ideas Test received lines from 21 people!
Wellbeing
Wellbeing is a purring cat on my lap
whistling for the dog
it’s dancing in the dark to your favourite pop song
spinning with your arms aloft.
It’s pilates and feeling graceful like a dancer
a seeded batch loaf with brie and cranberry
it’s smiling quietly or roaring with laughter
it’s a steaming mug of tea.
It’s coastal walks in any weather
under the huge sky
it’s that long linear horizon; a strong sea breeze
it’s finding delightful surprises.
It’s bubble-wrapping an absent colleague's desk
finding fun in the mundane
it’s building a boat by night
it’s not caring about the rain.
It’s learning boogie-woogie piano to fend off dementia
(making music for the mind)
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it’s hard-to-keep-secret gifts
it’s eating lots of chocolate
it’s tiny acts of being kind.
It’s trainers on, get set, go
drawing deep lungfuls of invigorating air
it’s something simple – like dry socks
it’s that book you have share.
It’s the important people
the leaves turning from green to gold
it’s creating colourful memories
it’s knowing: you can change misdeeds of old.
It’s living in the moment
never checking your phone
it’s glittering sunsets
getting lost in ice cream cones.
It’s being joined in a garden ramble by a bumble bee
it’s giving up lattes and starting deep breathing
it’s feeling connected with your body
since it may be windy outside – but in my heart it's
swing.
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Better relationships within and beyond cultural
sector
This was the strongest of the sector outcomes
for the providers. However, a turbulent
landscape means sustainability of partnerships
is a real challenge. Relationships need to be fit
for purpose with partners chosen for their
strong relevance, and different structures and
cultures kept in mind. Brokering partnerships
could be a key role for the Bridges with
children and young people’s services,
including through Cultural Education/Learning
Partnerships. It will need doing with other
services too, perhaps a role for KCC Arts &
Culture Service. The strategic partnership of
KCC and the Bridges needs absolute clarity.
Building on the local ecology to establish both
referral and progression routes for young
people is an area the cultural sector needs to
catch up with.
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 Partnerships were
a key outcome of this
project
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Cultural providers
Commissioners were very encouraged by seeing
collaboration built amongst the commissions. Two of
six providers already worked with others and the
others built new partnerships both in and outside the
sector which they would like to continue. Our survey
also showed a slight increase in the number of
partnerships within the cultural sector over the period.
Figure 17 Relationships within the cultural sector
60%
50%
40%

Partnerships worked best when playing to partners’
strengths, and bringing in external expertise where
there are gaps, including wellbeing support. Brokering
happened informally in the second tranche, and
somewhat off the record. Providers see this as a key
role for the Bridges.
On the other hand the multi-arts projects were also a
good way to bring artists together. Artists at Turner
Contemporary were deliberately paired to collaborate
and share new skills, developing the workforce
particularly with a view to incorporating wellbeing.
Sustainability is far from secured, and beyond the
cultural sector, the wider sector reported no change.

30%
20%

Before

10%

After

0%

The Voluntary and Community
Sector (VCS)
Joint working within the arts and with the strategic
voluntary sector is expected to be the most
sustainable. There is a perception that the VCS has
more access to large commissions than the arts, and
so make essential partners – although there is still a

(56 then 40 cultural respondents)
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case to be made to convince them of the
transferability of the arts.

Figure 18 Perceived sustainability of existing
relationships - public sector

This was demonstrated well by 6WTW Gravesham,
which built a functioning long term partnership across
LV21, Kent Equality Cohesion Council, Cohesion Plus
and the Grand Healthy Living Centre. Previously they
had been working individually with young people but
their personal experience brought real commitment to
future work together, particularly with youth workers
from the Grand.

70%
60%
50%
40%

Before

30%

After

20%
10%

Public Sector

0%
Not at all

Not very

So-so

Fairly

Very

There is a worrying indication that the public sector is
becoming less confident about the long term. The
period saw confidence about sustainability drop.

(15 public sector respondents)

And there was a drop as well in the number of people
who felt there were areas of their work that would
further benefit from delivering with the cultural sector.

But on the other hand, the public sector see an
increase in the potential for arts and culture to
become more strategic.
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Figure 19 Potential for relationships with the cultural
sector - public sector
60%
50%

40%
30%

Before

20%

After

10%

Contractual
relationships

Strategic
developments

Delivering
together

(30 then 41 public sector respondents)
In places libraries and HLCs, which were identified as
delivery partners by the commissioners in the tender,
did not make strong partners. Although one
partnership in Dover linked up the Library with the
Story of
Change

Drivers

Although libraries and HLCs are strong community
services, the more dominant themes of this
commission were youth work and wellbeing, where
youth services, schools and health might be better
partners. (Although libraries are also at present out
to tender, which may have contributed to their
distance).
Support of a NHS counsellor in the DAD project acted
as an Ambassador for the Six Ways, and co-ordinated
the Champions. This also generated a legacy in terms
of a relationship with the NHS.

0%

Summary

Discovery Centre there for further community events,
and The Grand HLC was a key partner in Gravesham,
another provider described the relationship as nonexistent, despite having a partnership established in
their bid.

Delivery

Where existing relationships were built upon with
schools the relationship worked, but schools are
inflexible in terms of their timetable. An induction day
with teachers and the team (in a twilight session
before commencement) helped engage schools with
the DAD project. At Turner Contemporary, the
workforce acted as a go-between:
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The young DJ was so affected by the experience of
the World Café that he requested Turner
Contemporary take the model into his school, which
happened in November, followed up by a Philosophical
Inquiry session.

commitment and interest in continuing to work
together.

Youth sector

Although the partnerships with youth services were
some of the most important, they are also some of
the most fragile and were not translated into strategic
relationships with managers. Another provider felt
that it would take a while to get youth workers to
understand their work, and that because they are
under huge sustainability pressures themselves and
were not involved strategically from the start, the
relationship was not very equal. There is also a view
that they need funded projects to sustain them although one provider deliberately budgets for
partnerships.

The youth sector seemed to be a more natural partner
for this project. Having struggled to recruit all through
the summer, Turner Contemporary developed an
excellent new symbiotic relationship with Newington
Youth Centre for example, with the youth centre
accessing the young people and the Turner
Contemporary having resources they needed. It was
this relationship that enabled higher numbers of
young people to be reached and engaged with Arts
Award. Another strong relationship was developed
with Ideas Test, where youth workers showed real

It was helpful to have youth leaders signing young
people up to the project, but a weakness was that
there was not necessarily a referral process for young
people within the youth service who needed to talk
about issues inevitably raised by asking about
wellbeing. It seems that some young people quite
readily spoke about significant issues as a result of
this focus. For Turner Contemporary, the support
could have come from partners the PIE Factory, but it
was not sufficiently local to where the young people
were.

In other places schools were not very interested, and
it was hard to communicate with them.
Relationships that are not dependent on individuals
must be part of sustainable planning, with such
different sector structures and so much uncertainty
about the future.
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Understanding the role of arts and culture in
progression for children and young people, from
raising their aspirations, enhancing their own
wellbeing, through to contributing to relationships and
community cohesion would be a very strong strand in
better long term support. Multi-agency working is
well established across the country, for example in
Team Around the Child (TAC) or Team around the
Family and cultural sector involvement is well overdue
nationally. In Kent, the Bridges have been invited to
contribute to join up through the Troubled Families
agenda, providing an excellent opportunity to make
this strategic.

Recommendation 12 Go beyond personal contacts to
include arts in multi-agency working

Strategic partners
The sense of whether strategic relationships were built
varied depending on each partner’s own experience.
Within KCC commissioners felt their relationships were
sustainable, but the Bridges were less certain. In
some instance sustainability is not necessary, for
Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

example it should be the Arts and Culture team in a
new business model for the local authority that levers
resources from other departments. But the Bridge role
as a catalyst and broker is key and there is a concern
that it is a player primarily because of the money.
Bridges themselves say they need to be easy to work
with, flexible and professional but also clear about
their purpose.
There is a risk that with “a lot of strategic partners in
culture” (Bridge) these present easy opportunities for
cuts to be made. In future a strategy must dovetail
effectively, for example allowing the Bridges to focus
on children and young people whilst Kent Arts and
Culture team targets other community groups.
Building and developing that relationship is important
over the next three years.
We describe below in the section on the market how
beneficial a better infrastructure would be in strategic
delivery, but it would also help to share R&D: “both
sides would benefit from seminars without an agenda"
(commissioner). For example, they might explore
together what could be done by a strategic
commissioning authority using the digital medium, or
by the arts and culture being involved in planning
housing developments.
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Icon was the only provider that cited a stronger
relationship with KCC and the Bridge (ROH) as a
partnership outcome, though no doubt others will
benefit too. They also secured partnerships in the arts
and health sectors in Medway and Gravesham.

Recommendation 13 Dovetail strategic partnership
aims

A key role for the Bridges is in developing
partnerships and this needs to be strategic as well as
for delivery. In this project, this should have
happened with the youth sector and with senior
education professionals, and possibly the Health and
Wellbeing Board. In each future commission strategic

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

relationships will need to be in place to facilitate
effective delivery; brokerage with services other than
for children and young people needs developing and is
not the responsibility of the Bridges.

Recommendation 14 Broker appropriate partnerships
for each future tender

(N.B Collaborating with young people is a strength of
the cultural sector shared with the youth sector, but
distinct often from the public sector. We explore this
in the section Arts practice below.)
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Cultural business diversification and more
diverse market
Commissioners feel there is now a broader
market which they know how to tap, and the
scope for structural cultural partnerships
across Kent. But there is a lot more work to
do in the sector, with a clear split between the
supported providers – who are keen to be
commissioned again, and the wider sector
which is not ready. There are three issues
needed to overcome barriers to
commissioning; contribution to core costs,
brokering partnerships and negotiating
realistic targets.

 Commissioners are
persuaded that there is
a cultural market from
which to commission
 Culture could become
a structural partner in
every district

The current structure of the cultural sector
mitigates against wide commissioning.
Creating a ‘hub and spoke model’ could be a
long term aim.
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Business diversification
A bespoke cultural commission eased the process of a
first commission, the success of which meant that
providers are all confident to apply for a commission
again. If their success is ongoing, this would result in
a more diversified funding model. However the
intensity of the work over the period meant there
wasn't time for the strategic leads to establish other
targeted commissions. This pilot has not prepared
organisations for typical commissions and there is a
risk that developments won’t be sustained.



A specifically children-and-young-people focus for
Ideas Test is a new target community. Turner
Contemporary are using their learning in a new
project for older people on wellbeing.



Pie Factory Music has since taken on the world
café model and run an event for the community
at Turner Contemporary about money something they never would have done without
this commission.

As with partnerships, half the providers already felt
their business model was diverse and for some this
was about growing rather than doing something
different. Some new areas of work were:



LV21 and KECC have improved their business
networks and LV21 is including this diversification
in their business plan, working with about ten
different partners and their particular outcomes.



LV21 and the Icon Theatre felt they were more
confident, including to bid for larger and non-arts
bids. Icon felt the project raised their profile.



Ideas Test and Swale CVS have already bid for
further commissioned work which was not
specifically cultural - something they wouldn't
have had the networks to do before.

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

In the current climate, the lack of contribution to core
costs challenged some providers, alongside working
with vulnerable young people which was also
demanding. Being part of this pilot was an
investment for those organisations in their own
development, but even so whilst all the providers felt
it was likely they would bid again, securing a contract
probably depends on relationships with others outside
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the sector and they would be both more cautious and
more likely to try and negotiate around targets.

They reflect the same issues as those identified by the
providers:

In the wider sector the picture looks much less
positive, with the appetite for bidding for a
commission reducing amongst survey respondents.

“The process is problematic with our capacity. The
outcomes required are problematic for our capacity.”
(cultural survey respondent)

Figure 20 Likelihood of cultural sector bidding for a
commission

“Provided the commissioning fee allows us to make
some income on top of delivering the project.”
(cultural survey respondent)

40%

“Have never come across any commissioned work that
is worth the time and effort to achieve expected
outcomes.” (cultural survey respondent)

35%
30%
25%

Before

20%

After

15%
10%

And providers point out that many of the small arts
organisations in Kent will not be able to bid for
commissions of this size, let alone the larger
commissions that are likely to fall out of more general
services.

5%
0%
Not at all

Not very

Middling

Fairly
likely

Very
likely

Recommendation 16 Work on motivating the sector to
bid for commissions as part of the ongoing piloting

(55 then 38 cultural respondents)
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Recommendation 15 Resource a prolonged pilot
period moving from bespoke to typical commissioning

Delivery
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The Market
All the commissioners felt that there is now a more
diverse market in Kent to deliver outcomes – partly
because the knowledge in how to tap the market is
there, as is the mutual respect.
But although there is now "a range of doors open to
creative artists all over Kent" (commissioner) there
remains a motivation issue and a fundamentally
challenging arts ecology, with very few large
organisations in the National Portfolio, and a lot of
small, fragile companies. On top of which challenges
are greater for the cultural sector than many, because
the sector is so strongly built on freelance labour as
distinct from the salaried workforce in the public
sector: "All the while that goliath is being paid a wage
irrelevant of how long a process takes, people trying
to engage with not being paid" (provider).
Moving from this position to one where the cultural
sector is part of the infrastructure is a viable
aspiration. There could be a “default template in a
community where alongside the District Council would

Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

be significant and respected creative arts partners”
(commissioner). Some providers are already
providing this sort of delivery leadership. Ideas Test
LV21 and DAD operated as hubs. Ideas Test
supported small organisations like Rochester Lit Fest
and Codasign to work better with young people,
especially on Arts Award. LV21’s partnership work
was in part triggered by a small investment a couple
of years ago in 'community engagement' which led to
a hub being developed; a very efficient and leveraged
investment.
Developing the market could also be delivered by
these providers. This would need transparent
selection criteria and establishing an effective
communications strategy at this point is crucial.
Recommendation 17 Explore a funded hub and spoke
infrastructure with respected partners in the sector
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Commissioning for broad purpose
There is tremendous potential for the cultural
sector to become a regular but niche provider.
The biggest challenges in this pilot were the
targets and timescale, both of which could be
addressed by better collaboration and
communication.

 Culture could be
delivering across all
services

Commissions need to be carefully scoped,
collaboratively developed and proportionately
managed. Processes need developing to
demonstrate ‘distance travelled’ by service
users and to enable a portfolio of risk to be
commissioned for different purposes. With
careful development, the cultural sector could
be delivering across all services.
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The commissioning
experience



The kudos from being commissioned was the most
valuable part of the programme, equivalent to
securing a Grants for the Arts bid. A learning
workshop generated six key themes from both
provider and commissioner perspective:


Timing and timeliness

But just as importantly, the project was not timely in
that this pressure meant that delivery had to overlap
with planning, and young people had to be recruited
at a bad time with youth clubs and schools shut over
the summer.
Summary

Story of
Change

Although there had been years of consultation, the Six
Ways contract was not negotiated and suffered as a
result. The assessment criteria at bidding stage were
limiting and in delivery there were too many complex
targets and conflicting elements. Underlying these
challenges is the sense that the programme wasn’t
designed with disadvantaged young people in mind.


The process was time consuming and put considerable
pressure on capacity with short timescales generally.
These were especially challenging for the second
tranche. The considerable paperwork trail added to
the pressure and trying to squeeze a lot of delivery
into a short time had an impact on the outputs.
These factors impacted, for example, the numbers of
Arts Awards and WEMWBS completed, the
development of partnerships and potentially the
quality of the work

Drivers

Delivery

Appropriate scoping

Communications and collaboration

Prior to delivery the monitoring and evaluation
processes were not clearly communicated and the
processes changed as the programme started. The
lack of a communications strategy was felt at every
level. Generally there is a very strong feeling that
more collaboration is needed - "commissioning for
outcomes rather than telling providers how to deliver;
using their own unique skills to guide that delivery
and be flexible with it" (commissioner) - at every
stage of the process – with some stages including
children and young people as well as providers.
Further issues were:


Good impact (see above in Successful projects)



Benefits of partnership (see above in
Relationships)
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Recommendation 18 Ensure tender budget pro formas
include project areas like evaluation and comms

The bidding was a huge commitment; one provider
spent a week on the bid and submitted 14 documents.
Another costed the process at £5K. In addition the
timing was bad and especially challenging for small
organisations, falling as it did at a time of grant bids
and audits.

Recommendation 19 Ensure monitoring is timely,
proportionate, purposeful and clearly communicated

Finally, the amount of contract information throughout
was seen as disproportionate to the commission.

Contracting

Amongst the wider sector, whilst a large group are
happy with the commissioning and procurement
process, a significant number feel it needs to change.
This is felt almost as strongly by the public sector as
by the cultural sector.



A good fit between arts and wellbeing (see below
in Arts practice)

The good fit in service delivery was not matched by
the commissioning process.
With a failure to place contracts the first time, it
became apparent that providers would need more
support to develop partnerships. The second
procurement was more negotiated than the first as it
came under the EU budget threshold and did not have
such strict rules about process.
The most extreme culture clash was at the
procurement stage, in which the language is
particularly difficult and the anonymous face of the
portal really drives home a feeling of 'otherness' so it
can feel like an "impossible task" (provider).
Summary
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Figure 21 Would commissioning and procurement
benefit from development?
60%

There are two areas in the process that need
particular attention:


50%

40%
30%

Public
sector

20%

Cultural
sector

10%
0%
Fine as is or
a few things
need
changing

About half
needs
changing

Most or
everything
needs
changing

(24 public and 33 cultural respondents)
“The current process is unnecessarily cumbersome
and complicated. E.g. I used to be able to book an
interpreter directly. The agency is the same, but I
now go through a process that can take up to a week
and still leave me having to chase it up.” (public
sector survey respondent)

Summary
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Delivery

A general appropriateness of commissioning
overall to communities and small providers

“Constant attention to ensure that smaller, more
innovative providers are not excluded by the scoring
systems (e.g. have environmental policy etc.).”
(public sector survey respondent)


The need for a ‘grown up relationship’ within the
procurement process which is:

“Way too hidebound with process and rules and needs
to focus more on outcomes” (public sector survey
respondent)
From a procurement perspective, comparing arts
projects proved difficult as they had quite different
approaches - especially important where the principle
should be fairness. The processes need to be simple
enough that the administration is proportionate, but
effective enough to compare and show movement.
Establishing the value of creative arts needs to be
broken down into ways to establish ‘distance travelled’
especially in preparation for Payment By Results.
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Commissioning needs to allow for different
approaches cater for different community needs and
implement regular Service Level Agreements
alongside innovations. Targets need a degree of
flexibility so that a range of provision can be secured
with a portfolio of risk for the local authority.
Underpinning this is the need for real trust between
public sector departments as well as with the sector;
involvement of more senior procurement staff will be
essential to take this forward. For example the Arts
and Culture team and the Bridges weren't allowed to
see the bidders’ budgets during assessment. Whilst
tactically, going under the EU threshold made
negotiating the second contract easier, it did not help
prepare for typical commissioning.

service for Waste Management. One commissioner
says the next step is to embed this and the hub and
spoke approach would enable this, but there is still
the need for further piloting as we move from bespoke
to typical commissioning.

Recommendation 20 Explore a weighting system:
minimum, expected and stretch targets in a portfolio
of risk
Recommendation 21 Schedule partnership
development and set up appropriate tender timelines

Development
The Procurement team identify the role for arts and
culture as a horizontal strand through the large scale
vertical services (for particular groups like adults or
for mental health) that are procured. There is no area
in which creative arts could not contribute (except
perhaps acute medical care). Discussions are already
underway with Adult Social Care and the head of
Summary
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Understanding of the contribution culture can
make
During the programme, some of those
involved became much more aware of the
value of arts and culture in young people’s
lives but this depends on proximity. Although
having reciprocal ambassadors is useful, there
is a need to turn personal understanding into
strategic knowledge and processes that suit
the cultural sector broadly.

 Once they’ve
worked with arts and
culture other
professionals are
convinced of its value

There is a significant difference between the
cultural sector’s view of things and those in
the public sector. The time to embed an
approach to measuring cultural value is
overdue, and could usefully be agreed with
both heads of service and others in the sector
after a stakeholder mapping exercise.
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There is a general sense that it is early days to
establish the value of this work, but at the same time
there is considerable pressure to do so. As one
commissioner said, we "haven't explored it with
diligence yet" (commissioner). The time to do that is
overdue.

Figure 22 Public sector understanding (area) and
cultural sector ability to communicate (line) the
difference culture makes to CYP

70%
60%

In all, it’s patchy and dependent on proximity. Where
non-cultural professionals have experienced working
with arts and culture they implicitly appreciate its
value. Ambassadors have a useful role in
championing the work, but there is not a clear process
for explicitly valuing culture or embedding that across
services.

50%
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20%
10%

Before

0%

After

-10%

At the same time, there is a significant disparity
between what the cultural sector thinks it can
communicate, and how effective it has been in
developing the understanding of the public sector
(and little improvement over time of either):
I can communicate the difference that arts and culture make:
Not at all

Not really

Partially

Fairly well

Absolutely

(36 then 50 public sector and 55 then 39 cultural
respondents)
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The use of WEMWBS for this project attempted to
address the issue, but the problems with
implementing it and the light touch nature of the
intervention mean results were of limited use.
Combining evidence suitable for commissioners with
methods suitable for participants is a challenge which
Turner Contemporary has met well in this
programme:

Seb and the Confidence Ladder at Turner
Contemporary

Turner Contemporary felt they had generated valuable
new data when working towards specific outcomes,
and that WEMWBS, which has a currency outside of
Turner Contemporary's usual sphere of operation set
a very valuable precedent for other funding
opportunities. They used creative tools too. For
example, using a Confidence Ladder, which young
people populated with plasticine avatars at the
beginning and end of the day, depending on how
confident they felt. For one participant, Seb, at the
end of the two day session the ladder wasn't tall
enough!
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Another example was using the body to facilitate
learning - identifying something not seen before
(eyes) and something that took guts (stomach). The
project included a facilitated team reflection and
evaluation day including using their core competence
in Philosophical Inquiry.
The Arts and Culture team is now developing
relationships with heads of service and the increasing
ease with which conversations are being set up
implies that the arts are valued. Establishing the
explicit value of the creative arts is crucial to this
future work and needs to be right for everyone. The
same issues are faced across the country and join up
with value programmes like the Warwick Commission,

Summary
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AHRC, Culture Case and ACE research programme
make sense, as well as with the other Bridges and
similar networks like Creating Change and Making
Culture Work. Liaison with NPC, nef and the NCVO,
who are managing the Cultural Commissioning
Programme is also a given.

Recommendation 22 Work (with national partners) on
establishing the holistic ‘causal chain’ of cultural value
Recommendation 23 Do stakeholder mapping of
relevant heads of service and include discussion of
evidence
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Wellbeing and culture – the research
The personal benefits of
wellbeing
Wellbeing is about both good
feelings and good functioning.
Psychology professor at the
University of California Sonja
Lyubormirsky has looked in detail at
the evidence for happiness in her
work The Benefits of Frequent
Positive Affect: Does Happiness
Lead to Success?24. The ONS now
reports systematically on wellbeing
for the country, and it finds that
relationships, work and health are
the three biggest factors for
wellbeing. Lyubormirsky explored
these areas, and found that study

24

Lyubomirsky, King & Diener (2003) The Benefits
of Frequent Positive Affect: Does Happiness Lead
to Success?
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after study showed that happiness
preceded important outcomes.
Happy people tend to be more
successful in all three. The benefits
of wellbeing are both obvious and
surprising. It might be intuitive to
expect that happiness can help us
have good relationships. It is more
surprising perhaps that happiness
can also help us to earn more and be
more physically healthy.

Wellbeing and health
The effects of happiness on self-care
and coping have a knock-on effect
on health, and happy people tend to
consider themselves more healthy25.

term; reducing respiratory infections
in the next two weeks26, sports
injuries within a season27 and the
likelihood of having a stroke six
years on28. Optimism (the sister of
happiness) affects the likelihood of
having heart problems up to ten
years later29 and it has even been
shown that optimistic mothers are
less likely to deliver low-birthweight babies30. Perhaps most
surprising of all, in a study over 37
countries, we see happy people are
less likely to die in a car crash31.

26

But it can also have a tangible
impact on physical health in the long

27

28
29

30
25

Gil et al (2004)

Delivery
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Lyons & Chamberlain (1994)
A. M. Smith, Stuart, Wiese-Bjornstal, & Gunnon
(1997)
Ostir, Markides, Peek, & Goodwin (2001)
Kubzansky, Sparrow, Vokonas, & Kawachi
(2001)
Lobel, DeVincent, Kaminer, & Meyer, (2000)
Kirkcaldy & Furnham (2000)
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These physical benefits of happiness
have been clinically researched,
looking at brain activity and showing
for example, the effects on the
chemical balance of the immune
system. At Derby Silk Mill
Museum, the University of Derby
tested the saliva of participants in
their Re:Make project for the stress
hormone cortisol and antibodies that
are linked to stress. They found a
significant increase.
More obviously, happy people have
better mental health. They tend to
look after themselves better, take
health advice more readily and are
less likely to behave in a way that
could trigger mental ill health. For
example, happy teenagers are less
likely to drink too much or take
drugs32.

Wellbeing, school and work
Happy people do better at work
because of these health benefits but
that is not the only effect of
happiness on the workforce.
Their success is in part because they
are more likely to be adaptable and
have skills to meet new challenges.
They are less likely to suffer
burnout33.
The happiness benefits apply at all
life stages: happy people are more
likely to do better at school34, to
graduate, to get better jobs, do better
in work and to feel job satisfaction.
Job satisfaction leads to people
going above and beyond in work,
which might be why happy people

33

32

Windle (2000)
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Donovan (2000) Locke (1975) Porter & Steers
(1973) Thoresen, Kaplan, Barsky, Warren, & de
Chermont (2003)
NICE (2008 & 2009)
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also tend to be judged well by the
boss.
Not surprisingly given what we’ve
just said, happiness is also linked to
individuals’ higher earnings and
there is also some evidence that
happy students earn more later in
life35.

Social benefits of wellbeing
The link between wellbeing and
relationships is particularly
interesting, because it offers a dual
benefit of both individual happiness
and community strength.
Interventions which build social
capital are linked to trust and
equality. Communities with high
equality have less drug misuse,
obesity and violence, and better
relationships, mental health,
35

Diener, Nickerson, Lucas & Sandvik (2002)
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educational performance, social
mobility and even life expectancy36.

could be a useful focus for local arts
projects.

The ONS recently reported: ‘The
number of real-life friends is
positively correlated with subjective
well-being even after controlling for
income, demographic variables and
personality differences.’37 Friends
provide support and companionship
during bad times and can prevent
loneliness. Friends can also increase
a sense of belonging and purpose,
and may improve self-confidence
and self-worth.

Professor Seligman, the influential
positive psychologist who defines
wellbeing in terms of a ‘pleasant,
good and meaningful life’, has found
that the latter lifestyles - which are
both personally engrossing and
socially constructive, give greater
life satisfaction than having a good
time. It may be that the Wellbeing
Champions were feeling some of
these benefits

Friendships are mostly made with
people of similar ethnic groups and
education, but are less frequently
with people locally38. Promoting
friendships in neighbourhoods, as
the Six Ways commission has done,
36
37
38

Wilkinson and Pickett Spirit Level
Helliwell and Huang (2013)
ONS relationships bulletin 2015
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The ONS also explores the
importance of community.
Typically young people are the least
likely to feel they belong to their
neighbourhood and the least likely to
value that sense of belonging –
although interestingly their own and
other age groups’ sense of
community cohesion has increased
in the last ten years. Teaching young
Delivery

Difference

people the benefits of good, rooted
social relationships is another area
for development.

Wellbeing, arts and culture
There is a great deal of research into
arts and health and an increasing
body of evidence on culture and
wellbeing at population level. By
this we mean of the kind intended by
the Six Ways commission, which
promotes health rather than
addressing ill health.
Arts and creativity are associated
with enhanced wellbeing and
recovery from mental illness.
Prescription of arts provides
meaningful occupation and
participation39.

39

Department of Health (2007) Report of the
Review of Arts and Health Working Group,
Staricoff RL (2004) Arts in health: a review of
the medical literature and Bungay H, Clift S
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In 2007 the DH reported via its Arts
and Health working group that:
• Arts and health are, and should be
firmly recognised as being, integral
to health, healthcare provision and
healthcare environments, including
supporting staff
• Arts and health initiatives are
delivering real and measurable
benefits across a wide range of
priority areas for health, and can
enable the Department and NHS to
contribute to key wider Government
initiatives
• There is a wealth of good practice
and a substantial evidence base
• The Department of Health has an
important leadership role to play in
creating an environment in which

arts and health can prosper by
promoting, developing and
supporting arts and health
• The Department should make a
clear statement on the value of arts
and health, build partnerships and
publish a Prospectus for arts in
health in collaboration with other
key contributors
The Arts Council’s recent literature
review40 reports that participation in
culture is significantly associated
with good health and high life
satisfaction. It contributes to the
cognitive abilities of young people,
and reduces stress and anxiety.
Daniel Fujiwara is creating a body of
research which puts a value to
cultural wellbeing. Initially

commissioned by Happy Museum41,
he found that arts and museums have
a positive impact on short term
happiness even after controlling for
other factors, such as level of
education. His subjective wellbeing
valuation method finds out how
much wellbeing is increased by
participating, and compares that with
how much increase in income would
be needed to create a similar boost –
establishing an equivalent value.
Participating in the arts was valued
at about £1,500 a year by people.
Further work for the DCMS42
quantified the life satisfaction value
of the arts and culture – a more long
term indicator. This report found that
arts engagement was worth £1,084
to people. These participants are
41
42

(2010) Arts on prescription: A review of practice
in the UK
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40

ACE (2014) The Value of Arts and Culture to
People and Society
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Fujiwara D (2013) Museums and happiness
Fujiwara, D, Kudrna, L and Dolan, P (2014)
Quantifying and Valuing the Wellbeing
Impacts of Sport and Culture
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14% more likely to intend to go on
to further education.
A third study for the Arts Council43
used a huge dataset generated at
www.mappiness.org.uk to rank
different art forms by relationship
with happiness and relaxation. The
research found that all arts and
culture activities were significantly
associated with happiness and
relaxation, with theatre, dance and
concerts then singing and
performing topping the table for
happiness.

Commissioning wellbeing
Given this evidence, arts and cultural
organisations are well-placed to
deliver wellbeing outcomes. Risk
factors for mental health (factors that
increase the risk of poor outcomes)
43

include things that arts and culture is
used to helping with, such as social
isolation and a poor sense of
belonging or influence. Protective
factors (that help protect people from
these risks) include engaging in
meaningful activities, altruism,
social engagement, life skills (like
communication and problemsolving) and positive self-esteem –
all elements of the Six Ways
commission, especially for the
Champions.



ability to deliver the
intervention to a high standard



appropriately trained staff



capacity to deliver to the size of
the population requiring the
intervention



appropriate systems for
monitoring and recording the
delivery of the intervention.

However the sector also needs to
have an infrastructure that can meet
the needs of strategic
commissioning.
The Joint Commissioning Panel for
Mental Health advises that services
should be procured from providers
with:

Fujiwara, D & MacKerron, G (2014) Cultural
activities, artforms and wellbeing
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National and local awareness of KCC and Bridge
good practice
The programme gained some national
awareness through attending events, but has
not been locally promoted in Kent. Promotion
to the public via district councils and Kent
councillors is recommended to promote
uptake of public health interventions.

 The programme
has had national
profile

The Bridges have very low profile outside of
the cultural sector, and whilst their role was
valued by those in the know, a more explicit
dovetailed strategy between them and the
Arts and Culture team is advisable, not least
to mitigate the risk of funding cuts.
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General
The Six Ways pilot has had some regional and
national exposure, but local awareness is a likely
casualty of the lack of communications plan.
Involvement with the national Cultural Commissioning
Programme and ADUK - and regionally with CLOA and
LGA's culture sport and tourism event - has been
helpful. This national profile is illustrated by the
Turner Contemporary case study on the Arts Council
website. Being able to talk about arts, health and
wellbeing with real case studies makes a big
difference (for example, in the experience of one of
the Bridges with Peter Bazalgette at a Southbank
Centre event 2014).
Local promotion in Kent has been a gap which is being
filled ad hoc. For example there is some individual
discussion happening with elected members and
involvement of providers like DAD has prompted a
conversation at Dover Council. A growing number of
public sector respondents to our survey was also
encouraging (from 36 to 50) and seems to be made
up of services not typically engaged with the arts (in
the main from the early intervention programme Early
Help).
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To date the general public has not been targeted.
Whilst there is some discussion about whether profileraising needs to extend to communities, the Joint
Commissioning Panel for Mental Health advises that
‘information about effective interventions should be
given to the public, as it can help promote the uptake
of such interventions.’44

Recommendation 24 Include public in communications
strategy moving towards co-production

The profile of the Bridge
organisations
The Bridges were established to fulfil one of the Arts
Council’s goals from its 2010 ten year strategy
Achieving Great Art for Everyone, in that ‘every child
and young person should experience the richness of

44

NICE (2008) Community engagement to improve health. Public Health
guidance 9
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the arts’. They build on Creative Partnerships for
schools and the arts and the Find Your Talent
programme. Their founding also coincided with the
Arts Council’s funding transition from Regularly
Funded Organisations (RFOs) to a National Portfolio of
Organisations (NPOs). They combine in and out of
school remits.
Of this network of ten Bridge organisations, two are
commissioners in the pilot in Kent; Artswork and ROH
Bridge, which have the remit for the South East and
the East respectively, meeting in Kent. As a fifth of
the national Bridge network, this pilot is potentially
influential across the country.
ACE intends the Bridges to work to a model that is
strategic, with local authorities dealing directly with
cultural organisations and delivery. This includes
developing an evidence base and helping
organisations identify investment. As an aside, their
promotion of Arts Award seems slightly out of kilter
with this and risks undermining the strategic role –
whereas a focus on progression more generally,
including Arts Award and issues like multi-agency
working would provide a better message.

so that Public Health support was levered in and
developing the partnerships - "it might have taken us
three years, which has been reduced with their
resource" (local authority arts commissioner). The
Bridges bring credibility as ACE national partners
when talking to senior local authority leaders. A very
valuable result was speaking together with Public
Health colleagues at conferences - the camaraderie in
particular helps to build the learning and relationship.
The Bridges also instigated the support and evaluation
programme and maintained an arts focus appreciated
by the commissioned providers.
With a job that is clearly behind the scenes (in some
senses third tier working through the local authority
then arts organisations before reaching communities),
it is quite hard for the Bridges to ensure their role is
appreciated by the wider sector. And outside the
cultural sector there was very little knowledge at all of
what they were there to do.

Commissioning partners felt the Bridges had the right
role in this project; providing partnership investment
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Figure 23 Awareness of the role of Bridges – public
sector
35

Media coverage

18
Before
After

5

2

So-so

Not very aware

2

2

4

4

Very well aware

7

Quite well aware

7

Not at all aware

Commissioned providers recognised however, that the
input of the Bridges into scoping the whole
programme was crucial in making it arts-appropriate.

The media search facility from KCC flagged up a
handful of local press features, two on Turner
Contemporary in the Thanet Gazette and one about
the DAD project. It also picked up a photo
competition run from the website, the Mental Health
First Aid training and a workshop for arts people in
Kent on working outdoors on the ACE website. The
#sixwaystowellbeing feed featured the arts projects
very little, except for retweeting. In all this is a result
of the poor or unimplemented communications plan.

(36 then 50 public sector respondents)
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Arts practice – developments
This commission did not only pilot a new
business model, the wellbeing focus also
provided a serious evidence base that
triggered some development in the arts
practice of those involved, like working on the
beach for example. As one of the
commissioners identified earlier, the ‘Unique
Selling Points’ of these projects were:
capturing the attention of participants;
creating (sometimes) emotional conversations
and experiential learning and facilitating
celebratory social encounters embedded in
communities. These demonstrate together
both the ‘intrinsic’ and ‘instrumental’ value of
arts and culture that are often described as in
conflict.

very well, which are about exciting, inclusive
and excellent work that really involves
children and young people in a way that at
least gives them ownership, and at best
provides real personal progression. The
strongest of these was the sense of
ownership, with many young people cocreating projects with high quality
professionals.

The projects also demonstrated the Arts
Council’s young people’s Quality Principles
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 Projects showed ‘intrinsic’
and ‘instrumental’ benefits
 Quality Principles were well
demonstrated
 Creative arts seen as
effective in capturing
attention, creating
conversations, celebrating and
being embedded locally
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The arts practice of providers developed through this
programme in part because of the defined evidencebase for the commission. The providers considered
the main R&D of this programme to be wellbeing
rather than commissioning.

On the beach with Turner Contemporary

The seriousness of wellbeing as a focus raised the
game for cultural organisations, they were not
"playing round the edges" (provider).
And whilst there was an existing good fit, the pilot
also created brand new developments in arts practice.
The wellbeing focus pushed arts organisations to
extend their contribution, working outside on beaches
for example. Individual artists working on the projects
moved their creative practice forward as a result of
working with the Six Ways to Wellbeing.
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Key features
Below are the significant delivery features that were
common to projects and could be considered their
unique selling points (USPs). Whilst coming from the
providers reports, it is striking that these USP features
closely match those described by a commissioner
above in the section Drivers for change; a
commitment to culture.

Capturing attention
Creative projects often use surprise, delight or
unfamiliarity to jolt participants into paying attention.
6WTW Gravesham witnessed key moments of
realisation of the connection between arts and
wellbeing in both young people and practitioners,
“Seeing first-hand how participation in some simple,
but unfamiliar arts activities can make a huge
difference in individual young people’s
wellbeing” (senior youth worker)

“Arts Award training and achieving Arts Award Advisor
Silver qualification was one of my project highlights. It
was like the puzzle pieces falling into place regarding
my future role as a youth worker in supporting young
people.” (Apprentice youth worker).

The Liverpool Arts Regeneration Consortium
commissioned Baker Richards and WolfBrown to research
the ‘intrinsic’ experience of people in the arts45. Key
factors were participants’ ‘readiness to receive’: context,
relevance and anticipation, and six types of impact:
Emotional resonance
Captivation
Intellectual stimulation
Spiritual value
Aesthetic Growth
Social Bonding

45
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Baker Richards and WolfBrown (2011) Intrinsic Impact: How Audiences and
Visitors are Transformed by Cultural Experiences in Liverpool
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Emotional resonance and captivation in particular relate to
this notion of capturing attention.

teaching wellbeing, ‘naming’ Six Ways behaviours
provided the language for discussion.

This is also picked up by the Manchester Metrics pilot into
a new quality framework for the arts46, which identifies
‘captivation and enthusiasm’ as well as ‘distinctiveness,
originality and risk’ as important arts quality dimensions.

Creating conversations and experiential
learning
Arts and cultural projects don’t teach people, they
facilitate their development through experience. In
this they are very different from formal learning, and
appeal especially to young people whose experience
of school or college is poor.
A feature of this wellbeing pilot was that this enabled
young people (and others) to talk about their
emotions which was key to communicating wellbeing.
To do this projects needed to ‘go to where the people
are’, both physically and figuratively. Wellbeing isn’t
a word that young people use for example, so other
routes into discussion were needed. Then rather than

46

Rhythmix describe delivery based on games and
activities that stimulate output and conversation. This
has allowed young people to express themselves in a
non-musical way within the music project, prompting
a number of revealing conversations so the
practitioners have a more personal understanding of
the challenges young people face. The Six Ways team
has encouraged young people to go home and discuss
the project with families and friends and the visual
work displayed in the foyer before the concert framed
the work in Six Ways terms, so that the conversation
remained guided by wellbeing.

Knell, John & Bunting, Catherine (2014) Manchester Metrics final report
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Celebratory social encounters embedded
in communities
It was generally accepted that young people were
more likely to engage with an ‘arts’ project than a
‘wellbeing’ project. Bringing people together for
something that is accessible and fun is a strong offer
from the arts. It enables the promotion of pro-social
behaviours in a way that is easy for people to engage
with. Performing arts and artists working with mixed
art form projects where there is a shared experience,
are especially good connectors of people.
Art Beat found success in bringing people together for
something as appealing as the World Café. Wellbeing
was a good place to start discussions, and getting the
community together behind such an accessible topic
to learn together had real power. The celebratory
nature of the events was typical of the arts, where
often intense and social experiences mean people
want to party together, and need to let their hair
down.

The Warwick Commission has recently published one of
the most significant assessments of cultural value for
years47, which identifies five key areas of cultural
relevance. Of these, ‘making the local matter’ and
‘diversity’ and ‘participation’ are well demonstrated by the
Six Ways projects (‘ecosystem’, ‘education’ and ‘skills
development’ are also demonstrated – ‘digital culture’ less
so). The report declares that ‘the cultural and creative
industries have a big role to play in successful place
shaping’ including revitalising community pride. It
challenges ‘local consortia of key public and private
investors to develop place-based strategies for their future
investments that are more responsive to local cultural and
creative needs and demographics’.

47
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Warwick Commission (2015) Enriching Britain: Culture, Creativity and Growth The 2015 Report by the Warwick Commission on the Future of Cultural Value
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Young People’s Quality Principles – the research
The Arts Council has supported
research by the National Foundation
for Economic Research (NFER) into
an amalgamation of various quality
assessments to create Quality
Principles (QPs) for children and
young people. They are:
1. Striving for EXCELLENCE and
INNOVATION
In what ways will the work achieve
excellence and innovation with, for
and by CYP? How will you seek to
ensure this and how will you know?
2. Being AUTHENTIC
What does authenticity mean in the
context of the project or programme
with, for and by CYP? How will
you work to ensure authenticity and
how will you know?
Summary
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3. Being EXCITING, inspiring and
engaging

6. Enabling personal
PROGRESSION

How will you plan to excite, engage
and inspire CYP? How will you
assess whether or not this has been
effective?

Ensuring sustainable benefits for
CYP is very important. How will
you ensure that CYP progress and
know where to go next? Can you
build in Arts Awards to develop a
young person’s leadership?

4. Ensuring a POSITIVE and
INCLUSIVE experience
Engaging in the arts and culture
should be a positive and inclusive
experience. How will you ensure
this is a central ethos in your work
and how will you measure impact
and effectiveness?
5. Actively INVOLVING children
and young people

7. Developing belonging and
OWNERSHIP
How will you plan to ensure CYP
feel a sense of belonging and
ownership and how will you know
whether children and young people
feel that they belong and that it
belongs to them?

Are children and young people
genuinely and actively involved?
What will success look like?
Delivery
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Demonstrating the Quality Principles
As experienced practitioners Kent providers were not
explicitly guided by the QPs, in that they are already
embedded. For example, Ideas Test is an ACE
Creative People and Partnerships project, designed to
include wider communities authentically. Rhythmix’s
programme was established through the Music
Education Hubs funded by ACE. Icon Theatre uses the
Quality Principles for its whole community programme
(it’s worth noting their value for older participants
too).
It is this kind of focus, on authenticity for example,
that drove some of the extra benefit they highlighted
in their Stories of Change. It seems worth considering
whether the Quality Principles might be adopted to
guide service quality across the sector in Kent.
1

Striving for EXCELLENCE and INNOVATION

All the providers worked with demonstrably high
quality arts practitioners and also selected these
artists for their experience in working with young
people; excellence is about both product and process.

At Turner Contemporary an innovative Philosophical
Inquiry methodology and resident philosopher
underpin this and many projects.
“I've discovered I love Philosophical Inquiry,
even though I was a little unnerved by the
concept at first. I now want to do it on a monthly
basis as a social activity, preferably with
wine and nibbles!!! I have planned to utilise this in a
project that I am involved with as I
think it is a very useful way of discussing and
debating important and relevant issues.” (artist in
ArtBeat)
2

Being AUTHENTIC

Ideas Test worked with young people who had already
engaged with an impact programme and helped them
to develop their skills as Wellbeing Champions.
Engaging authentically with emotions and mental
health was fundamental to the programme. The
providers talk frequently about the emotional
conversations that took place.
From an arts perspective, engaging with the kinds of
practice that interest young people such as spray art,
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might need a quality check in the organisation so that
being authentic, involving and inclusive, is in balance
with artistic excellence, although this is a moot point.
3

Being EXCITING, inspiring and engaging

young people and safeguarding, fundamental to
including vulnerable young people and ensuring their
experience is inclusive rather than alienating.
Artists talking about their work

Many of the artists perform on the international stage
and all are professional artists. Bringing these
practitioners into youth settings for example and
asking them to talk about their job was both exciting
and engaging, and gives the young people an
authentic experience of working in the arts.
Sometimes it is hard to get ambitious ideas from
young people who are inexperienced in the arts. LV21
found young people tended to propose what they
knew they could deliver, and this links to the point
above about being authentic. Giving them the
opportunity to take part in something large scale and
more unusual captured their attention and widened
their perspective.
4

Ensuring a POSITIVE and INCLUSIVE experience

This project is all about inclusivity. In Swale, Ideas
Test deliberately targeted the most deprived
neighbourhoods and their post code analysis confirms
they reached their targets. At Turner Contemporary
staff and artists explored best practice in working with
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5

Actively INVOLVING children and young people
and

7

Developing belonging and OWNERSHIP

There is a strong link between the principle of
involving young people and the delivery of the Arts
Award, which increasingly moves people towards a
producer role, including building transferable
leadership skills.
Icon Theatre continually met up with the young
people taking part; many commented that they felt
the summer school catered to their needs and that
the creative process with the practitioners focused on
collaboration rather than traditional teaching
methods. The final performance was a particularly
clear way to see the young people working together in
an open, trusting and engaged manner.
At Ideas Test, the opportunity for young people to
volunteer at events helped them to understand more
about how arts activity is planned and delivered and
they have become confident to create an extra event
themselves in March. LV21 participants also reported
feeling able to run workshops themselves.
LV21 pushed the Arts Award to be almost completely
led by young people, in some ways commissioning
Summary
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them to deliver ‘stealth Arts Awards’! On the other
hand, they asked the SAFE group (creating a safe
environment in schools) and Bhangra group to work
with a theme to identify an artist who would help
them meet their own goals. This flipped the
relationship so that LV21 were being commissioned,
with the young people’s groups acting like the client.
Rhythmix, however, found that the level of
empowerment young people felt diminished as the
project re-focused to ensure it delivered the outputs.
6

Enabling personal PROGRESSION

In some areas, like the Gravesham partnership, the
long term legacy was a key principle and will support
young people’s progression. Working with youth
services and other partners presented an opportunity
for others too.
Longer term progression is one of the challenges we
explore above. With a lack of multi-agency working
to support mental health issues that surfaced, and a
lack of funding to ensure young people can continue
to be involved in the arts, this is a fragile
development. Short term funding is fundamentally at
odds with the needs of these young people.
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Commissioning practice – developments
Commissioning practice is in rapid
development with authorities like KCC
becoming strategic funding authorities. This is
an opportunity for the arts and legislation like
the Social Value Act will make cultural
commissioning more relevant. The SVA says
public procurement must account for social
and environmental as well as financial value
for money; it is fundamentally about quality of
local life.

should aim for. Delivery based on an
evidence base or policy will change arts
practice to some extent and getting evaluation
right for both commissioners and communities
will be important. Providers need to be clear
on monitoring and communicate well. They
need to think carefully about the labour
market too.

In this new environment arts organisations will

 Culture is
good at
generating
social value

need to think carefully about commissioning
and be business-like and engaged, preparing
partnerships and policies ahead of time. Each
contract should be considered carefully and
the sector should be involved in development.
A ‘grown up’ relationship between providers
and commissioners is something everyone
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Authorities like Kent that are becoming strategic
funding authorities have different characteristics from
grant funders like ACE or trusts and foundations, who
are at least arms-length and at most hands-off.
Legislation and policy are driving these changes as
well as austerity. The Social Value Act is a big
opportunity for culture, which we explore below. The
introduction of Health and Wellbeing Boards also
promotes prosperity in terms wider than financial.
At the same time the cultural sector is changing and
whilst much of this is significantly challenging, there is
a big opportunity for the sector too. This is a point in
history at which arts and culture could really become
part of the mainstream, allowing them to innovate on
a scale previously only imagined. Strategic leadership
will need to create a vision and sustainability locally.
This doesn’t just benefit the cultural workforce of
course, it is good for society too. It presents
opportunities for local people who might not have
access to the arts. It could also provide them with a
more whole person service. For heads of service, this
broadens the market from which they can buy
services, with a sector that is locally focused and fun
to engage with.
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Cultural organisations will need to prepare, respond,
deliver and review differently in this environment.

Social Value
Social Value is an objective with which the cultural
sector may feel more comfortable than the
instrumental outcomes often at the centre of a
commission.
“There is a risk with commissioning that organisations
such as ours, with a strong sense of strategy and
purpose, are less able to pursue our own agendas”
(cultural survey respondent)
Fundamentally it's about quality of life, and the arts
are good at drawing on the heritage of a community
so that what they do has local resonance and is
creative but also rooted in a sense of place. This
makes them easier for commissioners to work with
than some of the large public sector providers.
The Social Value Act made it compulsory for
procurement to assess social value and KCC includes
this in its commissioning framework. Examples of how
this has affected contracts include:
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Wakefield Council wanted a new milk supplier in
local schools. They selected Fresh Pastures, who
deliver milk and also provide local school children
with lessons on healthy living and food miles.
Fresh Pastures also provide work opportunities
for the long-term unemployed.



The University of Northampton launched the £1
billion University Challenge. It encourages the
UK’s higher education sector to spend at least £1
billion of the £7 billion it spends on procuring
goods and services from social enterprises.



An arts provider in Suffolk is in discussions there
about how a small arts organisation might be
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part of this movement. Working with the County
Council and Care UK whom they have
commissioned to provide older people’s care
homes for 25 years, they are discussing a
workforce development programme. The project,
Creative Carers, uses artists to train care workers
so that their relationships with residents include
‘everyday creativity’ and are much stronger as a
result. The initial concept is to pilot the training
in three Suffolk homes, but it could scale across
the county and even across the UK.
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Cultural organisations in commissioning
This pilot has identified the following good practice which is described in detail in the toolkit.
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whilst appropriate timescales would be the ideal,
many commissioning pressures mean there are often
tight turnarounds.

Prepare

There is a risk that commissioning favours large
organisations. Building real partnerships is probably
the most significant enabler to being commissioned
and as it is time-consuming, it needs starting early.
Partnerships might be to extend skills or capacity to
deliver larger programmes.

Contract

Thinking about whether or not commissioning is right
for the organisation is critical. Commissioning is
demanding and business-like. It requires
considerable investment from organisations, and
strategically from local leaders too. If this is not in
place it will be a huge uphill struggle. Organisations
that want to be part of this will need to actively get
involved, joining in the communication loops and
learning the language.
A starting point is getting organised internally; both
strategically clarifying a unique offer, and on practical
issues like policies and finance. It is worth noting that
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Even with all this in place, it is still crucial to be
discerning about whether the individual contract is
right for the organisation. Understanding and
managing risk is a skill the cultural sector will need to
develop. In a commissioning environment, success
and failure is very visible.

Deliver

Getting involved will mean ensuring the organisation
is included in contract communications and taking up
any offers of support such as ‘meet the market’
events.
Hopefully the sector itself will be involved strategically
in appropriate scoping of the tender. Bids need to be
similarly carefully devised - especially where there are
complex intentions - like working with vulnerable
young people. It is in everybody’s interest to ensure
they are realistic.
There is a further process involved in agreeing the
contract and good communication; a ‘grown up’
relationship is vital. For example, some issues may be
negotiable but others will not.

It is likely that the contract will specify a policy or
evidence base that will guide either the delivery
approach or the outcomes to be achieved.
Getting delivery right means keeping an eye on the
detail of the contract, as well as on customer and
client service. This will mean monitoring delivery
quality as well as impact on outcomes, so that both
‘leading’ and ‘lagging’ indicators are visible to
commissioners.
Furthermore organisations are in a competitive labour
market as well as a market to deliver a service; the
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workforce are customers too and need appropriate
care.
There should be a communications strategy in place.
If there isn’t, ask for it! Maintain communications
throughout, inviting commissioners to see delivery,
speaking at events and using social media too.
Similarly a monitoring plan should indicate the
required reporting. That needs ongoing attention as
well.

Getting evaluation right is essential and is often
poorly done in the non-profit sectors. Strategically
this means that evaluation should be part of planning
the project right from the start.
The right approaches to gathering evidence need to
be in place, both to convince commissioners (as
WEMWBs was used here) and to be suitable for
communities (like Turner Contemporary’s Confidence
Ladder).
Part of the process is about taking a step back so that
monitoring outputs is not muddled with making a real
difference, whether that’s to communities,
partnerships or the workforce.

Review

Whilst reporting on impact is essential for the
commissioners, organisational learning should be a
result of every evaluation. The whole process should
be a cycle of continuous improvement, making the
‘causal’ link between quality delivery and impact.
This learning needs properly communicating with
everyone involved and feeding back into the ongoing
commissioning relationship.
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Value for money and conclusion
With 655 young people participating, 156
submitting for Arts Awards and 120 Wellbeing
Champions the outputs were well met despite
concerns. We estimate cost per head could
range from around £231 to £350, based on
these different levels of involvement as a
driver for allocating costs.
With high levels of disadvantage, based on
national figures the cohort might be estimated
to include between 210 and 130 young people
with emotional needs or mental health
problems. Another factor relevant to Kent,
where unemployment is high, is the number of
those who could be NEET (Not in Education,
Employment or Training) either now or in the
next few years, estimated at 170 in this

cohort from national figures. With an average
CAMHS case costing £4.5K48 and the cost to
the state of a young person being NEET
£3.2K49, a young person with these dual needs
could cost around £7.7K. The commissions
would need to save 22 young people from
needing this support to break even.
Alternatively if it made all 655 young people
3% less likely to have these needs that would
be of equivalent potential value. Sustainability
is essential to creating these benefits and
there are grounds for optimism here in new
partnership activity, but a way to go too.

48
49
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National figures, PSSRU 2012
ACEVO 2013
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The commission and support programme
created a wellbeing legacy in six areas, four
well tested partnerships, a strategic
relationship and six organisations who are
commission ready. It had little impact on the
wider sector, but laid the foundations with the
toolkit to come and some recommendations to
improve commissioning. More work on the
value of culture is needed.

 The commissions
broadly met the targets
 Break-even value
could well have been
achieved in spite of this
being a pilot

Of the recommendations the most important
are that the piloting period continues to move
from a bespoke commission to a typical one,
and that a communications strategy supports
that (whilst maintaining transparency). The
national work on value, local strategic
alignment and hub and spoke, multi-agency
approach are crucial too.
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The commissions
The resources of this evaluation do not allow for an
analysis of value for money, but we explore some
figures below as a basis for discussion.

least50 had a light touch experience in taster
workshops, and more than 13,860 members of the
community were reached through festivals.

Costs and participation

The projects provided a positive activity and in some
cases increased confidence and wellbeing behaviours.
In some places partnerships built opportunities for
progression, but in others this was not possible.

The pilot commissions cost £210K with the support
and evaluation programme costing £44K.
This project was pitched as a light touch experience
for lots of young people and was unlikely to create
profound change in individuals, but potentially a
significant cumulative benefit.
655 young people participated in some in-depth work
with creative projects, all of whom were
disadvantaged and many of whom were significantly
vulnerable. In many places young people co-created
their projects and at least 156 of them were put
forward for Arts Awards, recognising and celebrating
their achievements. At least 120 Wellbeing Champions
experienced deep impact, but even other participants
engaged in some emotional conversations that
reverberated into family life. A further 1,360 at

In order to attribute costs we have made some
assumptions based on these participation figures. We
make a cautious estimate that 10% of the budget was
spent on overheads and the support programme and
that a further 10% was spent on delivering the
festivals and activity targeted at participants other
than young people. This leaves a budget of 80% - or
£168K - to make a difference to young people.
We might assume that a cautious estimate of 13851
young people having more intensive support received
a premium from the budget. We cost this at £128
each, using as a financial driver of the amount spent
on the Arts Award (£16,369). This indicates a budget
50
51
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Figures from Icon Theatre and LV21
A split between the Arts Award or Wellbeing Champion numbers.
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of £350 per young person with more intensive support
(#138) and £231 per young person with in-depth but
not intensive support (#517).

Returns and opportunity costs
We go on to assume from feedback that the more
intensive support corresponds to the deeper outcome
for young people. This allows us to explore these
figures in terms of value for money:
138 young people costing £48,316 (£350 per
head) experience outcomes of some significance


And


517 young people costing £119,684 (£231 per
head) experience outcomes of less significance

Although disadvantage often means costs in terms of
health, housing, welfare, unemployment and even
crime, for the purposes of this report we only look at
mental health and unemployment costs (these in the
form of NEET52 costs) as these combine the focus of
the work with the most striking feature of the local
areas.

In sharp contrast to the cost of this intervention, the
costs of a young person with mental health issues
might be over £4.5K53, the most conservative
estimate of average CAMHS cases. The costs of young
people who were NEET were estimated to be £4.8
billion in 201254. With nearly 1.5 million young people
being NEET, this was a cost of £3.2K per young
person.
In the UK generally, just under a half of young people
have some issues of disadvantage (46%), including
16% with some emotional issues55, 10% at any one
time with mental health issues, and 13% NEET56. (By
the way, 14% have multiple deprivation). Assuming
that all the Six Ways participants are disadvantaged
as that is the target group, these proportions
therefore double.
By this reckoning of the 655 young people


131 (20%) might have mental health issues



210 (32%) might have broader emotional issues

53
54
55
52

not in education, employment or training
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PSSRU (2012) Unit costs of health and social care
The ACEVO Commission on Youth Unemployment (2012)
DFE Youth Research Team (2011)
HM Govt figures for fourth quarter (2014)
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170 (26%) might be NEET now or in the next few
years

It is highly likely that these needs and costs would
overlap in young people.


If an intervention of this kind stopped 22 young
people with both these issues entirely from
needing expensive support it would break even



Or if it made all 655 young people 3% less likely
to need this expensive support the potential
value would be equivalent

These discussion points don’t take account of
secondary beneficiaries at the festivals, or all the
issues young people face by any means, nor do they
account for knock on effects identified by Ideas Test
to include parents and carers and youth workers, who
learnt about the Six Ways as well as the arts.
It is also worth noting that young people’s costs would
rise considerably if not resolved so the value of
prevention rises over time.

Legacy/sustainability
To follow through on these opportunities, the
sustainability of outcomes is very important. This
Summary

Story of
Change

Drivers

Delivery

includes the long term success of relationships that
allow young people to progress and be part of
mainstream society. There are some good indications
in place.
Teachers described how the Wellbeing Champions
from Icon talked about the work in school, advocating
for the Six Ways and expressing their enjoyment of
taking part in the summer school. Icon Theatre was
leading in the INSPIRE Phase II programme with KCC
and six North Kent Schools at the time. Phase 3 of
Inspire will have a wellbeing focus offering Turner
Contemporary DAD and others an opportunity to
develop the Six Ways work. There is the scope to
create more strategic join up across these
programmes, especially considering the hub and
spoke model as well as shared learning.
The Rhythmix project allowed for progression in
partnership with Orchestra One at Soundhub, the
Music Education Hub for Kent, and Turner
Contemporary is part of a funding bid to ACE, led by
Engage (National Association for Gallery Education).
This would enable them to work with Newington Youth
Centre again. From learning through this project, they
have submitted a tender to Social Enterprise Kent to
lead another wellbeing project and Icon is also
Difference
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developing a funding bid to support a new wellbeing
project with Medway Older People’s Partnership.
In the community, Cohesion Plus, KECC and LV21 are
already developing a number of new collaborative
projects and putting together joint funding
applications for future opportunities; both for artistic
programming and production of arts events as well as
health and wellbeing led initiatives. Ideas Test were
explicit that this kept money in the local economy,
including boosting local employment. They intend to
re-use the collaborative model and have already bid
for further commissions with Swale CVS.
The Final Event at DAD engaged not just the
participants but the Dover community and local
outreach through radio and local press. The
Philosophical Inquiry and World Café at Turner
Contemporary were highly effective in facilitating
community discussion in a safe environment and a
meaningful way. This is very unusual in any
community, and is an area that Turner Contemporary
is keen to develop. Further World Cafes have taken
place since, and this element features in several
funding bids.

Summary
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The support programme
The support and evaluation programme cost £54K in
all with the pilot commissions costing £210K.
The return on this investment was


A wellbeing legacy in six communities (which we
discuss above)



Four arts partnerships firmly tested, considered
successful and with a reasonable likelihood of
sustainability. LV21, Ideas Test and DAD were
partnership contracts. Turner Contemporary also
developed strong partnerships and is continuing
its relationship with Newington Youth Centre
which was new for Art Beat, but the Rhythmix
project did not (it already had these
partnerships) and Icon Theatre worked relatively
independently. There was no sector partnership
development beyond the commissions.



A strategic partnership between the County
Council and Bridge organisations which has
developed by personal contact rather than
strategic alignment and needs further work.
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Six organisations that are commission-ready and
have the expertise but not the resources to share
with others, as well as a small group of
commissioners who are committed to arts and
culture as a market to deliver outcomes. There is
some very encouraging conversations with other
heads of service underway that indicate this can
be built upon.



A commissioning process which has been well
tested but it is not known at this time if
recommendations for improvements will be taken
up.



A small contribution to understanding the value
of culture which will be further developed by
McPin Foundation’s evaluation of the wellbeing
outcomes and nef’s work with the Council.



A small contribution to the profile of KCC and the
Bridges, which will depend much more upon the
commissioning toolkit. The impact of the toolkit
can be attributed to this investment but will not
be known for a while.

The providers consider this pilot to have been
valuable to them, and the bespoke support leveraged
the contract so that this value can be shared across
Summary

Story of
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the wider sector. To date the wider sector has not
benefited from this investment.
This and the section above lead us to conclude that
the value for money from the Six Ways pilot
commission depends strongly on legacy.

It is essential that the piloting period continues to
move from a bespoke commission to a typical one,
and that a communications strategy supports that.

Even then this is only the start of embedding the
changes.
From the point of view of Kotter’s change learning, a
sense of urgency has been established, a coalition
created and a vision initiated. The coalition needs
maintaining and the vision sharing, so that the
strategic leadership can move the sector and partners
on to clearing the obstacles for change. Some short
term wins have been established here, but this needs
consolidating and things need to keep moving with
‘anchors’ put down periodically to secure changes
before things move on again.
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Finally we should consider the opportunity costs of
this investment. It could alternatively have been
invested in more strategic training for the sector, or
partnership development more broadly. It might also
have been spent on another commission outside
Public Health.
This action research is a better way of initiating
change than behind-the-scenes activity, because it
creates a very visible vision: a ‘coalition’ who have
personal relationships and short term wins. As we
discuss above, the personal experience of those
involved makes the value of the arts very clear to
them.

The national work on value, local strategic alignment
and hub and spoke, multi-agency approach are key
recommendations here.

It is also worth noting that the investment from Public
Health was fundamental to making this happen, so
not only is there a good fit between the arts and
wellbeing but there was a degree of opportunism in
play. There is no substitute in the strategic
conversations for face-to-face relationships too.

This tacit learning needs to become organisational and
sector learning so it does not depend on individuals –
a high risk in the current moving landscape.
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Workshops with young people

Six Ways project dashboard
Kent has a thriving cultural sector and sense
of place which make children and families
happy to live and work here.

What would have happened anyway?
Both partner organisations regularly deliver work with schools
and young people but they cannot regularly access high quality
arts provision.

What difference did the project make?

October - December 2014

Highlights: • Schools well prepared thanks to early twilight meeting
• Induction day with teachers and team introduced the
practitioners practice as well as the content of the project
• Support for team and young people from trained NHS
counsellor who acted as ambassador for the Six Ways to
Wellbeing and co-ordinator for the champions
• Igniting the Discovery Centre and increasing footfall at the
heart of Dover

Challenges:• Hard to gather feedback but the project has succeeded in
collecting some reflections from the young people
• Scheduling events was challenging due to delivery being
close to planning and success of the bid, as well as individual
timetabling with schools working with young people across key
stages
• It wasn't possible to deliver the Arts Award within the
timeframe of the project but several schools will continue this
with the young people

Value for
money:

The final event engaged not just the participants but the Dover
community and achieved local outreach through radio and
local press.

What next? DAD and Jasmin Vardimon would tender for future service
commissions. They would approach it in a similar way with a project fit for purpose
in responding to the brief. They are planning to build the project towards a
Story of
Drivers
festival. Summary

Change

The project demonstrated the possibilities and impact of engaging
young people through the arts. Interventions provided
opportunities for personal, skills and emotional development.
Delivery organisations have more courage to deal with
emotional issues and explore deeper connections to content with
young people. Interventions have developed discussions
between the young people about their family relationships. The
Figure 1 How the budget was spent (actual)
subject matter has allowed the team to deal with personal and
emotive challenges in their own lives. They also have greater
Freelance
Core costs
confidence to apply for other commissioning and Dover Library
2,500
Arts Award
will now link town and community events with opportunities in the
Dover Discovery Centre.
2,500
Production, equipment

What was delivered?
One induction day for teachers, artists and partners
11 Workshops with young people
One final event
13 members of staff
158 young people took part in workshops
"Since becoming a Wellbeing Champion my outlook towards
everyday things has changed and I think a lot more about how I
can become more positive and incorporate the 6 Ways in my day
to day living" (Champion)

Quality Principles
Partners delivered all of the Arts Council England Quality

"It has been an extremely powerful project and intervention in our lives that has made us all consider family relationships and the
six ways to wellbeing and how these impact upon our lives and in turn our deeper connection to the arts and young people.”

5,500

Marketing

10,500

Delivery
2,500

Staff and artists
0

5,000

10,000

Figure 2 In kind support
£1,360
Costs

Delivery
Principles. Feedback fromDifference
the young people showedArts
that theypractice
were excited, engaged and inspired.

8,000

Admin

What were the drivers?
The project team committed time and an emotional investment in
the project. Existing relationships and contacts were used to make
the project happen.

1,500

Travel

In Kind support
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Wellbeing Summer School with Icon Theatre

Six Ways project dashboard
Kent has a thriving cultural sector and
sense of place which make children and
families happy to live and work here.

What would have happened anyway?
Icon have previously delivered projects focused on mental health and
with schools in the Dartford area.

What difference did the project make?

May - September 2014

Highlights: • 87% of YP at the Summer School noted that they
had 'very significantly' increase their confidence
• All of the participants that took part in the festival
event made at least one wellbeing pledge
• Icon
Theatre strengthened partnerships with Kent CC
and ROH Bridge through the commission

Challenges:• A particular challenge with recruitment due to
schools being in the middle of exams

Value for
money:

• ManyY P
with challenging lives could only commit to one or
two days at Summer School
• The YP did not intially
relate to the six ways to wellbeing and felt that they
Wider impact - teachers stated that Wellbeing
Champions advocated for the Six Ways in school
and clearly enjoyed taking part. YP may be more
likely to have more confidence in school and in
building stronger relationships in the future.

Summary

Story of

Drivers

What next? Icon will be leading in the INSPIRE Phase II
Change
programme with KCC and 6 North Kent Schools, and is developing
a funding bid to support a new wellbeing project with Medway Older
People’s Partnership.

All of the young people who took part understood each of the ‘ways’
and that they had implemented at least one in their homelives. Many
spoke of having spent more time with their parents/carers and families
to better ‘connect’. The large number of local people taking part in
workshops, signing a pledge of action and reading and understanding
the Six Ways Z-cards, demonstrated the potential for relatively small
creative interventions to impact the wider community on a significant
scale. The commission has been a fantastic opportunity for Icon
Theatre to raise their profile throughout Kent.

Figure 1 How the budget was spent
Freelance

Core costs

Production, equipment

What was delivered?
5 artists
7 schools
5 community organisations
1 Festival on Dartford High Street attended by 560 residents
12 taster workshops
1 two-week summer school
360 young people in total / 82 attended the summer school
52 young people completed Bronze Arts Award
30 Champions
‘I think the six ways is all kind of one thing that helps our wellbeing. It’s
to help make us happier so if we do those things we can lead a
healthy and happy life. Jasmin, 15, Wellbeing Champion

Arts Award
Travel

Admin
Marketing
Delivery

Staff and artists
0

0
Costs

What were the drivers?

Difference

20,000

Figure 2 In kind support

In Kind support

Commmitment to the USP of culture and message of the Six Ways to
Wellbeing through the performing arts, meant participants embedded
understanding and implementation of the ‘ways’ into their lives.

Delivery
Quality Principles

10,000

36,284

Arts practice

The process was continuously participant-led. YP felt the summer
school and collaborative creative process catered to their needs, more
than traditional teaching.

Commissioning

Appendices

‘If I was to give someone advice, it would be to advise my mum to connect
practice
because if my mum is busy with work she stresses a lot. If she was to
connect with her friends or give time to connecting to deal with the stress
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she would make herself happier.’ Beth, 14, ‘Vox Pop’

Six Ways project dashboard

Wellbeing Champions at a community festival

What would have happened anyway?

Kent has a thriving cultural sector and sense
of place which make children and families
happy to live and work here.

Ideas Test previously worked in partnership on action
research based with YP. This project enabled them to work
on a larger scale with more delivery partners.

What difference did the project make?

June 2014 - Jan 2015

Highlights:

• The father of a participant said to the team they should sell
copies of the film to finance more activity because “if my kids
weren’t doing this they’d be on the streets”.
• Strong commitment from youth workers - all expressed
interest in working with Ideas Test again
• Ideas Test supported smaller arts organisations to benefit
from commissioning, and Rochester Lit Fest and Codasign to
work with YP and deliver Arts Award.

Challenges: • Summer delivery when schools and youth services were

closed; limited time to build trust with YP and others
• Recruitment of YP at this age was difficult as they make
independent decisions but are often lacking support
• YP were not interested in Arts Award as a qualification and
felt it created a negative ‘school like’ feel.

Value for
money:

By working with small, local arts organisations Ideas Test kept
money in the local economy, boosting employment. Many
secondary beneficiaries - parents and carers, and youth
workers who learned about the Six Ways and were engaged
through the young people's activity.
What next? Ideas Test will work in this collaborative delivery model again with arts
Summary
ofand training forDrivers
partners, and
look at how they can buildStory
in mentoring
new entrants
to the market in a more structured way. Change
Ideas Test will (and have already) bid again for commissions with Swale CVS as
a partner.

YP had new positive experiences, became more self aware
and were able to express their emotional experiences.There
were secondary benefits to the community and parents and
carers who were very positive about benefits to the young
people, which impacted on their own familiy lives. By working
with a group of arts partners on the delivery Ideas Test
tested a new model for the organisation of working in
partnership to take on large scale projects.

Figure 1 How the budget was spent
Freelance

Core costs

Evaluation

What was delivered?
Production and equipment
Collaborative delivery with 6 other partners
Arts Award
Presence at 5 events to publicise the project
Travel
24 workshop sessions
3250 people attended community events
Admin
44 people attended the final sharing event
Marketing
81 young people aged 13-19
Delivery
20 Arts Award portfolios submitted
(40% of YP from the most deprived wards in Swale)
Staff and artists
"Our abilities together develop a mixed economy of financial
0
5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000
solutions to deliver exciting and better outcomes, leading to
long term positive impact". Sarah Williams, Deputy Director,
Figure 2 In kind support
SCVS.
£3,600

What were the drivers?
The arts. YP would be less likely to engage in a 'wellbeing'
project.

Costs

In Kind support

Quality Principles
Delivery
Difference
Volunteering at events helped
YP understand how Arts
arts practice
activity is delivered, and gave them confidence to deliver an
extra event. They developed skills as wellbeing champions.
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Wellbeing Champions at one of the community festivals

Six Ways project dashboard
What would have happened anyway?

Kent has a thriving cultural sector and sense
of place which make children and families
happy to live and work here.
Core Partners:
LV21
Kent Equality Cohesion Council
Cohesion Plus
The Grand Healthy Living Centre
June 2014 - Jan 2015 (Final WEMWBS
and film in March 2015)

Highlights: • Unique opportunity for small grassroots organisations, arts
and non-arts, to develop a long-term partnership
• Welcomed in Gravesham with genuine interest, from “What
is this?” to "I want to do more!"
• “Seeing first hand how participation in some simple, but
unfamiliar arts activities can make a huge difference in
individual young people’s wellbeing.” Jackie Coupar, Senior
Youth Worker, The Grand

Challenges: • Very positive delivery partnerships with youth work but not
yet strategic
• Short timescales meant it was hard to plan collaboratively
and build trust
• Difficult to get participants to sign up for follow-up
interventions in youth settings and Arts Award take up was
lower than expected across the participating schools

Each of the partners was working individually with young people
in the area. LV21 were unsuccessful in heir first bid but with
partners the proposal was commissioned.

What difference did the project make?
Young people reported an increased knowledge and adoption of
the Six Ways to Wellbeing, and gained confidence to be more proactive in the community. Participants at public events were more
aware of the six ways to wellbeing as the project progressed. The
delivery organisations have gained tools to make businesses
more resilient and be able to seek alternative funding routes to
keep them sustainable.

Figure 1: How the budget was spent
Freelance

What was delivered?
Production and equipment

4 Festivals / public outdoor events
2 Community Celebration events
42 Intervention sessions (126 hours)
Over 10,000 people attended public events
1000 yp at events and taster sessions
100 yp at follow up intervention sessions
40 Youth Wellbeing Champions

Arts Award
Travel
Admin

Marketing

"I can have a positive impact on young people’s lives though
delivering Arts Award support, promoting different art forms and
sharing knowledge about the six ways to wellbeing.” Apprentice
Youth Worker

What were the drivers?
Value for
money:

The knock on benefits of the project include an increased
knowledge and appetitle for arts led health initiatives, new
partnerships and more confidence to offer alternative
approaches for public health

Summary
Story
ofalready developing
Drivers
What next?
Cohesion Plus, KECC and
LV21 are
a number
of new collaborative projects and putting
together joined funding applications for
Change
future opportunities both for artistic programming and production of arts events as
well as health and wellbeing led initiatives

Core costs

Staff and artists

0

2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,00012,000

Figure 2: In kind support

As Gravesham is a key strategic target area for the partners, they
were fully committed to invest extra time and resources for the
development of a partnership programme that helps deliver longterm benefits to the various local communities and neighbourhoods
as well as the organisations themselves.

Delivery
Difference
Quality Principles

Delivery

Arts practice

The young peope felt more confident as a result of the intervention
and reported feeling able to run workshops themselves.

6,400
Costs
InCommissioning
Kind support

practice
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Six Ways project dashboard

GIVE - a pledge tree

What would have happened anyway?
Kent has a thriving cultural sector and sense of
place which make children and families happy to
live and work here.
With Harrietsham Youth Club and
Orchestra ONE
June 2014 - Jan 2015 (Final WEMWBS
and film produced in March 2015)

Highlights:

• The organisation was glad to test a large scale project in the
field and robustly evaluate using Arts Award for accreditation.
This will inform future strategy.
• The project initiated revealing conversations with YP both
positive and negative which has allowed the team to gain a
more personal understanding of the challenges that young
people face in education.

Challenges: • Working with vulnerable YP is usually in smaller groups
which conflicted with high target numbers of this project.
• Including both Arts Award and Six Ways to Wellbeing in a
creative model was challenging for the team and YP
• After initial delivery it was evident the model was not
achievig required outputs and approach had to be shaped

Value for
money:

The progression through projects with Orchestra One is
evident and the long term impact is clear. The second stage
of the project was most efficient but arriving there after a
change of course was costly and difficult. The level of unpaid
staff resource was high.

What next? Rhythmix would certainly tender for public service commissions and
Summary
Story of
Drivers
they hope that the combined learning from this project will inform best practice in
Change
developing future partnerships.

Rhythmix core work includes regular music sessions with
young people in challenging circumstances.

What difference did the project make?
The nature of delivery (activity based tasks that stimulate
output and conversation) has allowed Young people to
express themselves in a non-musical way within a music
project, and for some, this has been lots of fun. The Six
Ways team have encouraged young people to go home
and discuss the project with parents, siblings and friends
which has sparked conversations - not usual in other
projects.
Figure 1 How the budget was spent

What was delivered?

Freelance

6 partnerships
122 hours of interventions
110 young people took part
47 young people entered for Arts Award

Core costs

Production and equipment
Arts Award
Travel

Mrs 0, Parent - believes in the inclusive nature of the
project, strengthened by Arts Award and the 6 Ways
‘It was an incredibly hard project, possibly the hardest Arts
Award I’ve ever supported. The time was limited and the
project had so many other elements that I often felt that I
was preventing the tutors and MD from doing their job.
Laura Callaghan, Arts Award Advisr

What were the drivers?

Marketing
Delivery
Staff and artists

0

5,000

10,000

Figure 2 In kind support

Organisation adaptability and resilience were essential to
changing direction with the project part way through. There
was a commitment to seeing things through, and continuing
to provide high quality music activity.

Delivery
Difference
Quality Principles

Admin

Costs

Arts practice In Kind
Commissioning
support
practice

The initial project was set out with a focus on participant led
work however, but this became less of a focus when outputs
were prioritised
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Workshops with young people

Six Ways project dashboard
Kent has a thriving cultural sector and
sense of place which make children and
families happy to live and work here.

What would have happened anyway?
Turner Contemporary already work with Philosophical Inquiry.
The relationship with Newington Youth Club was new.

What difference did the project make?

Art Beat Project June - November 2014
with Pie Factory Music and Thanet Libraries

Highlights: • The Wellbeing World Cafe was an incredible
experience with conversations between people of
different ages and very diverse backgrounds
• After struggling to recruit all summer, working with
Newington Youth Club was a huge step forward
• At the final event a fantastic mix of people prompted
gallery assistants to ask if every exhibition could finish
with a celebration like this

Challenges:• A short lead in and a summer schedule meant

recruitment & attendance were an ongoing challenge
• Feedback from Newington was their young people
wouldn’t attend sessions outside the estate and would be
very unlikely to visit Turner Contemporary
• YP said Arts Award felt like schoolwork in the holidays
and for artists it conflicted with experiment
• The partnership with Thanet libraries dropped away

Exciting new models and evidence were developed for
engagement and evaluation. The opportunity for artists to
collaborate created essential skills sharing opportunities. This
project created a workforce with the desire and skills to
incorporate wellbeing in future projects, their own work and
company culture. The opportunity for Turner Contemporary to
tender and deliver non arts targets will enable them to bid again.
Discussion and activity around wellbeing have huge potential to
unite communities.
Figure 1 How the budget was spent

What happened?

Freelance

Core costs

4 artists
One training day for staff and artists
Arts Award
One Wellbeing picnic
Production and Equipment
2 World Café Events
124 young people attended workshops
Travel
31 Wellbeing Champions
Admin
17 Arts Award
The young people created plasticine avatars and placed them on a
Marketing
rung of the ladder at the beginning of the day to reflect how
Delivery
confident they felt and then adjusted them at the end of the session
to show any changes. At the end of the two day session, for Seb, a
Staff and artists
young boy with autism, the ladder wasn’t tall enough.
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What were the drivers?
Value for
money:

Philosophical Inquiry and World Cafe were highly
effective in facilitating safe and meaningful community
discussion which Turner Contemporary has already
replicated and included in funding bids.
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What next? Turner Contemporary is partChange
of a funding bid to ACE, led by
engage (National Association for Gallery Education) to work with
Newington Youth Centre again. They have submitted a tender to Social
Enterprise Kent to lead a Wellbeing project for isolated older people.

Writing the bid and developing appropriate partnerships took a
Figure 2 In kind support
considerable investment of time. The organisation was committed to
engaging hard to reach young people, rather than just meeting
numbers, and to involving young people in the process eg. on the
Costs
interview
panel for the artists. Difference
Delivery
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Quality Principles
Staff and artists explored best practice with YP and safeguarding. A
Philosophical Inquiry led the way.

£6,400

Appendices
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Case studies
DAD and Jasmin Vardimon Company


LAUREN BALDOCK (Education
manager, Jasmin Vardimon
Company)

“As the Education Manager for Jasmin
Vardimon Company, this project has
changed the way I approach not just the
planning of projects but also delivery. Each
practitioner was valued as individuals often
beyond their job role. My role is usually to
plan and co-ordinate logistics of projects
and then advise dancers on the delivery of
that project. During this project however I
was very much involved in the delivery as
well as the planning and often found myself
joining in or delivering content that you
wouldn’t find in my job description but that
evolved naturally though the project. This
was true of each of the practitioners
commitment to the project also in that many
if not all engaged in the project and content
on a personal level as well as fulfilling a
work brief. At various stages of the project
mixed emotions came to the surface not just
for the young people but the practitioners
involved also. It has been an extremely
powerful project and intervention in our
lives that has made us all consider family
relationships and the six ways to wellbeing
and how these impact upon our lives and in
turn our deeper connection to the arts and
young people.”



FREYJA MATTHEWS-CROW
(champion, Astor College for the
Arts)

Since becoming a Wellbeing Champion and
learning about the 6 Ways to Wellbeing, my
outlook towards everyday things has
Summary
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changed and I think a lot more about how I
can become more positive and incorporate
the 6 Ways in my day to day living. I have
thoroughly enjoyed being a Champion and
am grateful for the skills I have learned
since becoming one. I took part in Greg
Stobbs’ drawing workshop which was very
engaging and really made me think about
the relationship I have with my Dad; this
was challenging but also enlightening. I feel
that I will always have a different outlook on
life since being a part of the 6 Ways to
Wellbeing project and I hope to always
incorporate them into my life whilst
continuing to encourage others to as well.



SAM BARRETT (champion and
participant, East Kent College
performing arts student)

Throughout the project I learnt a lot about
myself and my peers. I enjoyed working on
our performance piece during lessons at
college. We developed a dance using
Richard’s original music as accompaniment
and using the theme of connections. We
used red material to represent different links
between us and I found it interesting how
one piece of material could represent so
many things and inspire the different shapes
and movements we created. The piece
ended with the whole group creating the
wheel of wellbeing which brought us
together as one. The piece was subjective
and so even though it meant one thing to us
I feel the audiences at The Christmas Lights
in Dover Town Centre, will have all had
different experiences and thoughts
throughout our performances.
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Attending the performance of Park at The
Marlowe Theatre, was eye opening and
changed some of my personal opinions and
understanding of what dance can be and
how it can communicate a story or an
emotion to an audience. During the
workshop day at college I was excited to
take part in Luke’s dance session after
seeing him perform in the show. I got very
emotional during the dance session as we
linked thoughts and ideas directly to our
own experiences with our Dads. I also took
part in Richard’s sound workshop and felt
very involved and connected to the work as
music and sound are a very big part of who
I am.
On the Saturday in Dover I took part in
another dance session with Luke which I
thoroughly enjoyed, as I was working with
the other boys from my course and we
choreographed our own sequence. I also
took part in the poetry workshop with Leah
and I really enjoyed writing my poem about
my Dad. I had great feedback from my
tutors and peers, including new friends I had
made on that day. Leah was very impressed
with my poem and asked to include it in her
book.
The 6 ways of Wellbeing project have had
an impact on my outlook on life and has
changed my personal views of my Dad and
our relationship. The project has made me
think a lot about my life, family and friends.
I continue to practise some of the 6 6 ways
in my daily life using connections to meet
new people and forming stronger bonds with
old friends. I am more active, doing exercise
through choice and playing less computer
games and being less distracted by my
phone! I keep learning through reading
which I hadn’t made the time to do for a
while. I have made a conscious effort to give
by being there for friends who are going
through a difficult time and I have been
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taking notice of the town I live in by
admiring the art works, appreciating the
views and making happy memories to keep
through taking photos with my friends. I am
very grateful to have been given the chance
to take part in this project and would like to
say a huge thank you to all involved.



JANE JAMES (Systemics
practitioner)

My input was just that half-day at the start.
I felt the strength of the connections we all
made as a team – the artists and teachers
together. Since September, the reports I
have heard have confirmed my sense that
the work we did about the systemic place of
dads in the family was important. With more
time and more resource we could of course
have done more – but those sparks of a new
perspective will hopefully have made a
valuable difference to some students’ lives.
Some of the threads of truth will have
touched some participants – adults as well
as children. These ‘generalisations’ listed
below contain the threads of truth. If your
response on reading one of these
statements is strongly negative - it may
have touched you. Be curious about your
response and what it might offer you.
• Everyone has a father and mother.
• Parents give – children receive.
• Children hold an equal loyalty to their
father and mother in their hearts.
• Acknowledging the place of the father –
absent or not – will help.
• Those who step in – step-fathers, father
figures, mentors – are also important, giving
and loving generously.
• If we as adults can allow ourselves to
receive support – we will be better placed to
continue to offer it.
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LV21, KECC, Cohesion Plus, The Grand


Case Study I / Stacey Manley,
Apprentice Youth Worker &
6WTW Gravesham Youth
Advisory Panel Lead Member

Stacey is an apprentice youth worker
working fulltime at The Grand Healthy Living
Centre in Gravesend. At the time of the start
of the project she had only been in this
position for 6 weeks but showed great
interest in getting involved in the 6WTW
Gravesham project to increase her skills and
knowledge of arts and wellbeing and how to
implement and embed her learning in her
day to day work with young people.
Working alongside partner organisations,
professional artists and the young people
Stacey’s confidence grew as the project
progressed and she soon became the key
supporter of the project within the Grand,
brokering relationships and interest in the
project among her colleagues and young
people.
Achieving Arts Award Silver Advisor
qualification was one of the highlights of the
project for Stacey. She feels that through
this qualification and support from partner
organisations she can modify and improve
the offer of her regular youth workshops,
such as healthy eating club for example, by
inserting arts activity / Arts Award offer
within the programme to reach young
people that normally might not attend the
sessions.
“From working alongside LV21 I have
personally learned a lot about the six ways
to wellbeing and gained confidence to tell
young people about the benefits of the six
ways to wellbeing and how they can have
better and healthier lives by making just a
few simple changes to their daily habits. I
have also learnt a lot about different forms
of art working with artists and how these
can be adapted to teach young people about
wellbeing. I feel that I can have a positive
Summary
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impact on young people’s lives though
delivering Arts Award support, promoting
different art forms and sharing knowledge
about the six ways to wellbeing.”
“I will continue to teach young people about
the six ways to well-being and how they can
work them into their daily lives, I will also
continue to work alongside artists to deliver
arts award support to young people,
teaching them about different art forms and
encouraging them to take part and make a
difference in their own and others’ lives.”



Case Study II / Four by Four
Bhangra Youth Club

Four by Four Bhangra Youth Club is
volunteer run group that runs free sessions
for young people of all ages on Friday
evenings at the Riverside Community Centre
in Gravesend. In average approximately 20
young boys take part in the workshop
activities, either learning Dhol drumming or
Bhangra dancing, many from deprived
postcode areas in Gravesham. Many of the
volunteer workshop leaders are young ex
youth club participants, with commitment to
continue to pass on their learning to
younger participants as their own skills
progress and they get older.
Through participation in the 6WTW
Gravesham project two youth club
volunteers have been able to gain Arts
Award Silver Advisor qualification and work
alongside artists from different disciplines to
support young people to achieve their Arts
Award and become Six Ways to Wellbeing
Champions. This cross art form collaboration
has allowed the participating young people
to widen their access to different types of
arts activity while the artists and volunteers
have been able to incorporate new ideas
from each other’s art forms into their
practices and networking with artists they
normally would not have access to. This has
led to plans of a longer term collaborations
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and some of the artists will be working
together at future festival events in summer
2015.
"We have been very pleased to have been
involved in the Six Ways to Wellbeing
project. Not only have our young people had
a very positive experience working alongside
Cohesion Plus and the LV21 artists but it has
also allowed some of our members to
undertake Arts Award training so that they
can help our younger members gain Arts
Award qualifications. We believe that
wellbeing and the arts are intertwined and
the success of this project in Gravesham I
feel underlines this." Bhavinder Singh (Bill)
Four by Four Bhangra Youth Club Volunteer
“I didn’t know much about Bhangra dance or
Dhol drumming so it was great to have a
role reversal with the YP and volunteers to
teach me about their work and for me to
incorporate visual arts and six ways to
wellbeing into their work.” Wendy Daws,
visual artist



Case Study III / SAFE
Committee Group, The Grand
Healthy Living Centre

This committee is made up of a group of 20
young people aged 13-19 who meet weekly
and work together to highlight and destigmatise the issues of mental health in
young people. The group also works to
highlight and provide young people with
positive ways and activities that can help
them address and overcome their mental
health issues. Many of those who attend
this group have faced their own personal
challenges and have struggled and are still
struggling to find their own resolve and
peace of mind, it could be said that it is at
times a 'heavy' session. The opportunity to
work with artists to explore the Six Ways to
Wellbeing at these weekly sessions has had
a very positive impact on the participating
young people, giving them an opportunity to
enjoy taking part in arts and process some
of their ‘heavy’ thoughts in a more creative
way. It also gave them confidence to look at
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developing their own, young people led arts
taster sessions for other young people.
“I have over many months witnessed this
group in action and have tried to support
their needs. The group have created a bond
that works well, however at times they take
on each other’s worries and burdens as they
seek their own self-help strategies.
The arts activity delivered by LV21 not only
provided a fun and engaging way to learn
about six ways to wellbeing and explore
different art forms creating memorable keep
sakes to take home but it absolutely
displayed to those in attendance that you do
not have to be an artist to find joy
and peace of mind in taking park in an art
based activity.
The session’s mode of delivery attracted all
members to take park and to step out of
their comfort zone. The relaxed and
informal way this was delivered created a
safe environment of laughter and
excitement. From speaking with the group,
each member informed me that they
thoroughly enjoyed themselves and that
they would like to take part in arts activities
again. The chair of the committee informed
me and then discussed in detail with the
group an idea that they should hold a young
persons’ conference where they provide
young people with ways to deal with their
own personal mental health issues, she felt
that this kind of arts session should take
place at this conference as in her words "it
was totally relaxing”.”



Jackie Coupar, Senior Youth
Worker, the Grand

Case Study IV / Cohesion Plus
Cohesion Plus is a cultural organisation
promoting positive community relations,
bringing communities together through the
arts, public education and sport, and
delivering a number of community Mela
and culturally diverse festivals across
Kent working in partnership with local
artists and arts organisations.
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Participation in the 6WTW Gravesham
project has reinforced the organisation’s
belief in how the arts can be used to
promote wellbeing especially when working
with young people. The project has also
allowed Cohesion Plus to develop new
partnerships with key artistic partners,
which they are looking to carry on working
beyond the project, and reach new
audiences for their work.
“We witness the need for interventions like
this on a day to day basis when working
with young people in formal and informal
settings. We use music, art and
performance to build their confidence and
increase their wellbeing. This project has
given us a unique opportunity to see what is
needed in our neighbourhood and our
position within the civic arena has allowed
us to share our findings with both the
elected representatives and the delivering
officers at both a district and county level.
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Gravesham has one of the highest
differentials when it comes to life
expectancy depending where you live in the
borough. Our focus on working within the
urban areas reflects this and it was
important to us to work with these
communities to raise aware of the Six Ways
to Wellbeing.”
“The work that we have done around Arts
Award has also been a big plus and has
allowed us to review how we as an
organisation work and how we record
activities which have a positive impact on
wellbeing. Feedback from participants in
project activities and their parents has been
positive, the support for example given by
both parents and young people for our
showcase event in January underlined how
we have managed to engage members from
the local community with this project and
will continue to do so.”
Gurvinder Sandher, Cohesion Plus, CEO
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Icon Theatre


‘B’ - A 15 year old young person
with autism

B took part in a taster workshop run at her
local youth group for young people with
disabilities. Throughout the workshop B was
extremely enthusiastic and took great care
in learning the new techniques that were
being taught to her around the Six Ways to
Wellbeing. At first, despite her excitement, B
was very nervous and would be very harsh
on herself if she made a mistake.
Throughout the workshop she went from
strength to strength and made it clear that
she wanted to join the summer school.
At the summer school, B was extremely
timid and weary of her surroundings. She
spoke to a number of workshop leaders on
the first morning saying ‘I’m so nervous – I
don’t know anyone!’ With encouragement, B
soon got stuck into the workshops and by
lunchtime was obviously really enjoying the
summer school. By the end of the first day B
had made a number of friends and
confidently participated in all of the
activities.
Throughout the summer school, B became
very frustrated with herself on a number of
occasions. During the first week she found
dance extremely challenging and left the
session without warning when she found the
task too difficult. The staff coached her
through these difficult moments and
encouraged her to take part as much as she
could. She increased her time in dance from
5 minutes on day four to 55 minutes on day
five. From then on, B did not step out of
dance and decided to choose it at her
‘specialism’. In her Arts Award Portfolio she
said ‘I picked dance because I really want to
work hard and challenge myself and I really
want to provide an outstanding
performance’.
After overcoming the barriers she faced
during the first week, B became ever more
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aware of how the Six Ways to Wellbeing
could support her development in dance.
One of the tips she submitted as part of the
‘wellbeing raffle’ shows evidence of her
learning and practicing the Six Ways to
Wellbeing:
‘Be Active: If you are participating in, e.g. a
summer school, going to the gym swap fizzy
drinks for water because water helps you
perform better as it keeps you on top of
your game. Also, water is a better
alternative to Coca-Cola fizzy drinks because
fizzy drinks give you a high then make you
low, so therefore you don’t perform your
best.’
Our dance practitioner, Dan, was really
proud of her achievements and even stated
that because of B he changed the way he
worked with students, by listening to them
more and trying to adapt his working
methods to their needs.
B felt empowered to push herself and
challenge her expectations of herself despite
her autism and found she could achieve just
as much as the other participants.
Her mother was very complimentary
towards the project and said that the
performance was ‘stunning’. She also stated
that it was really ‘useful to have the Six
Ways to Wellbeing as an embedded
message throughout the process as it gave
the young people tools to improve
themselves and their wellbeing’.

‘M’ – An 18 year old young person not in
education, employment or training (NEET)
M was invited to take part in the summer
school at an opportunities event for NEETs
run by Voluntary Action West Kent (VAWK).
It was clear from the outset that M had been
marginalised from education and work for a
significant amount of time. He displayed
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very low confidence and self-esteem, finding
it very challenging to talk to others,
especially young people of his age.
However, M’s interest in technical theatre
and sound design gave him the drive to
attend the summer school, focusing on
music and theatre production.
M did not take part in much of the summer
school and attended less than half of the
sessions. When he did take part he found it
difficult to interact with other young people
and preferred to talk to the workshop
leaders instead. We soon realised that in
order to engage M in the workshops we
would have to adapt what we were doing.
We decided to give M more of the lead on
sound and lighting and this changed his
attitude completely.
M worked side by side with the technician
during the last few days of the project,
assisting him in lighting, set and sound. M
then took the role of ‘techie’ for the final
performance, taking charge of all sound and
lighting cues for the production. In his Arts
Award Portfolio, M wrote ‘I got the timings
for the sound better and I feel like I am
getting on better with the group. I am
remembering my cues and I am getting
more ideas of what sound effects work well
in the theatre’.

she felt it would help him to be more
confident when looking for work.
At our recent celebration event in October
half term, M was notably more sociable and
seemed to be feeling very ‘upbeat’ and
happy. When talking to a member of staff
he mentioned that he had finally been hired
to work in a warehouse for a building
merchant. M attributed his success to
getting involved with the project, saying
that it had made him believe in himself
more. He also said that whenever he felt
down, he would think about how lucky he
was to have a kind family around him and
would take more time to connect with them
to help his mood improve. M’s personal
development throughout the project was
extremely inspiring and was a fantastic
example of the transformative power of
participant-led practice.



‘R’ – A 13 year old with a
challenging home life

R came to take part in the project through
attending a taster workshop in her school. It
was made clear by her teacher that she
lived in extremely challenging circumstances
at home, including acting as a carer for her
baby nieces and nephews, and taking care
of the household. Her teacher also noted
that she had been a victim of bullying at
school due to her weight, which had caused
her to become very introverted and shy.
Due to the complex circumstances of R, it
was a surprise to staff members when she
decided to come along to the summer
school, and despite her physical limitations
and lack of self-confidence, she threw
herself into the workshops with energy and
enthusiasm.

M’s Bronze Arts Award Portfolio
Through taking part in the summer school,
M was able to pass his Bronze Arts Award.
After the show, his mother told us that this
was a huge achievement for him and that
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As the weeks continued, it was clear that R
had become subject to marginalisation again
and would often eat lunch on her own. She
would often arrive half way through the day
as she had to see to her childcare duties.
She found it difficult to make friends with
many of the other participants who
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complained that she could be rude and
irrational. Staff members tackled this by
giving her lots of positive feedback and
encouragement to connect with the other
young people. Soon after she made some
good friends and became more confident
and open.
The most significant change we saw in R
was when she chose her ‘specialism’ in
music. Because the music group was smaller
than the other groups, R was able to
express herself more freely and show her
talent for singing. The music group
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developed an extremely caring and
supportive atmosphere and encouraged R to
really focus on herself and her own
development by implementing some of the
Six Ways to Wellbeing in her life.
At the celebration event in October, staff
noticed that R was noticeably more sociable
and clearly enjoyed attending the event. We
believe that her positive experiences at the
summer school have increased on R's
confidence and self-esteem, better
equipping her for life in the future.
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Ideas Test and Swale CVS
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Rhythmix


Richard - Participant

Richard is a 17 year old Looked After Child
that has a learning difficulty and lives in an
isolated community. He has been
participating in community music
programmes run by Rhythmix for over a
year but has always been on the fringes of
the projects and has never really got
involved. During Orchestra ONE, he has
learnt several new piano parts from scratch
(he doesn’t have a history of playing piano)
and has contributed to the creative
composition of the project. He is always
actively involved in group discussions and
although quite shy, speaks to the tutors and
his group with enthusiasm for the project.
His foster mum reports that he enjoys each
week and always comes home with his notebook full of chords and lyrics, as well as
ideas for new music that he’s picked up on
from tutors and peers. Richard is in the
unique position of attending both Orchestra
ONE and Harrietsham and is therefore
completing 2 separate Arts Awards. He
understands the need to input different
information into both and is being assisted
by support staff and the Arts Award adviser.
The Explore level is perfect for Robert as he
has very low academic achievement and AA
gives him the sense that he is working
towards something. Richard understands the
concepts of the Six Ways and has
participated in the group activities. He
especially enjoyed the pledges and the world
map. He has taken inspiration from the
activities and used them in the group work
to help compose a piece of music called
‘Going to the Stars’



Laura Callaghan - Arts Award
Advisor

Laura Callaghan has been responsible for
the Arts Award element of the project from
the mid-point where Rhythmix partnered
with Kent Music. Previous to this, the Arts
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Award was being managed by Sam Halligan
of Rhythmix. Laura initially reviewed the
elements of the project that needed to be
included in an Explore Award, decided that
the standard Arts Award logs were
unsuitable and designed a bespoke diary log
specifically for the Orchestra ONE and
Harrietsham project. Following this, she
heavily consulted with the project
managers, tutors and musical director as to
what tasks needed to be completed and
when in the project. This then informed the
shape of the overall project delivery and
resulted in the Musical Director designing
her timetable of activities around what
needed to be achieved in the Arts Award.
Laura was in attendance at each of the 4
rehearsals, guiding young people and staff
through the activities. She also documented
evidence by photograph, printed
photographs each week and supported
young people to add them to their logs. ‘It
was an incredibly hard project, possibly the
hardest Arts Award I’ve ever supported. The
time was limited and the project had so
many other elements that I often felt that I
was preventing the tutors and MD from
doing their job. I had to right for my time
with the young people and had to create a
way for young people to post their log-books
to me for assessment. 3 weeks after the
project, some young people have missed the
deadline for sending back their books but I
know they worked so hard on them that I
am chasing them. This has resulted in my
own work being delayed and log-books are
unlikely to be submitted for moderation until
the New Year. If this was a project about
Arts Award alone then it would’ve been
much easier but there were so many other
elements, I started to be concerned about
pushing the young people too hard in order
to achieve the targets set by the project’
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Michael - Participant



Michael is a 15 year guitarist who has taken
part in 5 Orchestra ONE projects. Michael
has autism and has a huge amount of
challenges to overcome in the project. Not
only does he have to put himself in an
unfamiliar environment each time but the
nature and creation of music within
Orchestra ONE is that of an ever-evolving
creative process which he struggles to find
structure in. Michael PAGE 28 as opted out
of both Arts Award and 6Ways. When the
project manager asked him why he didn’t
want to participate, he replied that he
wasn’t told about the Arts Award and that it
wasn’t what the project was about. In
Michael’s view, the project is about making
music, not about writing things down and
doing presentations. Michael is focused on
the task of making music with ONE and
see’s that anything else outside of that is an
unnecessary distraction. ‘It’s a good job I
was given a choice about whether to do that
Arts Award or else I wouldn’t have stayed
here’ was Michael’s overall response. In
terms of the 6Ways, the project manager
spent 20 minutes during a break time with
Michael, explaining the games and the
concepts behind 6Ways. Michael’s response
was to say; ‘It’s a bit like people who
believe in Jesus. I understand that they
exist and that there are a lot of them but I
don’t understand why they would believe in
it or choose to waste their time on it’.
Therefore, Michael seems happy to accept
that 6Ways may have some benefit to those
who choose to believe that they have some
benefit but personally doesn’t see the value
or need in it.
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Mrs O - (Parent)

Mrs. O supported her 3 children throughout
the project by volunteering to provide
pastoral care. Her daughter and second son
have taken part in the project before but not
her youngest so she wanted to support her
own family as well as others. A teacher
during the day, she spoke passionately
about the opportunity that Orchestra ONE
provides for young people outside of
mainstream education. She fully believes in
the inclusive nature of the project and has
felt that the Arts Award and the 6 Ways
have strengthened the project overall. She
described the way that her oldest daughter
(who has been part of the project for 3
years) has started to use techniques learnt
in her own GCSE composition and how she
has set up her own small inclusive orchestra
in the school, running after school one day a
week. According to her mother, Debbie
(daughter) has challenged the school
teaching method that prevents some young
people from taking part because of a
perceived lack of musical talent and she
feels very proud of her daughter for doing
this. Mrs. O speaks also speaks very
passionately about the career choices that
her daughter has made (to go into the
music industry) as a direct result of taking
part in Orchestra ONE. She has asked
whether her daughter can gain work
experience with Rhythmix or Kent Music in
the following year and both organisations
are looking into this.
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Turner Contemporary


Tom Pittman – Marlowe
Academy



Tom first connected with the project through
a recruitment session at Westwood Cross. A
young DJ at the Marlowe Academy, he was
interested in wellbeing and the project but
not so much in attending workshops.
We approached Tom about being a
Wellbeing Champion, as he had a public
voice and was very interested in the project.
He came along to the World Café as a panel
member and spoke incredibly frankly about
his life and the problems that had led him to
finding that DJ’ing could be an outlet for
difficult and negative feelings. Tom took part
in the World Café discussions that followed,
commenting that the people on his table
now knew more about his life, feelings and
thoughts than many members of his family.
He was so impressed by the event that he
asked if we could bring the World Café to his
school.
‘could be an outlet for difficult and negative
feelings. Tom took part in the World Café
discussions that followed, commenting that
the people on his table now knew more
about his life, feelces were united.
We undertook a World Cafdifficult and
negative feelings. Tom took part in the
World ‘’e great opportunity to do the inquiry
and to find out the general consensus with
how the wellbeing of the students on the
verge of their GCSEhe inquiryling and also
the students who have just started their A’
levels as they are the most likely times for
wellbeing to drop’
A return visit will undertake a Philosophical
Inquiry with the same group. The World Caf
will undertake a Philosophical Inquiry with a
number of times since the Art Beat project,
including one staff session on wellbeing.
Many of the artists have expressed an
interest in further World C’fé's and
incorporating PI’s into their future projects.
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Liam - Newington Youth Club

Liam was very wary of us when we turned
up at Newington to run sessions, though his
younger brother and best friend engaged
with enthusiasm. Liam refused to take part
and was prone to being quite aggressive if
approached, though he did complete a
WEMWEBS form.
After a few weeks Liam began to tentatively
engage with our quietest member of staff,
joining in at the end of a session to make a
hand made book. For a number of weeks
Liam would refuse to take part at the
beginning of the session, but make his way
towards the activity before the end,
gradually completing aspects of the Arts
Award.
For the last few weeks of our residency at
Newington we announced the Sketchbook
Challenge - voucher prizes were on offer for
those completing a series of challenges
(connected to the Arts Awards). Liams little
brother had won one of these prizes earlier
in the project. Initially Liam refused to
engage, but gradually he was supported and
encouraged to complete the tasks. We were
all overwhelmed when Liam created an
interview for our visiting artist, interviewed
them and wrote down the answers. It was
apparent at this point that Liam had
difficulties with literacy, so we were hugely
impressed with the bravery and trust
needed to undertake this task. Liam also
had to create a piece to share through a
group ‘zine’. A very unusual workshop with a
photocopier and graffiti artist galvanized the
whole group including Liam. The energy
during this session was incredible, with
young people exerting huge energy in their
efforts to make more art 1 more quickly.
They also started to request copies of each
others’ work, which was easily achievable
with the photocopier.
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By the final session Liam, his brother and
friend had taken it upon themselves to work
with one of the Navigators to encourage
those with work for their Arts Award
outstanding to complete them, informing
them what they needed to do and helping
her tick them off the list.
On our final night we announced that Liam
was one of those who had completed
enough work to be put forward for an Arts
Award, he also won a voucher for ‘n our final
night we announced that Liam was one of
those who had completed enough work to b



Seb - Laleham Gap School

Seb connected with the project through a
visit to his school and was particularly
interested in the work that Matt Smyth was
proposing. He attended a recruitment
session at Westwood Cross the next
weekend to meet him.
Matt had made an A1 print of the Wheel of
Wellbeing into a drum machine using electro
paint. Visitors could help programme sounds
that would play when one of the segments
was touched. It was clear that Seb really
enjoyed the music making activity and he
was very keen to learn how the sounds were
triggered on the WOW. He’d come with his
parents who felt safe leaving him with us as
they went off nearby to do some shopping
and have a coffee - Seb was having a great
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time. On his mothers return we learned that
Seb is autistic and rarely takes part in any
activities.
He subsequently came along to the
Broadstairs Library workshops, where he
spent two days creating the Art Beat Harp;
he engaged throughout the session and
contributed many ideas. Seeing him engage
in such a positive way was a brilliant
outcome.
When it came to the performance, he took a
lead role in explaining to the public how the
piece worked, smiling throughout. Matt
spoke to both his parents at the end of the
session and they were both amazed that he
had engaged so well. They were keen that
he could continue in some way and Matt was
able to offer them advice on how best he
could continue with digital music making.
Seb also enjoyed the evaluation exercise at
the workshops where we had a tall ladder
called the Confidence Ladder. The young
people created plasticine avatars and placed
them on a rung of the ladder at the
beginning of the day to reflect how confident
they felt and then adjusted them at the end
of the session to show any changes. At the
end of the two day session, for Seb, the
ladder wasn’t tall enough.
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Turner Contemporary’s Art Beat
case study, ACE website
Led by Turner Contemporary, an Arts Council National portfolio organisation, Art Beat was a
series of free summer workshops and events that offered young people across Thanet, Kent the
opportunity to explore themes of wellbeing by working with artists, musicians, dancers and
performers.
Meeting shared needs through commissioned work
Art Beat forms part of Kent County Council's Six Ways to Wellbeing and the project has been funded
by the council, with partnership investment from Arts Council England Bridge
organisations Artswork and Royal Opera House Bridge. Six Ways to Wellbeing, which is Kent-wide,
aims to make small changes to people's lives in order to improve wellbeing.
Turner Contemporary applied through an open tendering process for a commission to creatively and
innovatively publicise the Six Ways to Wellbeing to young people in Thanet. Staff at the gallery felt the
commission supported the organisation's mission and its vision of 'Art inspiring change'. It was also an
opportunity to grow new local audiences in line with its strategy, to work with Kent County Council Public
Health for the first time, and to become part of a group gathering evidence about the impact of art and
culture on wellbeing.
Turner Contemporary's proven track record in leading cultural transformation in Margate helped win it the
tender. This includes work within the local community to explore the transformative power of culture for
10 years before the gallery opened in 2011 and attendance figures of over 1.4 million gallery visitors and
92,000 learning programme participants, many of whom have championed the gallery's impact on their
lives and wellbeing.
Aims of the project
Art Beat aimed to introduce local young people to the Six Ways to Wellbeing through taking part in fun
and challenging creative activities. They were given the opportunity to work with inspiring artists,
musicians, dancers, philosophers and other creative professionals, all with the support of trained youth
workers and wellbeing experts. In doing so the team hoped young people would grow in confidence and
develop communication skills, resilience and the ability to inspire and lead others, including their families
and carers.
Other aims included forming lasting connections between project participants and facilitators and offering
opportunities to work in a variety of spaces from galleries to beaches.
Developing partnerships and bringing in expertise
Turner Contemporary was required to work alongside Kent County Council Libraries as a condition of
funding. To develop the project the two also formed partnerships with Pie Factory Music, which runs
music workshops for young people in Kent, and Concorde Youth Centre. This allowed the Art Beat team
to connect with and shape the project for young people, accessing specialist equipment and expertise
and harnessing the support of qualified youth workers, particularly around mental health issues and
wellbeing. Three members of Turner Contemporary's Learning Delivery team (trained Arts Award
Advisers and qualified at level one of Philosophy for Children) also helped develop the project.
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Young people were certainly at the centre of Art Beat with a young person from the gallery's Young
Navigators programme even sitting on the interview panel to select the artists involved. Recruited artists
attended a training day about the project before also becoming involved in its planning and development.
Additional expertise was sought from Practical Philosopher Ayisha de Lanerolle from The Conversation
Agency, which helps arts, cultural and education organisations to explore philosophical ideas.
Artistic output
Workshops and events gave young people opportunities to create art, costume, music, dance and
sculpture. These also created a positive creative challenge for the artists who worked around themes of
wellbeing, sometimes collaborating with creators from fields different to their own. In one example, digital
musician Matt Smyth and sculptor Rachel Taylor worked with young people to create a musical harp
sculpture using 'electro paint' and conductible materials. Other projects included an insanely catchy
instructional dance track created with dancer Dani Batchelor, and poetry theatre practitioner Jessica
Jordan Wrench introducing a 'cut-up-method' to allow complete beginners to create spoken word pieces.
Reaching target audiences
Art Beat aimed to reach a wide range of communities in Thanet, connecting with young people who do
not usually visit Turner Contemporary, including young people in care. As precursors to the workshops,
taster sessions took place every weekend across Thanet - in a library, shopping centre, skate park and at
the Thanet Freedom Festival. Projects were also directly advertised to children's homes and social
workers, and churches and youth groups were contacted through Pie Factory Music. Workshops also
took place across Thanet, rather than being located in the gallery, to enable young people to get involved
without having to travel far.
Overcoming challenges
The first workshops, which took place over the school summer holidays, had relatively low attendance
despite extensive promotion to the large database collected during the taster sessions. Other local
groups also reported experiencing low numbers of attendees, suggesting that the unusually pleasant
weather in an area with beautiful beaches may have had a negative effect.
However, attendance numbers increased by the end of the holidays when the Art Beat team also
adapted the workshops, taking them to a number of local youth clubs. This also helped to create
relationships that Turner Contemporary believes will continue beyond the life project.
Impact and evaluation
The project was extended past the summer with workshops running throughout October. 124 people in
total participated in the project with 95 of these aged 13 to 19. There has been repeated regional
coverage of the project on local radio stations and in local newspapers.
Tom Pittman a 16-year-old DJ who took part in the project said: 'The Art Beat project was the main event
this summer where the community truly came together to share a passion for creativity, and where
people who would never have met in normal circumstances were united.'
Kent County Council is currently coordinating a structured evaluation of the Six Ways to Wellbeing
project. The Turner Contemporary team hopes that by gathering robust evaluation relating to wellbeing
they will be able work with new partners in future, securing funding from a broader range of sources.
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Evidence collection
Public sector survey
Answered by 37 then 51 people.
Involved in 6 Ways pilot

3

5

Work for Kent Arts and Culture
or Bridge

0

3

Work in Public Health

13

9

Work in the procurement

2

0

Member of cultural
transformation board

2

0

Work for a borough council or
Medway

8

12

Another (not PH) commissioner

3

4

Are you a member of SILK

0

0

Other

10

22

Cultural sector survey
Answered by 55 then 39 people.
Combined arts

32

18

Visual arts

22

21

Performing arts

25

16

Voluntary arts

12

8

Museums

7

5

Libraries

7

2

A commissioned provider

10

7
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Service specification
FOR THE PURCHASE OF

A “programme" to raise awareness of the
Six Ways to Wellbeing

This document defines the resources which will be
purchased by Kent County Council to carry out the
programme within six defined geographical districts in Kent:
Dartford, Gravesham, Swale, Maidstone, Thanet and
Shepway

VERSION 10 FINAL

February 2014

Copyright © The Kent County Council
2014
This material may not be copied or
published without the Kent County
Council’s permission in writing
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INTRODUCTION

This programme is the product of a partnership between Kent County Council Public
Health and the Arts & Culture Service, the Royal Opera House Bridge and Artswork as
the South East Bridge. This commission has been jointly funded by KCC Public Health,
Royal Opera House Bridge and Artswork as the South East Bridge and will be managed
by Kent County Council.
This contract is to deliver a programme in six districts in Kent (one in each), through
which organisations will creatively and innovatively publicise the Six Ways to Wellbeing
campaign on a large scale. Each programme will involve targeted intervention with
vulnerable young people and their families or carers as well as participation at an event
or festival. The commission is split into six lots: one for each district and will be
delivered in partnership with the Healthy Living Centres in Dartford, Gravesham,
Maidstone and Swale, and with selected libraries in Thanet and Shepway.
It is expected that, under this contract, the successful Provider will commence on 01
May 2014 and deliver this service until 30th November 2014. The maximum value of
this contract is £35,000 per district to meet all the delivery requirements of this service
specification. This contract may be extended in areas where the outcomes have proved
especially effective. This will be subject to funding and agreement from relevant
parties.
This specification states KCC requirements, and should be read in conjunction with the
Terms and Conditions. The terms used are the same throughout the documents.
Compliance with the contract will take place through monitoring which will be led by
KCC Arts & Culture Service.

1.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAMME

This commission has been developed through a programme initiated by Kent Arts and
Culture Service, Royal Opera House Bridge and Artswork SE Bridge to enable the
market to become commissioning ready through a series of training sessions and
networking events culminating with an opportunity to tender for a Public Health
commission. This is an open process and all successful Providers will be expected to
commit to a Creative Commissioning Support Package (see programme output table)
that will run in parallel to this commission. In addition they will need to contribute to a
Creative Commissioning Evaluation and Toolkit (independently contracted and funded)
which forms part of the overall aim of the programme and which we would like to set a
benchmark of good practice and be shared nationally.
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This programme fits within the strategic cultural priorities for Kent as defined in
Unlocking Kent’s Cultural Potential – A cultural strategy for Kent 2010 to
2015. A copy can be found here.
“Achieving a small change in the average level of well-being across the population
would produce a large decrease in the percentage with mental disorder, and also in
the percentage who have sub-clinical disorder (languishing)” Mental Capital, Foresight
2008
Mental wellbeing has been identified as a core area for investment for Public Health in
Kent and is associated with a range of better outcomes for people of all ages and
backgrounds, including improved physical health and life expectancy, better
educational achievement, increased skills, reduced health risk behaviours, healthy
functioning families, communities and society, and reduced risk of mental health
problems and suicide.
‘Live It Well’ is Kent’s mental health and wellbeing strategy (www.liveitwell.org.uk).
This gives priority to promoting wellbeing as a cost effective preventative intervention.
It puts particular focus on tackling health inequalities by targeting those groups who
have less resilience or who are at higher risk. The wellbeing approach offers a positive
alternative to the illness and disability focus of much health and social care provision.
The Kent Programme for Mental Wellbeing has three key outcomes which are reflected
in Outcome 4 of Outcomes for Kent Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy:
• a reduction in suicide in all boroughs and districts in Kent
• increased reported wellbeing, and
• increased access to Primary Care Psychological Therapies (known nationally as
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) services)
A number of tools will be used to measure the impact of this programme, including:
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS), KCC’s Equality Impact
Assessment and Mental Wellbeing and Inequalities Impact Assessment tools.
A large part of KCC’s investment programme in promoting wellbeing and preventing
mental illness is a Six Ways to Wellbeing campaign and communications strategy that
encourages people to adopt the six ways to wellbeing behaviours to improve their
mental wellbeing. The campaign focuses around the Wheel of Wellbeing (WOW) which
has six dimensions and is referred to as the ‘Six Ways to Wellbeing’. The successful
Provider of this service will need to understand the themes of the six ways to wellbeing,
these are:
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Connect - with family, friends, colleagues, neighbours
Be active - walk, run, garden, dance
Take notice - be curious, reflect on experiences
Keep learning - try something new
Give - doing something for others
Grow your world - planet care for its sustainability

For further information on the Six Ways to Wellbeing please
visit the
Live it Well website at www.liveitwell.org.uk

3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

The aim of this programme is to find creative and innovative approaches that
encourage people to adopt activities that will maintain and improve their mental
wellbeing. It is also to raise awareness of the Six Ways to Wellbeing campaign amongst
the wider population and encourage participation in the arts. The Provider will need to
work in partnership with Healthy Living Centres, which have insight into priority
communities we wish to target and Libraries that will become “Wellbeing Zones” for
local communities. Healthy Living Centre and Library staff for each district must be
included in planning of the programme activities to ensure they fit in with their existing
or planned priorities.
The Creative Programme has two key elements:


Youth Interventions and Champions - delivery of creative interventions with
young people in each district and development of Wellbeing Champions
 Events/Festivals – delivery at a large scale public event/s or festival/s in each
district

Four main aims:
1.

To improve participants’ understanding of mental health and wellbeing

2.

To boost participants’ subjective wellbeing

3.

To encourage participants to increase their uptake of creative evidence-based
activities that will improve wellbeing

4.

To spread the Six Ways to Wellbeing Campaign and develop Champions in each
district
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The key outcomes will be evaluated and may be used to influence and feed into the
wider cultural commissioning agenda. In addition, a wellbeing impact scale will be used
to measure the impact of the intervention by the Provider, on vulnerable young people
and their families.
3.1

The organisation

This programme may be delivered by multiple Providers (consortium approach with one
lead partner) or just one Provider in each of the specified districts. Each organisation or
consortia may tender for more than one district, however, Providers will be expected to
have local knowledge and be expected to work evenings and weekends in that district
or borough where necessary.
We are looking for a variety of different approaches to delivering the outcomes and we
expect the learning from the approach to contribute to the Creative Commissioning
Evaluation and toolkit. To ensure there is diversity in the proposals coming forward, a
uniform approach for more than one district or borough will not be considered.
Tenderers must demonstrate an understanding of the needs of the local population and
develop a programme that is tailored to meet their needs.

3.2

Youth interventions and Wellbeing Champions

A number of interventions will be delivered with young people in each area in a youth
friendly setting. The interventions have not been defined as the Commissioner is
looking for creative ideas that will support young people to explore the Six Ways to
Wellbeing and see how they can become part of their daily lives. These interventions
should be delivered over the course of the contract through a minimum of 50 hours and
must include participation in the arts and include Arts Award as part of the programme
(see outputs table). Ideally each young person should attend a minimum of two
sessions so that we can effectively assess the impact of the intervention.
The target group is vulnerable children and young people aged 13 to 19 or up to 25
years for Special and Educational Needs (SEN) and their families or carers.57 If the
Providers wish to work with a younger group, this can be discussed with the
Commissioner. (This is likely to include looked after children, young offenders, young
carers, those with additional learning needs, and children and young people with
challenging home lives.) It is expected that the Providers will target young people
through a number of relevant organisations such as, HLCs, libraries, schools, youth
services and Kent Integrated Adolescent Support Service (KIASS) Leads. It is also
expected that the successful provider should align its work to the Headstart programme

57

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/251839/Draft_SEN_Code_of_Practice
_-_statutory_guidance.pdf
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(see Section 7: Definitions) in Kent where applicable; any other associated public
health initiatives.
The provider will be expected to develop a number of Wellbeing Champions as part of
this work who willing to talk about the Six Ways of Wellbeing. (See outputs table) and
the role of arts within this. These champions should promote the positive benefits of
adapting these behaviours to peers and their community. The Provider should work
with partners to ensure Champions will be supported at the end of the contract.

3.3

Events/Festivals

For the events or festivals it is expected that the Provider will work in partnership with
an existing festival or event, where they exist, to embed creative activities into the
event / festival. If there is not already an existing event then the Provider will be
expected to deliver one. The Providers should use these events to raise the profile of
the Six Ways of Wellbeing amongst the Kent population and highlight the intervention
work they have been doing with young people. Delivery at the festival/event must last
a minimum of one full day ( 7.5 hours) or be spread across more than one day to same
duration unless otherwise agreed with the Commissioner.

3.4

Where will the programme be carried out?

Programme 1 will be delivered through the Dartford Healthy Living Centre and in
collaboration with an existing festival or large scale event in in Dartford
Programme 2 will be delivered through The Grand Healthy Living Centre in
Gravesham and in collaboration with an existing festival or large scale event in
Gravesham
Programme 3 will be delivered through Fusion Healthy Living Centre in Maidstone and
in collaboration with an existing festival or large scale event in Maidstone
Programme 4 will be delivered through Sheppey Matters Healthy Living Centre in
Sheerness and in collaboration with an existing festival or large scale event in Swale
Programme 5 will be delivered in association with the libraries in Thanet and in
collaboration with an existing festival or large scale event in Thanet
Programme 6 will be delivered in association with libraries in Shepway and in
collaboration with an existing festival or large scale event in Shepway

3.5

Timescales

Delivery of this contact will take place between 1st May 2014 and 30th November 2014.
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We expect the delivery of the interventions and festivals to take place between 1st May
2014 and 30th September 2014. The remaining two months will be for final report and
evaluation writing and participating at a showcase event in November 2014.
Depending on the success of the initial 6 areas, this programme may be extended to
additional areas in Kent. In addition the programmes may be extended and repeated in
the Spring/Summer 2015 in areas which have demonstrated high impact.

3.6

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)

IPR will be subject to joint ownership between KCC, ROH Bridge and Artswork SE
Bridge. This will include:


IP for all work created for this programme by participating artists and arts
organisations
 IP for Creative Commissioning programme (jointly between KCC, ROH Bridge
and Artswork SE Bridge)
It is agreed that the copyright and intellectual property of any documents or work, text,
images and film produced as a result of this Commission reside jointly with KCC, ROH
Bridge and Artswork SE Bridge and the rights to further use in any other form or
medium shall be granted in perpetuity to Kent County Council, ROH Bridge and
Artswork SE Bridge on condition that the authors and originators of the work are
credited.
Providers must supply one copy each of all recorded work to KCC Arts and Culture, KCC
Public Health, ROH Bridge and Artswork SE Bridge.

4.

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES and OUTPUTS
1. Increase the recognition of the Wheel of Wellbeing and understanding of the six
themes in the Six Ways to Wellbeing campaign amongst the wider population.
2. More people, including young people and their families or carers, understand and
are practising the Six Ways to Wellbeing.
3. Impact of the delivery programme is monitored and evaluated to inform future
investment.
4. Public Health Wellbeing Outcomes of this programme support Outcome 4 of
Outcomes for Kent Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy.
5. Evidence from the public events of a recognition and understanding of the Six
Ways to Wellbeing
6. Improved wellbeing - the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale
(WEMWBS) will be the principle tool to evaluate how the young people have
improved their wellbeing as a result of the targeted intervention. Other scales
can be discussed with the Commissioner
7. Collaborate with the Evaluators and provide them with information as required.
Contribute to the development of the Creative Commissioning Toolkit.
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4.1

What will need to be delivered:

Outcome

Target
date

1. Increase the
understandin
g of the
benefits of
adopting the
Six Ways to
Wellbeing
amongst the
wider
population

30th
September
2014

30th
September
2014

2. More children
and young
people are
practising the
Six Ways to
Wellbeing

Story of
Change

Method for collecting
evidence and date
required
Type and format of evidence
to be agreed between
Providers and Commissioners
but could include: talking
heads, blogs, pre and post
questionnaires, film,
attendance sheets, etc.
Final evaluation and report
must include statistics
(minimum of attendance
/footfall, gender and ages)
and case studies

b. 100% of
participating young
people understand
the Six Ways to
Wellbeing

By 19th October 2014

30th
September
2014

c. A minimum of 500
individuals including
young people and
their families or
carers per district
actively participate
at a festival/event
at which the Six
Ways to Wellbeing
is celebrated

30th
September
2014

a. 75% of those
engaged have
reported practising
at least one of the 6
ways to wellbeing
by the end of the
intervention

Type and format of evidence
to be agreed between
Providers and Commissioners
but could include: talking
heads, blogs, pre and post
questionnaires, film,
attendance sheets, etc.

30th
September
2014

b. 50% of those
engaged have
reported practising
at least three of the
Six Ways of
Wellbeing
c. 25% of young
people who
engaged will
become a champion
for the Six Ways of

Final evaluation and report
must include statistics
(minimum of
attendance/footfall, gender
and ages) and case studies

30th
September
2014
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Wellbeing

3. Impact of the
delivery
programme
is monitored
and
demonstrates
improved
wellbeing

On first
contact

a. Baseline measure in
place and
completed

Monthly

b. Progress report

30th
September
2014

c. Evaluation
completed using
same technique to
establish baseline

ongoing

d. Evidence is
collected by
successful
applicants

30th
November
2014

e. Report and
resources are made
available for wider
distribution

30th
November
2014

f. Completion of
wellbeing scales
and storage of data
in line with
guidance

TBC

g. Participation in two
seminars with KCC
Public Health and
other partners to
learn about and
share learning and
experience of the
wellbeing scale and
planning around
communicating the
Six Ways to
Wellbeing

Warwick-Edinburgh Mental
Well-being scale used to
measure impact of
interventions on first contact
and at six months.

Participation in the
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4. Healthy
Living
Centres
become Arts
Award
supporters
5. Young people
achieve Arts
Award

November
2014

support and
evaluation of the
wider ‘Creative
Commissioning’
programme. Attend
a minimum of three
sessions
100% Healthy Living
Centres are registered
as Arts Award
supporters
50% of participating
young people put up
for moderation for Arts
Award at agreed levels
- ranging from
Discover through to
Gold

Trinity data

Number of moderations

Roles, responsibilities and resources

4.2

Provider: The Provider will need to deliver all elements identified in this service
specification and be responsible for delivering the outputs and outcomes described.
They will also need to:





provide all resources required for delivery
adhere to the service standards as outlined below
appoint a member of staff for contact
attend any performance monitoring and evaluation meetings, training, seminars
and other reasonable requests

Commissioner: The Commissioners will need to jointly agree the format and delivery method for
both the events and interventions. They will also provide:






a commissioning support programme
an appointed Officer for point of contact
one or more Public Health seminars about wellbeing
access to wellbeing resources and literature
information, training and resources needed to carry out WEMWBS

Healthy Living Centres and Libraries: It is anticipated that the Healthy Living Centres and
Libraries will:
 provide named contacts
 provide other resources, e.g. staff time (not guaranteed) and use of venue and facilities
(where possible)
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 signpost to the programme activities and wider wellbeing activities
 promote the programme and overall campaign
 support the delivery of the programme including Arts Award and other key priorities as
agreed

Management, monitoring and evaluation of the contract

4.3

Management

 The programme will be managed by KCC Arts & Culture Service (KACS) on behalf

of Public Health, Royal Opera House Bridge, and Artswork South East Bridge. All
parties will be involved in formal contract monitoring.
 KACS will act as the fund holder for the Creative Commissions and make contractual
arrangements with the successful bidders. Payments will be made monthly in arrears, other
than agreed set-up costs
 KCC will be responsible for ensuring that all the conditions of Artswork South East Bridge’s
and the Royal Opera House Bridge’s investments are met by the commissioned arts &
culture organisations and their partners including branding and evaluation requirements
 Regular progress reports will be submitted to KACS, Arts in Health steering group
(which may become part of the Kent Cultural Transformation Public Health Task
& Finish Group), Public Health, Artswork and Royal Opera House Bridges to
correspond with the agreed contractual schedule. These will be shared with the
Arts in Health steering group which includes representatives from Medway
Council and Ideas Test (the Creative People and Places programme for Swale and
Medway) and others.
Monitoring
The Service Provider must be able to produce such monitoring information as the
Council may require including:
 Completed evaluation forms, which when completed are stored in line with the
guidance in section 4 above
 Full financial records pertaining to the service delivery for the purposes of audit
by Kent County Council upon request
 Final report detailing activity and outcomes of the commission (Format to be
agreed with the Commissioning Officer)
 Progress reports
Evaluation
It is important we effectively measure the impact of this programme and do so in a
consistent way across the six districts. This will be done in the following ways:
 The programme will be evaluated using the Warwick-Edinburgh mental wellbeing
scale and other evaluation techniques at appropriate intervals
 The successful tenders will be those that have demonstrated a clear, achievable
and effective evaluation process.
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 Two external evaluators will be commissioned separately :
1. The first to evaluate the whole process as part of the Support Programme and to
develop a toolkit to deliver across the sector in Kent and nationally.
2. The second by KCC Public Health to evaluate the wellbeing benefits of the
interventions. It is expected that the successful Provider will work with KCC PH to
support the evaluation process as required.
The Provider will need to engage fully with the external evaluators and
provide relevant information required.

SERVICE STANDARDS
The Provider (which in this instance can be a consortium of organisations) must
establish and maintain systems to ensure the quality of the service and will be required
to maintain effective policies and procedures pertaining to the service delivery for the
purposes of audit by Kent County Council upon request. This will include, but is not
limited to:
Safeguarding

The Provider must have safeguarding policies that are appropriate
to the organisation’s work and that are aligned with the Kent and
Medway Safeguarding Policy, Protocols and Guidance.
All staff and volunteers engaged by the Provider are made aware of
the Kent and Medway Safeguarding Policy, Protocols and Guidance.
http://kent.gov.uk/adult_social_services/information_for_professio
nals/service_information/adult_protection/documents_library/polici
es_and_acts.aspx
A Trustee (or named person) is appointed as Safeguarding Lead
who will be responsible for leading and managing safeguarding
concerns.
The Provider has a procedure in place for dealing with aggression
and violence. Staff and volunteers will endeavour to prevent
aggression and manage violence; all verbal and physical aggression
by participants is responded to in non-interventional ways.
Photographic and filming permissions must be sought from parents
or guardians of those under the age of 16 years and all those who
are SEN.
If applicable the Provider must adhere to the Children
(Performance) Regulations 1968
(http://www.kent.gov.uk/education_and_learning/school_attendan
ce__behaviour/child_employment/children_in_entertainment.aspx)
.
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Health &
Safety and
the
environment

The Provider must provide evidence that they have appropriate
Health & Safety policies and procedures that will ensure the safety
of participants, staff and volunteers.
The Provider must be committed to a management framework
which incorporates the provisions of the Health & Safety at Work
Act, and the responsibility to provide, so far as is reasonably
practicable, a safe and healthy working environment for all
employees and volunteers.
The Provider must have a robust system for reporting and
recording accidents and Incidents. The procedure includes details of
how to report accidents and incidents and to whom and what steps
to take to ensure that the participants, staff and volunteers adhere
to health and safety guidelines.
All serious incidents must be reported to the Commissioning Officer
and any other relevant bodies of any serious incidents in a timely
manner.

Recruitment

The Provider has robust recruitment and selection procedures that
comply with the requirements of current and future legislation,
including but not limited to, Human Rights and Equalities
legislation.
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/advice-and-guidance/newequality-act-guidance/
Paid Staff will only be engaged in delivering the service upon the
satisfactory completion of the following checks:
 verification of address, identity and where appropriate work
permit
 two written references (when relevant one should be from
the immediate past employer and should be followed by a
telephone call to the referee prior to confirmation of
employment)
 driving licence where appropriate
 DBS check if applicable
 certificates of qualifications and training
The Provider must make sure there are a sufficient number of
suitably skilled staff, to deliver all the specified outputs within this
specification

Staffing

The Provider will be required to detail staffing levels, and staffing
costs in the final tender submission
The staff themselves must be familiar with the Six Ways to
Wellbeing (www.liveitwell.org.uk) and the organisation(s) will be
required to measure their wellbeing as they plan and deliver the
interventions.
Staff who are working with children, young people and vulnerable
adults will need to have DBS checks at the appropriate level and
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comply with all legislative requirements relating to safeguarding of
children and vulnerable adults.
The Provider will have clear and easily accessible mechanisms of
induction and line management support and will ensure that all
staff and volunteers are aware of them.
The Provider will offer opportunities for one-to-one sessions
between the Service Manager/Coordinator and staff and volunteers.
The Provider must ensure that an immediate investigation is
undertaken into any allegations or incidents of misconduct with
appropriate action taken in accordance with Kent and Medway
Safeguarding Policy, Protocols and Guidance.
The Provider must keep a record of all disciplinary incidents
involving staff members and volunteers working in the Project.
Training

All staff recieve the training needed to carry out their role in a safe manner
and ensures they are competent and trained to undertake the activities for
which they are recruited.

Complaints
and
Compliments

The Provider must have a procedure for dealing with Comments
and Complaints

Equalities

The Service must be inclusive and offer an equality of access
regardless of gender, ethnicity, sexual identity and/or disability.
The supplier must have a policy which is in compliance with the
2010 Equality Act.

Insurance

The Provider must maintain the following categories and levels of
insurance to deliver the service:
 Minimum £5 million for each and every claim Employers
Liability Insurance
 Minimum of £5 million Public Liability Insurance

Marketing
The Provider must adhere to the marketing and communication
and
guidelines set by Kent County Council and as agreed with the
Communicatio Commissioner including the use of relevant branding and logos.
n

Data
protection

The Provider must adhere to and fulfil their obligations under the
Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act
2000.

Health
Inequalities
(see
definitions)

Kent County Council Public Health have developed a screening tool
(HIWIA) to enable all commissioning to be assessed in terms of the
potential for increasing or decreasing Health Inequalities. Providers
are encouraged to utilise this screening tool to evaluate the
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programmes they deliver and identify a targeted action plan to
address to improve Health Inequalities outcomes.
Six Ways to
Wellbeing
(see
definitions)

Sustainability

It is a requirement that all programmes commissioned by Public
Health actively contribute to the Six Ways to Wellbeing.

The concepts of ‘well-being’ and ‘sustainability’ are inextricably
linked and the central purpose of Local Government Act 2000 was
to give local authorities the ability, via enabling powers and
community strategies to “improve the economic, social and
environmental well-being of each area in its inhabitants and
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development in the
UK.” Since the Planning Act 2004, sustainable development has
also been established as the statutory purpose of the planning
system in which local authorities play a critical role. As it is now a
statutory rather than a theoretical concept, a working definition of
sustainability is required which can be found in the UK Sustainable
Development Strategy 2005. This defines five principles of
sustainability (see definitions). The provider must ensure that the
sustainability objectives and outcomes laid out below are fully
addressed within their programmes.









6.
Summary

Environmental enhancement: respecting the limits of
the planet’s environment by protecting and enhancing
it, its natural resources and biodiversity;
Social justice: meeting the diverse needs of all people
in existing and future communities, promoting
personal
well-being, social cohesion and inclusion, and creating
equal opportunity for all;
Sustainable economy: building a strong, stable and
sustainable economy which provides prosperity and
opportunities for all, and in which environmental and
social costs fall on those who impose them and
efficient resource use is incentivised;
Sound evidence: ensuring policy is developed and
implemented on the basis of strong scientific evidence,
whilst taking into account scientific uncertainty as well
as public attitudes and values;
Community engagement: actively promoting effective,
participative systems of governance in all levels of
society.
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Artswork SE Bridge:
http://www.artswork.org.uk/south-east-bridge
Royal Opera House Bridge
http://www.roh.org.uk/learning/royal-opera-house-bridge
Kent Health and Wellbeing Strategy:
http://www.kent.gov.uk/your_council/priorities,_policies_and_plans/priorities_
and_plans/social_care_and_health/health_and_wellbeing_strategy.aspx
Kent’s Cultural Strategy:
http://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure_and_culture/arts__culture/kent_supporting_t
he_arts/culturalstrategy.aspx
Live It Well website:
http://www.liveitwell.org.uk/
Arts Award:
http://www.artsaward.org.uk/site/?id=64
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale:
http://www.healthscotland.com/scotlands-health/population/Measuringpositive-mental-health.aspx
7.

DEFINITIONS
Wellbeing:
Wellbeing has been defined as “more than the absence of mental illness or
pathology”. It implies ‘completeness’ and ‘full functioning’ and includes such
concepts as emotional wellbeing, satisfaction with life, optimism and hope, selfesteem, resilience and coping, spirituality, social functioning, and emotional
intelligence - NHS (2008).
Young people: We have defined young people as between the ages of 13 and
19 (and up to 25 for those with disabilities). If the Providers wish to work with a
younger group, this can be discussed with the Commissioner.
Creative Commissioning Support Programme, Evaluation and Toolkit:
The aim of this work is to further develop the skills of the cultural organisations
in the project around commissioning, provide a detailed evaluation of the process
and disseminate the effective learning of all cultural organisations involved.
The support programme will provide group or one-to-one sessions for
organisations on: value for money, effectively demonstrating impact and
evaluation, as well as other areas that might emerge as part of the process.
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Organisations will be required to attend all sessions on the support programme
in order to further develop their skills around commissioning.
The evaluation will be conducted by external evaluators. They will require access,
through conversations, interviews and surveys to the experiences and techniques
that organisations are employing throughout the commissioning programme.
Organisations will be expected to contribute materials towards compiling a toolkit
for use by other arts and cultural organisations to support skills development in
becoming commission ready.
Health Inequalities:
Health inequalities are avoidable variations in health status of groups and
individuals and are a complex issue. There is evidence that populations in areas
with high deprivation experience higher morbidity and mortality than those areas
with low deprivation (Marmot strategic review, 2010).
Health inequalities are ultimately measured by Life Expectancy at Birth and All
Age All-Cause Mortality rates and a range of shorter-term performance indicators
set by the Public Health Outcome Framework. One of the success factors for
improving public’s health for local authorities and Clinical Commissioning Groups
will be assessed on how well they are reducing health inequalities in their area.
Six Ways to Wellbeing:
Six Ways to Wellbeing are actions that are shown by research to improve
people’s wellbeing. They can’t change our circumstances but building them into
our daily lives can help us feel better, no matter what our starting point. The list
was drawn up by an independent think tank, The New Economics Foundation,
which was commissioned by the government’s Foresight Project on Mental
Capital and Wellbeing to review evidence on improving wellbeing in research
studies from around the world. The Six Ways to Wellbeing and the Wheel of
Wellbeing have been developed by the South London and Maudsley NHS Trust.
The Six Ways – connect, give, take notice, keep learning, be active and grow
your world – can improve your mood, strengthen your relationships and help you
to cope when life doesn’t go to plan.
Headstart Programme:
HeadStart is a Big Lottery funded project to build resilience in young people so
that they and are equipped to better deal with difficult circumstances in their
lives, so as to prevent them experiencing common mental health problems. For
example, we know young people’s experiences in their school, communities or
family lives, or on social media, can trigger problems that could be avoided or
reduced through ea
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Purpose of project for Bridge
organisations
Their co-investment in this pilot was intended to ‘increase arts and cultural
opportunities for children and young people with the added benefit of
developing strategic and sustainable local relationships’ acting as an ‘honest’
broker. This pilot should have helped the cultural sector move towards a more
‘demand-led’ approach, and demonstrated the value of the Bridge organisations
to the cultural sector in doing so. Success should look like this:
For service buyers:


Money invested for the first time



Repeated or developed investment by the target stakeholder (measured
over an agreed timeframe)



Access to innovative models of demand led activity



Opportunity for strategic alignment of their own investment to the
investment of suitable commissioning partners

For Providers (NPOs, arts and culture providers):


Percentage increase in business generated as a direct result of new working
patterns, practices developed or organisational development (measured
over an agreed timeframe)



Alignment in the business planning of educational providers working across
regional geography

For Children and Young People:


Number of sessions of quality engagement as audiences, participants or
young leaders as a direct result of this work (measured over an agreed
timeframe.)
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Statistics on vulnerable
young people
Kent JSNA 2011
Risks

Resilience

 a learning disability of any kind
 enduring physical ill health such as
epilepsy
 physical or sexual abuse
 witnessing domestic violence
 a child whose parent has a serious
mental health difficulty

 attributes, such as an adaptable nature
or good self esteem
 a range of relationship factors, including
peer and family relationships
 the consistent availability of a person
whom they can trust

There are some factors which are well
established as increasing children’s
vulnerability to mental health problems,
such as
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Proportion of vulnerable children and young
people affected by mental disorder
National statistics from the Joint Mental Health Commissioning Panel
Looked after children

45%

Children with special educational need requiring
statutory assessment

44%

Children with learning disability

36%

Children absent from school more than15 days
in previous term14

17% with emotional disorder
14% with conduct disorder
11% with hyperkinetic disorder

Children with a parent with mentalillness14

Parents of child with conduct disorder
51% have emotional disorder
18% have a severe emotional disorder
Parents of child with emotional disorder
48% have emotional disorder

Children from households with no working
parent

20%

Children from families receiving disability
benefits

24%

Children from household reference person in
routine occupational group

15%

Children of parents with no educational
qualifications

17%

Children living in ‘hard pressed’ areas

15%

Children from weekly household income <£100

16%

11-16 year olds from weekly householdincome
<£200

20%

Children in stepfamilies

14%

Children from lone parent families

16%

Green H, McGinnity A, Meltzer H, et al (2005) Mental health of children and young people in
Great Britain, 2004. Office of National Statistics
Meltzer H, Corbin T, Gatward R et al (2003) The mental health of young people looked after by
local authoritiesin England. Office for NationalStatistics
Emerson E, Hatton C (2007) Mental health of children and adolescents with intellectual
disabilities in Britain. Br JPsychiatry 191:493–9.
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Thanet
Tonbridge and
Malling
Tunbridge
Wells

Swale

Shepway

Sevenoaks

Maidstone

Gravesham

Dover

Dartford

Canterbury

Ashford

Indicator

South East

England

Kent Chimat (Child and maternal) indicators

Life Expectancy at birth (Male)

Period
2011/13

79.4

80.4

81.2

80.5

79.2

79.1

79.7

80.2

81.4

79.6

79.1

77.8

80.5

81.3

Life Expectancy at birth (Female)

2011/13

83.1

83.9

84.5

83.6

81.8

82.8

83.3

83.6

84.6

83.5

83.1

82.6

84.9

85.3

Children in poverty (under 20)

2012

18.6

13.6

15.7

16.1

15.5

19.7

18.9

13.6

11.2

20.7

22.1

25.5

12

10.1

Children in poverty (under 16s)

2012

19.2

14.2

16.7

16.8

16.2

20.8

19.8

14.3

11.7

21.8

23.1

26.7

12.7

10.6

Pupil absence

2012/13

5.26

5.22

5.24

5.54

5.05

5.51

5.43

5.06

5.06

5.61

5.49

5.55

4.91

5.1

Low birth weight of term babies

2012

2.8

2.3

2.7

1.9

2.5

2

3.1

2.5

2

2.9

2

2.4

2.8

1.8

Under 18 conceptions

2012

27.7

23.2

23.9

20.6

32.4

31.6

29.7

19.2

16.6

27.8

35.6

36.1

26.1

13.5

Excess weight in 4-5 year olds

2013/14

22.5

20.5

21.5

20.8

22.2

20.7

24.6

16.4

17.6

22.2

23.7

21.9

19.5

18.5

Excess weight in 10-11 year olds
Hospital admissions caused by unintentional and
deliberate injuries in children (aged 0-14 years)
Hospital admissions for accidental and deliberate
injuries in children (aged 0-4)
Hospital admissions caused by unintentional and
deliberate injuries in young people (aged 15-24)
Chlamydia diagnoses (15-24 year olds) - CTAD

2013/14

33.5

30.3

35.4

32.9

37.5

31.5

35.7

31.9

27.5

34

34.7

34.4

28.7

27.5

2012/13

104

99.3

64.6

69.1

113

77.5

123

87.5

103

86

110

99.1

114

100

2012/13

135

129

91.7

97.6

160

94.8

161

121

118

108

163

139

142

127

2012/13

131

128

118

109

145

131

161

136

133

151

118

171

156

154

2013

2016

1649

1572

1199

1328

1033

1127

1969

1259

2642

1820

2388

1344

1147

Infant mortality

2010/12

4.1

3.4

2.4

4.1

2

4.9

3.6

2.5

3.9

3.3

3.2

3.4

3.1

1.7

Tooth decay in children aged 5

2011/12

0.94

0.67

0.55

0.5

0.61

0.78

1.11

0.66

0.29

0.77

0.61

0.55

0.6

0.36
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WEMWBS
Questions
1. I’ve been feeling optimistic about the future
2. I’ve been feeling useful
3. I've been feeling relaxed
4. I’ve been feeling interested in other people
5. I've had energy to spare
6. I’ve been dealing with problems well
7. I've been thinking clearly
8. I’ve been feeling good about myself
9. I’ve been feeling close to other people
10. I've been feeling confident
11. I’ve been able to make up my own mind about things
12. I’ve been feeling loved
13. I’ve been interested in new things
14. I've been feeling cheerful

Results

DADS4DADS
Icon Theatre
Turner Contemporary
Ideas Test
LV21
Total

Summary
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Mean
47.4
50.2
49.1
51.5
49.9
49.7

T1 (Before)
No. responses
130
82
92
134
64
502

Mean
50.4
61
51.2
50.1
54.5
54.4
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T2 (After)
No. responses
99
82
28
12
31
252
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